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The unconventional Centre

he new Melbourne Convention

A main feature of the glittering new

Centre at Southbank officially

building is its Plenary, an amazing space

opened its doors in June ready to

that can either stand alone as a 5000 seat

welcome 5000 guests.

with around 1600 seats arranged in an arc
shape around the central stage area.
These rows can be raised to be tiered in

auditorium or, by activating two 16.8m

line with the rest of the seating or lowered

high operable walls, be reconfigured into

with the seats stowing directly underneath

exhibition and convention space in the

three self-contained, acoustically-separate

the floor.

Southern Hemisphere and one of most

auditoriums, one with the capacity for

impressive architectural and environmental

2500 guests and two for 1500 each.

‘Melbourne now has the most advanced

buildings in the nation,’ claims Melbourne

Inside the Plenary there are two tiers of

Convention and Exhibition Centre.chief

fixed seating and a lower section of 42

executive Leigh Harry.

independent reconfigurable seating rows,

This transforms the auditorium into a
vast flat-floor space for cabarets, banquets,
sporting events or trade exhibitions.
While it was originally proposed that
the retractable seating system would be *

imported from Canada, Industry Capability

the design met the exacting specifications.

Above: The Plenary configured as a

meetings and large seminars have already

Network (ICN) was engaged to locate local

Full scale prototypes were built at the

banqueting space.

booked the centre between 2009 and 2015.

companies capable of manufacturing and

and Regional Development was the lead

to the development of a pedestrian bridge

company’s Cheltenham facility. Dynamic

Right: A computer-generated impression of

They will bring more than 270 000

installing the unique seating system.

department for the Convention Centre

linking the South Wharf precinct to the

testing ensured operational stability and

the Plenary in its full configuration.

delegates to Melbourne and inject

project, which was developed on the

north bank and the marketing of the new

static testing to withstand 75 tonne loads so

Below: The Melbourne Convention and

hundreds of millions of dollars into the

imports and retain Australian wealth and

government’s behalf by a consortium led by

centre.

that the seating system can function as a

Exhibition Centre on the south bank of the

Victorian economy.

job opportunities that may otherwise go

Plenary Group. The architects were NH

stage while in flat floor exhibition mode.

Yarra River.

ICN’s primary mission is to reduce

off-shore.
The result: local Victorian company

The new centre is part of a $1.4 billion

During the installation process, Metaltec

South Wharf development which includes

utilised high precision laser measuring

based in Williamstown, supplied the

a Hilton Hotel, retail precinct and 60

Metaltec Precision Engineering, based in

techniques similar to those used in the

electrical and electronic control systems.

of shopping space.

Cheltenham, was awarded the contract to

manufacture of aircraft parts. The tight

prototype, configure, manufacture and

tolerance of 6mm between seating platforms

said the seating system is designed to meet

install the structural and mechanical

in theatre mode translated to less than

some unique demands.

elements of the Gala seating system and

0.2mm at ground level.

integrate the patented lifting jacks into the

To meet this tolerance, the Metaltec

trucks driving over it,’ Mr Craig said. ‘It

employed on a construction site, including

requires a specially designed displacement

mounting a laser projector in the structure

air-conditioning system.

enables the Plenary to be used in a flat

of the roof structure to locate the seating

floor, tiered, terraced or stadium mode.

bases and the 23 000 bolts which are

floor finishes, including a dance floor, and

Seats can be fully hidden under the floor or

engaged to hold the system down.

built to ensure that any breakages or spills
don’t damage the mechanics, electronics

separate halls, each having its own Gala

Centre is the first venue to install a Gala

seating system. The middle hall alone has

seating system in Australasia, and the

the equivalent capacity of the largest

It is fully rigged and can rise and fall in

project is twice the size of any other Gala

previous Gala installation.

sections. A forestage can be sunk to form

Metaltec utilised CATIA CAD CAM
systems to produce accurate 3D models of
the seating system, and hundreds of real
time animations were generated to ensure
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The Plenary can be transformed from

or seats.’
The Plenary stage is similarly versatile.

an orchestra pit. Equipment includes state-

5000-seat theatre mode, to 2000-seat

of-the art video and audio systems and

banquet mode in less than 10 minutes.

stage and auditorium lighting.

Camatic Seating, based in Wantirna
South, supplied the seating, and Control IT,

and Exhibition Centre and Woods Bagot. n

million towards the construction, with the

‘It has to be converted into a number of

minutes. The Melbourne Convention

installation anywhere in the world.

The State Government invested $370

Images courtesy of Melbourne Convention

‘When folded down as a floor, the

team introduced techniques not generally

The Plenary can be divided into three

by Multiplex started in May 2006.

Link: www.mcec.com.au

system has to be able to withstand 44-tonne

mechanism of the seating system.

deployed to theatre mode within 10

Architecture and Woods Bagot. Construction

City of Melbourne contributing $43 million

Multiplex’s project engineer, Les Craig,

design. These are unique to the lift-and-tilt
It is the 1600-seat Gala installation that

000m2

The Department of Innovation, Industry

Fifty major international conventions
and a predicted 190 national conventions,
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Melbourne’s forgotten movie studio

A

In Part 2, Melbourne writer and filmmaker Ralph Marsden continues the chronicle of
a little-known chapter in the J.C.Williamson story.

lthough J.C.Williamson’s feature

as Nurse Cavell, Edith Cavell, England’s Joan of

to have achieved some success, The Winner

production activities were halted

Arc, England’s Nurse and Martyr, or simply Edith

also confiding: ‘No less than six copies of the

after the completion of Seven Keys

to Baldpate, the JCW studio on the

Cavell) seems to have been shot largely at the film were in circulation during the first week
JCW studio in just four days, from 16 to 19

Exhibition/Bourke Street corner was not

February. It premièred at the Palais Pictures,

immediately left idle.

St Kilda, on 21 February 1916.

On 9 January 1916 a Winner item
reported: ‘The Paramount Pictorial is the

The film was reviewed in The Winner,

of its showing, and extensive territory has
been booked.’34
Less than a fortnight after the release of
Nurse Cavell, Lincoln was preparing a second

been the case with locally produced screen

in a dancing scene set in England, recalled it

coverage, marked a primitive directorial style

subjects, and some striking effects have been

being ‘…shot in the old tin shed in

that was already looking dated in 1916.

achieved. A notable feature of the film is the

Exhibition Street … a site now occupied by
the Comedy Theatre.’39

circumstances, however; according to a Herald

The Herald noted that the film had been

column, Lincoln’s ‘…failing health kept him

bright, crisp photography for which, it is
said, natural light was used throughout.’36
failed to draw; it was pulled from the

privately screened at Hoyts Olympia,
Melbourne on 17 August 1916.40 The day

Britannia Theatre, Melbourne, just three

before its first public screening there, on 4

of [the production] and Mr G.H.Barnes …
practically directed the whole of it’.42

days after its 10 April 1916 opening.

September, a short ‘actuality’ sequence was

Barnes, experienced in theatrical

In spite of this goodwill, La Revanche

added, recording faces in the crowd at an

management but a film making novice, had

annual pilgrimage to Gordon’s grave at

recently ‘…visited most of the big studios in

films in as many months and may also have

Brighton Cemetery in Melbourne. Despite

the neighbourhood of Los Angeles, and had

found the French title off-putting. Lincoln

this and other publicity ploys, such as a

interesting talks with leading film men including

was nothing if not resilient; The Winner of

‘Schools’ Special Matinee’ and a prize essay
competition, the film seems to have done

D.W.Griffith, T.H.Ince and Mack Sennett…’ to
quote The Herald.43

The public may have felt the novelty of

film on the same subject, La Revanche (The

title of a new scenic film series, which will be

have established a record. Just one week

Revenge). The Winner reported: ‘As its title

released from the J.C.Williamson studios

elapsed from the time he commenced to

suggests, La Revanche deals with the subsequent

from time to time. The first installment,

write his story until the screening of the

movements of the people associated with

7 June 1916 reported him: ‘…busy just now

Warrandyte, will be No.1 of a sequence of

picture, which is a little over two thousand

Nurse Cavell in the previous subject, who

looking for types, locations for exteriors,

feet in length. In this relatively short space of are actuated with a desire to avenge the

after Williamson’s recently opened

scenarios, assemble his company, arrange for retained … The story of the film is the joint

Paramount Theatre in Bourke Street, itself

locations, scenery, costumes, etc., and direct

time the producer has had to prepare the

martyr’s death … The original cast has been
work of Messrs W.J.Lincoln and F.
Kehoe.’35 Fred D. Kehoe was an actor who

named in honour of the burgeoning American the picture. It was not until the Wednesday
company which was its major supplier of
that a start was actually made with the camera, had played General Von Bissing in Nurse
films.
Early in February 1916, W.J.Lincoln, now

and on the following Saturday afternoon the

Cavell, a role he would repeat in its sequel.

film was ready for the various mechanical

To add authenticity to the military scenes, the

released from his Williamson contract, returned

processes necessary to complete its preparation. cast also included a group of invalided Anzac

to production with an independently financed

In view of such hurried work, it is a tribute

soldiers.

away from the studio during the greater part

the Cavell story wearing thin after three

which reported: ‘…Mr W.J.Lincoln claims to

short films depicting Victorian beauty
spots.’32 The series was evidently named

There seem to have been extenuating

and a lot of other things, for his
forthcoming film based on the life of
Adam Lindsay Gordon…’37
Lincoln had formed a new
production partnership with a
Melbourne theatrical identity,

The film’s main strength is in the

After six years of hopeful
Hugh McCrae as the mature poet.
activity, Melbourne’s motion Although this was McCrae’s only film
picture production business had appearance, he later made a
considerable reputation as a poet,
also ground to a halt.
illustrator and man of letters. The film

restrained and dignified performance of

was W.J.Lincoln’s swansong; he moved

G.H.Barnes: ‘Lincoln Barnes Scenarios’.
Their first—and last—collaboration seems to
have been inspired by Lincoln’s fondness

only moderate business during its five-day run.
The Winner thought it ‘…succeeded in

to Sydney and died there from cirrhosis of the
liver at the age of 47 in August 1917.

for Gordon’s works, as two of his previous

presenting a faithful picture of Gordon and

films, The Sick Stockrider and The Wreck, had

his time… [Hugh McCrae] is one of the few

Melbourne’s motion picture production

After six years of hopeful activity,

project, Nurse Cavell, inspired by the real life

to all concerned that so good a picture was

story of the heroic World War I English nurse

turned out. The story is interesting, and the

taken only a little longer than its predecessor

been based on the author’s narrative poems. A

men available who could properly appreciate

business had also ground to a halt. A Bulletin

photography, with the exception of one or
two sections, excellent.’33

and within a fortnight the film was ready for

Bulletin item announced the casting of

the temperamental peculiarities of the poet,

item noted: ‘Of three movie studios erected

preview. The Winner opined: ‘The story of La

Melbourne-born poet and stage actor Hugh

and had he been more at home on horseback,

in Melbourne one is now used as a laundry,

McCrae as Gordon and noted that the part

the character would have gained in
strength.’41 The general impression from the

another as a store and the third is full of
cobwebs.’44 The cobwebs seem to have

four or so surviving reels in the NFSA is of a

remained undisturbed at the JCW studio until

executed by the Germans in October 1915.
No doubt Lincoln was also inspired by the
box office success of a recent NSW production

Despite direct competition from The

Production of La Revanche seems to have

Revanche, apart from its improbability, has

would involve him ‘…in at least 14 days

on the subject, The Martyrdom of Nurse Cavell,

Martyrdom of Nurse Cavell, which was hurriedly quite as much to recommend it as dozens of

released in Sydney on 31 January 1916 and

revived at the nearby Palais de Danse, St Kilda,

other screen stories, and serves well enough

in Melbourne on 12 February.

plus threats of copyright litigation from that

to introduce some fine scenes and give the

hard in the picture studio and in the
country…’.38 The shoot seems to have

slow- moving production with static

May 1918 when the Australian Red Cross

film’s producers, Lincoln’s Nurse Cavell seems

principals an opportunity to impart strength

extended from mid-July to mid-August 1916,

camerawork in long unbroken takes on

decided to add film production to its other fund

and detail to characters which in the earlier

a good deal of it on various locations, but

cramped sets and locations. The lengthy

raising activities.

picture were somewhat lightly etched. In the

also utilising the JCW studio for some

titles—often direct quotations from Gordon’s

manner of mounting and dressing, everything

interiors. According to Eric Reade’s

verse—tend to anticipate the narrative action,

in Sydney and one in Melbourne and, with much

is on a more elaborate scale than has hitherto

Australian Silent Films, Elsie Manzie, an extra

leaving the visuals as redundant illustrations.

input from local socialites, committees were

This, and the one-shot-per-scene style

formed and honorary producers found.

Lincoln’s Nurse Cavell (variously advertised

Scenes from His Only Chance, from Punch, 16 May 1918: From left: The bank manager (Mr Howard
Taylor) receives the cheque forged by Norman. A pleasant surprise. Father (Sir Henry Parker)
turns Norman (Captain Newmarsh) out of home for forging one of his cheques. A game of cards
at the night club which Norman loses.
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Two separate projects were initiated, one

*
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A driving force behind the

survived until mid-1927 when the land was

ensure success. With an enlightened, courageous

Melbourne production was Captain

cleared for construction of the Comedy

and persistent production head, it’s just possible

N.C.P.Conant, the young aide-de-camp

Theatre.

that the JCW studio might have endured; as

to the Governor of Victoria. He devised a

The Firm’s overall loss on their film

it was, the enterprise quickly became a lost

scenario set in England entitled His Only

program, although probably not too great,

chance, with its lesson and existence soon

Chance, about the spoiled son of a wealthy

was bad enough to deter them from further

completely forgotten.

family who is saved from a life of

production investment—apart from a couple

A complete list of films produced at the JCW

dissolution when he enlists in the army.

of not-too-successful attempts in the early

Studio will be included in the next edition of

There he learns to be ‘a man’ and is

1930s and again in 1966 as co-producers of

On Stage.

decorated for his valour in foiling the

They’re a Weird Mob. Yet back in 1916 the

Picture research: Dr Mimi Colligan

activities of a German spy.

same Firm had had the advantage—at least

The honorary producers of the film

in rudimentary form—of ‘vertical

were J.C.Williamson Ltd and

integration’: they had then had the

Amalgamated Pictures Ltd. The Firm lent its

resources to produce, distribute, promote and

moribund studio and various personnel,

exhibit their own films.

including stage manager Dick Shortland as

While they undoubtedly had an

References:
32 The Winner (Melbourne) 19 January 1916
p. 10.
33 The Winner (Melbourne) 1 March 1916 p. 12.
34 Ibid.

director. Film pioneer and co-founder of

appreciation of the commercial value of

Amalgamated Pictures, W.A.Gibson,

35 The Winner (Melbourne) 8 March 1916 p. 12

cinema, what The Firm seemed to lack was a

assisted with the direction (according to a
Herald column45) and also lent

basic understanding of—and enthusiasm for—

36 The Winner (Melbourne) 22 March 1916 p. 10

Amalgamated’s Melbourne cameraman,

himself had had an early association with

Bert Cross.

the ‘bio tableau’, yet thought it ‘…

The cast consisted mainly of amateurs
drawn from Melbourne society, supported by

the new medium. The late J.C.Williamson

Above: Hero of the Dardanelles (from Lone Hand, 1 October 1916)

derogatory to the dignity of the most

Right: La Revanche (from The Herald, 8 April 1916).

a few professionals from The Bing Boys are Here, a
musical then playing at Her Majesty’s Theatre.

talkies, already lessening the avenues of

of May 1918. The irreverent Bulletin reported:

employment for theatricals, is causing
considerable alarm among actors.’47 Cannot,

‘The Conant screen-scream … has been

aged 46, had been found dead in scrub near

partly filmed at the now-ancient Williamson
studio in Exhibition-street. The old props have

Shooting took place during the first fortnight

been dug up, dusted and sorted out, and some
of them have been found to come in very
handy for the new play.’46
One of the major studio scenes was set in a
night club and featured a dance performance
by stage professionals Maie Baird and Clyde
Cook; an outdoor scene was staged at a

also Jack Cannot and Clyde Cook introduced
some cheerful comic relief.’49
Whatever the film’s artistic shortcomings,

Despite The Firm’s belated involvement

43 The Herald (Melbourne) 17 June 1916 p. 7.

administered strychnine.

in one thousand pounds so far’ (1918’s

‘cinematographing’ a play as quickly and

Thanks to its coverage in the pages of
Punch, the production progress His Only
Chance is the best documented of the entire
output of the JCW studio. The film was

£1000 equating today to over $66 000).50

of the façade of Coppin’s Olympic Theatre

The Argus claimed this as ‘an Australian
record for a picture exhibition’.51

of 1855.

His Only Chance was the last chance for

given a glamorous première at The Auditorium, the JCW studio; with no further film
Melbourne, on 23 May 1918.
production planned by The Firm and no
The Governor General and his wife and

intended for the site back in 1908.

‘For a first attempt at a picture-play, the

The old studio is noted on the 1923 map

cheaply as possible.
There also seems to have been
surprisingly little understanding of the need

46 The Bulletin (Sydney) 23 May 1918 p. 20.
47 The Sydney Morning Herald 3 August 1929 p. 15.
48 Punch (Melbourne) 30 May 1918 p. 875.
49 The Bulletin (Sydney) 30 May 1918 p. 9.

as being single storey with ‘plain glass

for strong pre-release publicity; once the film

50 The Bulletin (Sydney) 6 June 1918 p. 20.

skylights’ and ‘oregon and hardwood

was made the reputation of the original

51 The Argus (Melbourne) 30 May 1918 p. 3

supports’ for the roof. It may well have

stage production was thought sufficient to

52 The Argus (Melbourne) 27 January 1916 p 5.n

apparent interest from independent producers,

purpose J.C.Williamson had originally
In April 1923 over one-third of the original

contrasting comparison. Cook ventured to

author deserves great credit for evolving a

irregular plot of land on the southern side,

Hollywood a year or two later, initially

plot of clear-cut and interesting nature on

including that part occupied by the

starring in comedy shorts, and later becoming

conventional lines, and for sacrificing himself ‘insulated building’, was sold off. The
by playing the thankless part in it of a villainous reduced plot, including the converted studio,
German spy…’ Punch opined48; but The
appears on a Mahlstedt map of 1923. This
Bulletin pulled no punches: ‘The photography shows the building’s dimensions as
of the film was all right; but the gallant captain’s approximately 60ft (18.3m) wide on the

of sound films; according to a Sydney Morning

story was stereotyped melodrama in its nakedest Exhibition Street frontage by 90ft (27.4m)
simplicity … Truly, a cinema drama of
deep on Lonsdale Street. It is set back about

Herald report of August 1929, the actor’s ‘…

surpassing silliness … A couple of dancing

10ft (approx. 3.04m) from a high brick wall

adversity was increased by his immediate

turns from The Bing Boys and a horse-race

running along both street boundaries. The

outlook, for the popularity of American

scene relieved the puerility of the drama;

foundations of this wall were probably those
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42 The Herald (Melbourne) 25 August 1917 p. 10.

45 The Herald (Melbourne) 11 May 1918 p. 11.

the film.

career began to wane with the introduction

entertainment…’ to quote an Argus article.52

convenient means of recording or

figures, many of whom had also appeared in

He remained on stage in Australia until his

41 The Winner (Melbourne) 6 September 1916 p. 10

raiser: The Bulletin recorded that it had ‘roped

scenery dock for Her Majesty’s Theatre—the

The movies were less kind to Cannot.

to be mixed up with that form of

Maroubra Beach, Sydney, poisoned by self-

the old studio building was converted into a

in over 100 films up to the early 1950s.

important theatrical enterprise in Australia

44 The Bulletin (Sydney) 8 March 1917 p. 42.

among the audience of Melbourne society

a character actor in features, with appearances

Lansdowne Press, 1970 p. 93.
40 The Herald (Melbourne) 19 August 1916 p. 7

have prevailed—to make a film was merely a

the wife of the Governor of Victoria were

subsequent careers make a highly

39 Eric Reade: Australian Silent Films.

it seems to have served its purpose as a fund

comic Jack Cannot.
His Only Chance was the first film

38 The Bulletin (Sydney) 29 June 1916 p.9

in film production, that attitude seems to

racecourse with Cook and fellow stage

appearance for both actors and their

37 The Winner (Melbourne) 7 June 1916 p.10
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A new approach to audience research

P

ioneering Australian web-based

happen, and provide a real-time, GPS

delivery and retrieving data, and for

theatre resource, AusStage, is

location-aware, map-based service providing

designing the content analysis system. A

developing a revolutionary solution

up-to-date information on productions,

design for the mobile interface is currently

artists and venues, and access to box office

in development through the Federally

services. A key feature is the simultaneous

funded Mobile Enterprise Growth Alliance.

for audience analysis.
AusStage Mobile will give researchers
access to datasets of audience response to
live performance through a remote-access

delivery of audience response back to users.
The AusStage Mobile interface will

AusStage is applying to the Australian
Research Council’s LIEF scheme for funding

feedback facility: patrons will be able to

operate on a wide range of mobile devices.

record their responses to productions

The project will apply mobile delivery web-

through short SMS-style comments (and

standards from the W3C’s Mobile Web

Arts and the Adelaide Festival Centre are

longer blog-style reviews in a desktop format)

Initiative. A version of the service will also

partners in the project. AusStage is happy

for other users to read and make comment.

be delivered via standard web browsers.

to hear from other interested parties.

The facility will allow researchers,

The National Research Architecture

to undertake pilot projects during 2010.
Adelaide-based Windmill Performing

Contact: Jenny Fewster, AusStage Project

spectators and practitioners to track the

Taskforce is providing $500 000 over two

Manager, Flinders University; (08) 8201 5654;

popularity of live performance events as they

years for the development of software for

jenny.fewster@flinders.edu.au
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Musical Comedy Rep.

T

Forbush) falls for a rich, middle-aged

In the third of his series on musicals staged by repertory companies, Peter Pinne visits
Menzies Hotel in Sydney to relive the shows staged there in the 1960s.
The Menzies’ cast included Keith Lee

heatregoers were offered a new
type of entertainment on

(Curley), Peggy Mortimer (Laurie), Judi Farr

8 January 1966 when Menzies

(Ado Annie), Colin Croft (Will Parker),

Hotel, located in Carrington Street,

Ralphine Sprague (Aunt Ella) and John

Sydney, set up their main restaurant as a

Armstrong (Ali Hakim). Ken Werner played

theatre restaurant and began a series of

Jud Fry, repeating the role he played in the

classic Broadway musicals. During the next

original JCW production. Lee, a South

three years, a total of 14 shows were

African, had originally come to Australia in

presented, six of them Australian premières.

1959 to understudy Robin Bailey in My Fair
Lady, and later played Higgins in New

The idea was the brainchild of singers
Lorrae Desmond and Peggy Mortimer,

Zealand and his homeland. As a child,

and Inga Kaye, wife of the manager of the
hotel.1 They believed there was a market

Croft had been in The Gang Show, and as a

for popular musicals, served with a high-

Youth Show, before trying his luck in

end three-course meal, and the success of

London where he appeared in the West

the venture proved them right.

End. Mortimer was a gifted musician, and

teenager a member of radio’s popular The

television and variety performer. It was her

To help bring the concept to fruition,
they approached actor/teacher Hayes

first book show. It was also Farr’s first big

Gordon for his expertise.

musical, after her work in plays and Phillip

Gordon had originally come to
Australia in 1952 to star for J.C.Williamson’s

Hayes Gordon

halves onto two screens set up in a broad V,
credits including Brigadoon (1947), Winged Victory which pointed towards the audience.’3
Gordon eschewed the star system, and
(1943), Sleepy Hollow (1948), Small Wonder
in Kiss Me, Kate. He had many Broadway

Street revues.
Hayes Gordon was the director, with Sheila
Cruze as choreographer and Enzo Toppano,
(Mortimer’s husband) as musical director.
Cruze and Toppano handled the same chores

(1948), and playing Sam in the original
production of Oklahoma! (1943).2 A

used an ensemble cast of performers. The

on all 14 Menzies musicals. Cruze had

idea was that an actor would play a lead in

originally appeared on the Tivoli Circuit with

committed socialist, Gordon was finding his

one show, carry a spear in the next, and

an act where she did ballet pointe work on

work opportunities were drying up during the

work backstage in the next. It was a nice

open beer bottles. She later choreographed

notorious McCarthy era, so the Williamson

theory, but it didn’t always work like that as

the Harry Wren shows Thanks for the Memory

offer came at an opportune time. His success

the casts of the shows will prove. Each show

and Many Happy Returns, and was resident

in Kiss Me, Kate, and revivals of Annie Get Your

was scheduled to run six weeks, and during

choreographer at the Latin Quarter nightclub

Gun and Oklahoma!, and his new-found love for the season a new show was rehearsed during
the day. Casts would usually number 20 or
Australia, saw him decide to settle here. A

in Sydney. Toppano was an acclaimed

disciple of Stanislavsky and the ‘method’ style more, which included principals and chorus,
of acting, he began teaching and founded the with an orchestra of between 12 and 14.

performer.

Ensemble Studios, Sydney, in 1954.

The first show was Rodgers and

accordionist and regular radio and television
To accommodate the 70 minutes’ running
time of Oklahoma!, the songs ‘It’s A Scandal,

Hammerstein’s Oklahoma!, based on Lynn

It’s An Outrage,’ ‘Lonely Room,’ and the ballet

Emperor Room, and redesigned in a semi-

Riggs’ play Green Grow the Lilacs, about a

‘Laurie Makes Up Her Mind,’ were dropped.

circular style with tables and chairs on three

love affair between a rancher’s daughter

Critics described the production as a

Menzies’ restaurant was renamed the

levels. A postage-stamp sized thrust stage was (Laurie) and a cowboy (Curley), set against a
background of the impending statehood of
built above an existing ice rink. Entrances

‘magnificent success,’ with Croft and Farr ‘a
pair of unwitting scene stealers’, Armstrong

and exits to and from the stage were through

the territory. A sub-plot (Ado Annie/Will

a ‘perfect’ Ali Hakim, and Cruze’s choreography

the restaurant’s kitchen. The shows were

Parker) mirrored the leading love affair in

rated ‘brilliant’.

presented in a 70–90 minute potted form and comic terms. Oklahoma! had premièred on
Broadway on 31 March 1943, and made a
played without an interval.
‘To overcome the problems posed by the
shape of the room, Hayes [Gordon] utilised

star of Alfred Drake.
The original Australian production

The expensive gamble had paid off. The
venue attracted the requisite expense-account
punters, and the show played out its allotted
six weeks before closing 26 February 1966.

back-projection in place of conventional

opened at His Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne,

scenery,’ biographer Laurence Durrant says.

on 19 February 1949, with Robert Reeves

Hammerstein classic, South Pacific, based on

‘He devised a split-screen system in which

(Curley), Carolyn Adair (Laurie), and Louise

James A. Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific,

separate projectors cast the image in two

Barnhardt (Ado Annie).

where a mid-west Army nurse (Nellie
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Next up was another Rodgers and
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The third show in the Menzies series

French planter with an imperfect past

was Cole Porter’s Can-Can, a Paris-set

(Emile de Becque). The show had opened

musical about a highly moral

on Broadway on 7 April 1949 with Mary

investigative Judge (Aristide Forestier)

Martin as Nellie and Ezio Pinza as Emile.

who wants to ban the can-can at Bal du

Its Australian première was at His

Paradis, but ends up falling for the

Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne, on 19

owner of the establishment (La Mome

February 1952 with Mary La Roche and

Pistache). It had premièred on Broadway

Richard Collett in the Martin and Pinza

on 17 May 1953. Two years later, on

roles. Leonard Stone played Luther Billis

29 October 1955, it opened in Australia

and Virginia Paris was Bloody Mary. The

at Her Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne.

Menzies production cast Peggy Mortimer

Top starred were Sheila Arnaud as Pistache

as Nellie and Ken Werner as Emile, with

and William Newman as Forestier.

Colin Croft (Luther Billis), Rosina

This time the Menzies’ ensemble

Raisbeck (Bloody Mary), Keith Lee (Lt

company was augmented with popular

Joseph Cable), and Jocelyn Gardiner

television performer Lorrae Desmond

(Liat). It also included Doug Kingsman,

who played Pistache. Like Mortimer

Reg Evans, Marilyn Jeacle, Beth

with Oklahoma! and South Pacific, it was

McDonald, Robert Healey, Michael

Desmond’s first book show. Other roles

O’Reilly and John Armstrong.

went to Keith Lee (Forestier), Colin Croft

Raisbeck had spent five years at Covent

(Boris), John Armstrong (Hilaire Jussac),

Garden and three at Sadler’s Wells, before
returning to Australia to appear as the
Mother Abbess in The Sound of Music, and
later Nettie in Carousel. Croft had played
Luther Billis at the Theatre Royal, Drury
Lane, London, and Healey had been in the
original JCW production of the show.

Beth McDonald (Claudine), Doug Kingsman
Above: Jocelyn Gardiner (Liat), Rosina Raisbeck
(Bloody Mary) and Keith Lee (Cable)
in South Pacific, 1966.
Below: Full page ad for South Pacific in The Daily
Telegraph, 21 April 1966.

(Hercule), Robert Healey (Theophile),
Rachelle Dykstra (Celestine) and Michael
Staniforth (Etienne).
Can-Can was the first show in which Doug
Kingsman did double duty, not only on stage,
but off, as the set designer. He used cut-out

Gardiner had danced in Harry Wren revues,

scenery, much like Gordon was using in his

understudied the title role in The World of

Ensemble Theatre productions, to give depth

Suzie Wong, and was in the Chequers

to the stage. Kingsman went on to design sets

nightclub ballet when she was cast as Liat.

for more than 10 of the Menzies productions.

The Sun’s Norman Kessell thought:

Songs cut in this version were ‘If You Loved

‘Mortimer was much better suited by the

Me Truly’ and ‘Never, Never Be an Artist’.

role of Nellie Forbush and was in good

Praising Lorrae Desmond, Norman Kessell

voice, as was Kenneth Werner, suitably

(The Sun) said ‘Saucily feminine and provocative

romantic as Emile de Becque.’ In his

rather than raucous and loud, she proved a

opinion, ‘Happy Talk’, sung by Raisbeck

delightfully polished actress and comedienne’,

and finger-mimed by Gardiner, was the

but Romola Constantino (The Sydney Morning

‘evening’s best number,’ with the

Herald) thought her ‘style of cool, cute

audience calling for an encore. Other

sophistication makes her a rather pale ringleader

critics, however, claimed Mortimer’s

of the can-can girls’. However they both loved

acting was weak, the production untidy,

Marilyn Jeacle’s wildly funny apache dance.

and the characters less developed in

Others noticed were Colin Croft, Beth

the condensation of the plot. The show opened

McDonald and Keith Lee. Press reviewer

on 1 March 1966 and closed on 7 May 1966.
Hayes Gordon had always been
passionate about training. Since coming to
Australia he had given acting lessons to the
players in the shows in which he had
appeared, usually on matinée days between
the afternoon and evening performances.
He believed dancers and singers should learn
to act, and that actors should learn to sing
and dance.

In addition to rehearsing the new show during
the day and playing the current one at night,
Gordon introduced Thursday acting classes.
Although he was a hard task master, the
performers respected him for it, because he
wasn’t asking them to do anything he wasn’t
doing himself. Throughout his time at Menzies,
he was also multi-tasking, running the Ensemble
Theatre, giving classes and directing plays.

Griffen Foley claimed: ‘The condensation of
the musical is somewhat talkative and not as
streamlined as might be, but the suavity and
sophistication of Cole Porter’s tunes and
lyrics survived all.’ The show opened on
10 May 1966 and closed on 23 July.
Fourth show in the series was another by
Cole Porter—and another that Hayes Gordon
knew intimately—the incomparable Kiss Me,
Kate. The plot involves a troupe of strolling*

The Menzies company was no different.
Winter 2009
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players, their producer/director/actor Fred
Graham, his volatile star and ex-wife, Lilli

the Forum, Little Mary Sunshine and Once Upon

and closed on 17 September 1966.
The fifth show was Lerner and Loewe’s

Supporting the principals were Doug

Porter created a strong

a Mattress. No songs were cut from the

role for the wife ( Juno) which

Kingsman (Frank), Eric Reiman

original score, but all of the reprises were.

was played on Broadway by

(Appopolous), Beth McDonald

comedienne Charlotte

(Helen), Arthur Payton (Wreck) and

Vanessi, and their off-stage squabbles which

Scottish fantasy Brigadoon, where two Americans

mirror their on-stage performance of

(Tommy and Jeff) stumble across a village in

Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew.

the Highlands that only comes alive every

to be miked, a fact commented on by the critics.

Greenwood. In the Menzies

Colin Croft, Ross Higgins, Marilyn

100 years, and Tommy falls in love with one

Norman Kessell (The Sun) thought the ‘newly

production this role went to

Jeacle, Maggi Gray and Reg Evans.

30 December 1948 with Alfred Drake, Patricia of its citizens (Fiona). It had opened on

installed sound system was a welcome

Rosina Raisbeck. Others in the

Songs dropped from the score

Morrison, Harold Lang and Lisa Kirk for a

innovation carrying dialogue and lyrics clearly

cast included Eric Reiman

included ‘My Darlin’ Eileen,’ and

The Australian première took place at

to every corner of the room, but it also brought

(Jupiter), Colin Croft (Mercury),

‘The Village Vortex Blues.’

His Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne, four years

a slight but disturbing distortion to the music’.

Roslyn Dunbar (Helen), Doug

The show had opened on Broadway on

1077 performance run. Gordon as Fred
Graham/Petruccio, launched the Australian

Broadway on 13 March 1947.

Brigadoon was the first show in the series

The Sunday Telegraph called it a

season at His Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne,

later on 17 March 1951, with Gwen Overton

He said, however: ‘Frederick Loewe’s tuneful

Kingsman (Art), Maggi Gray

‘good, fun show’ and said ‘Denis

on 2 February 1952. Opposite him was Joy

(Fiona) and Ken Cantril (Tommy).

score was well sung, especially by tenor Tony

(Diana), Robert Healey (Niki),

Quilley’s fine voice and winning

Price as Charlie, Doug Kingsman as Tommy

Ross Higgins (Bacchus) and

personality in the role of Robert

Kerrie Grotto (Chloe).

adds extra high polish’, while The

Turpin as Lilli Vanessi/Kate, with Maggie
Fitzgibbon as Lois Lane/Bianca.
For Menzies, Keith Lee was back again

At Menzies, Doug Kingsman was cast as

Tommy, with newcomer (to Menzies) Geraldene Albright and Geraldene Morrow as Fiona.’
Morrow as Fiona. Nancye Hayes was again

He also claimed ‘Comedienne Nancye Hayes’

review with ‘High-paced musical’. Norman

Compare To You’ and ‘Hark The Song Of

Ashton, Ross Hutchinson, Maggi Gray, Doug

Kessell (The Sun) carped the show did not

The Night’. ‘From This Moment On,’ which

Kingsman, Ricky Hilder, Robert Healey.

‘measure up to the high standard of its

Hayes: ‘a striking blonde of tearaway talent.

had been cut out-of-town before Broadway,

Lorrae Desmond as Pistache in Can-Can, 1966.

immediate predecessors’, while others

was reinstated.

Mortimer to play Lilli/Kate. Moving up to a

played the sardonic Jeff, a role he had

featured role was Doug Kingsman as Bill

performed in South Africa and Rhodesia.

harshness, but she made a lively Meg Brockie.’
Frances Evers (The Australian) also noticed

Calhoun/ Lucentio, and newcomer Nancye

Others in the cast were Robert Healey

Hayes was cast as Lois/Bianca. It was to be

(Mr Lundie), Beth McDonald ( Jean), Tony

If this girl isn’t at the very top of her

the first of five shows that Hayes would do

Price (Charlie), Marilyn Jeacle (Maggie),

profession within a few short years my

in the series.

Ross Higgins (Andrew) and Reg Evans
(Archie).
Morrow already had an imposing list of

when she replaced Betty McGuire as Hedy

credits for JCW and

La Rue in How to Succeed in Business Without

Carroll: Bye Bye

Garnet H.

Really Trying. She followed up with the breakout Birdie, A Funny
role of Luce in The Boys from Syracuse.
Others in the Kiss Me, Kate cast were

Thing Happened
on the Way to

standard of his West Side Story. The show

judgment is askew.’ A prescient statement if

show ‘may not come high on the list of Cole

opened on 4 April 1967 and closed on 17

ever there was one, because Hayes’ next

Porter’s musicals, but it has just what it takes

June 1967.

show was Sweet Charity. Also noticed were

to bubble joyously on the little stage of the

Ross Higgins as Andrew MacLaren, Robert

Menzies Emperor Restaurant’. She thought

Healey as the old school master, Marilyn

Colin Croft as a roller-skating Mercury, and

directed in the series certainly set a high

Rosina Raisbeck as a wrathful wife, Juno,

standard for dinner-theatre entertainment.

Jeacle’s pipe dance, and Sheila Cruze,
whose ballets were called a ‘highlight of
the show’.

was extended until the end

Songs dropped included ‘I Sing Of Love,’

It was Gordon’s swansong at Menzies.
The seven shows he had produced and

successful that the season

and radio personality Ross Higgins.

claimed Bernstein’s music was not up to the

Romola Constantino (SMH) said the

The show was so

Colin Croft, Robert Healey, John Armstrong

Sydney Morning Herald headlined its

Town, 1967. From left: Beth McDonald, Joanne

cast in the comedy role (Meg), and Colin Croft strong voice emerged with almost overpowering

of My Fair Lady, but first came to notice

The Christopher Street number from Wonderful

Fair’, ‘I Am Loved’, ‘They Couldn’t

to play Fred/Petruccio, as was Peggy

Nancye Hayes had started in the chorus

Songs cut were ‘Maiden

Hayes Gordon left Menzies because

‘steal the honours as far as comedy is
concerned’. Norman Kessell (The Sun) called

JCW offered him the part of Tevye in the

Raisbeck’s number ‘Nobody’s Chasing Me’

Australian première production of Fiddler on

a ‘show-stopper’, and Frank Harris (Daily

the Roof. Gordon said ‘Yes’.
At the time his beloved Ensemble

Mirror) also claimed she was a ‘show-stealer’,

of the year. It opened on

and a ‘pleasure to see romping through the

Theatre was going through the leanest time

20 September 1966 and

role with such a broad comic touch’. Roslyn

in its nine-year history. His Fiddler salary

‘It is painlessly condensed by Gordon’s

closed on 31 December

Dunbar and Kerrie Gotto were noticed for

would help keep it afloat. The theatre world

wise choice of making plot and

1966. The New Year

singing ‘sweetly,’ as was Eric Reiman’s

was a-buzz with his return to the stage. It

dialogue unimportant and

opened with a show

‘witty’ Jupiter. The show opened on 4 January

had been 10 years since Gordon had

concentrating on his bright

that had never been

1967 and closed on 1 April 1967.

trodden the boards as Hajj in Kismet for

and ‘Bianca.’
Romola Constantino (SMH) thought:

produced in Australia

and attractive cast (notably

Garnet H. Carroll.

Hayes Gordon’s final show as director

before, Cole Porter’s Out

was again an Australian première, Wonderful

Hayes) to put over songs and

Of This World, a work that

Town. With music by Leonard Bernstein and

some particularly delightful

had flopped on Broadway,

lyrics by Betty Comden and Adolph Green,

Special thanks to: Leslie Baker, Katharine

choreographed numbers (‘Too

where it ran for only 157

the show was based on the play My Sister

Brisbane, Jon Ewing, Judi Farr, Jocelyn

Darn Hot’).’

performances. Porter’s witty

Eileen, which in turn was based on a series of

Gardiner, Maggi Gray, Nancye Hayes, Doug

and lively score had been

semi-autobiographical New Yorker short

Kingsman, Geraldene Morrow, Dr Peter

stories by Ruth McKenney.

Orlovich (NIDA Archives), Judith Roberts,

Colin Croft and Nancye

The Sunday Telegraph said

praised but the book by

‘Keith Lee and Peggy Mortimer

Dwight Taylor and Reginald

again do competent—if
unexceptional—work in the lead
roles, and Nancye Hayes, Colin
thoroughly enjoyable production’.
However Norman Kessell (The Sun)
thought Mortimer’s show-stopping
singing of ‘I Hate Men,’ ‘couldn’t be bettered’.
The show opened on 26 July 1966
Page 10

Robert Healey as Mr Lundie and Doug
Kingsman as Tommy in Brigadoon, 1966.

interest, Bob. It was the first time Gordon

Lawrence was deemed

Ruth, a writer, and Eileen, an aspiring

had cast a ‘name’. Perhaps it was because

inferior and laboured. The

actress, trying their luck in 1930s New York,

the show’s pedigree was unknown in Australia.

and finding love along the way. In an inspired

Quilley, who had come to Australia the

Maccius Plautus’ ancient

piece of casting, Rosalind Russell was cast as

year before to star opposite June Bronhill in

comedy Amphitryon, where

Ruth and walked away with the show.

Robert and Elizabeth, was a West End star

work was based on Titus

Croft and Robert Healey stand out in a

The plot concerns two sisters from Ohio,

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

Jupiter, the most lecherous of all

At Menzies the role of Ruth went to

who had appeared in Irma La Douce, Grab

gods, adopts a human form to

Darlene Johnson. Judy Banks was cast as

Me a Gondola, Wild Thyme, A Girl Called Jo,

seduce the wife of a mortal.

Eileen, with Denis Quilley as Eileen’s love

Wildest Dreams and Sing a Rude Song.

ON STAGE
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Laurel Veitch.

References:
1. Laurence Durrant: Hayes Gordon—The Man
and His Dream; Hale & Iremonger, 1997.
2. Richard C. Norton: A Chronicle of
American Musical Theatre; Oxford
University Press, 2002.
3. Durrant, ibid.
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In the shadows

runs over the audience—of laughter and, as it
seems, of sympathy. Really, it is unseemly to

The first documented Australian use of the

Frank Van Straten shines some (red and green) light on a forgotten stage effect.

pick out one person for this monkey-trick of

Shadowgraph was in the pantomime Aladdin,

obloquy; however, he may have offended! A

which starred Ada Reeve and opened at Her

slender cutie follows, sits on a bookkeeper’s

Majesty’s in Melbourne on 24 December

stool and proceeds, not merely to shake her

1923—only two short months after Ziegfeld

skirt, but also to take off all her clothes in the

had premièred the technique in New York.

most un-clerical manner. Each and every

As neither Hammond’s nor Ziegfeld’s names

garment she tosses upon your own chaste

appear in the program, it’s safe to assume

forehead, even the last and most intimate. It

that this was an unauthorised presentation. It

is like those dreams Freud tells about that

may well have been swamped by the show’s

would be so different except that a lot of

other stage wonders, as The Argus failed to

boresome people are present. This time the

mention it in its review.

n a letter in On Stage for

a few days after he had demonstrated

Spring 2008, Robert Morrison

a 3D movie system he called Teleview.

documented the sensational use

Soon after this—we don’t know

of the Shadowgraph 3D effect in the

exactly when—Hammond demonstrated

musical Mr Battling Butler at the

his Shadowgraph for the legendary

Princess Theatre in May 1924,

Broadway producer Florenz Ziegfeld.

following up the discovery of a

According to Hammond, Ziegfeld

mysterious pair of 3D spectacles

never really understood the concept,

during renovations at Her Majesty’s

though he was sufficiently impressed

(see On Stage, Winter 2008).

to incorporate it in the 1923 edition

The long forgotten Shadowgraph
has a fascinating history.
It represented an imaginative combination

of his Ziegfeld Follies.
perhaps 10m away. The lights are placed
side-by-side, perhaps up to one metre apart.

Because he was unsure of exactly
what the Shadowgraph could do, Ziegfeld

A red filter is placed in front of one light

didn’t mention it in the initial advertisements

puppetry with what was, in the 1920s, cutting-

and a green filter in front of the other. When

for his new Follies, which opened at the New

edge optical technology.

an object is placed between the lights and

Amsterdam Theatre on 42nd Street on 27

the screen, its shape appears as a black

October 1923.

of the age-old techniques of Asian shadow

In the traditional shadow puppet show a
translucent screen is hung across the stage in

silhouette, with a green edge or fringe on

a darkened auditorium. Behind the screen a

one side, and a red fringe on the other. This

‘It is a marvellous invention, which I can

candle or lantern casts light upon the back of

is known as an ‘anaglyph’.

describe imperfectly and explain not at all.

the screen. The puppet master holds the

When viewed by the audience equipped

The New York Times critic was enthusiastic:

On a thin white curtain appear shadows of

puppets up in the light, casting distinct, black

with glasses with green and red lenses, the

objects behind it. They are like any other

silhouettes with excellent detail. Elaborate

silhouette appears to either be stereoscopically

shadow, except that they are bordered by a

stories, sometimes hours long, would hold

off the screen, seeming to be in the theatre

faint penumbra of green on one side and of

entire villages entranced. The form

space, or behind the screen, more like through

red on the other. To the unaided vision they

eventually reached Europe several hundred

the screen. In the former case, if the object is are just figures on a curtain, separated from
moved away from the screen and toward the the audience by the width of the orchestra pit

years ago.
The story now switches to the United
States in the years following World War I
and focuses on Laurens Hammond, an
energetic 25-year-old Cornell graduate. A
budding inventor, Hammond (1895–1973)
was obsessed with his quest for a stereoscopic
motion picture system.
Hammond’s first 3D demonstrations

lights, it will appear to become larger and will

and the apron of the stage. But tucked in

seem to come further into the auditorium.

every program is a pair of gelatin spectacles,

Hammond filed his patent for the

the left eye green and the right eye red.

Shadowgraph on 23 January 1923, coincidentally Spread them on your nose and wonders
Laurens Hammond at another of his inventions,
the famous Hammond organ.

happen. The stage and the people on it cease
to be only that and become a world nearer and
more interesting than the neighbor at your
elbow. A ladder that extended from the

with still projectors were so impressive

centre of the stage to the left entrance

that he attracted substantial financial

suddenly pivots about until one end of it

backing. Somewhere along the way,

rests on your very forehead. The man

however, he became sidetracked. He put

whose shadow you have seen at

aside work on 3D movies and came up

respectful distance dances out on the

with a variation: the stereoscopic

rungs and places his shadow foot upon

Shadowgraph. Although the principle

the parting of your hair. It is very thrilling,

was simple, it is frustratingly difficult to

and you feel yourself an object of

explain; but let’s try…

attention from 2000 other spectators less

A large translucent projection screen
is hung on a stage. At the back of the

signally honoured or affronted.
‘Other wonders follow in quick

stage are placed two high-intensity light

succession. An organ grinder comes on

sources (back then, arc lamps) that

with his monkey, walks out on the ladder

produce highly specular (collimated)

and hurls the monkey at your head. It

light. This is needed to produce sharp

seems as if the soft shadow paws spread

shadows on the screen, which would be

wide to perch there. A gurgle of laughter

Page 12
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J.C.Williamson’s were first off the mark.

delightful bubbles of laughter seemed tinged

Even after Hammond’s patent came into

with envy.

effect, Shadowgraph continued to be widely

‘And then the climax! A huge insect,

pirated. As Robert Morrison has documented,

horrible as a tarantula, leaps out from

it was used to great effect in Hugh J. Ward’s

shadowland. It also spreads phantom feet

local staging of the musical comedy Mr

upon your hair. Sharp giggles, mingled with

Battling Butler, which opened at the Princess

gasps of horror, sweep through the audience,

on 31 May 1924.

but this time with no accent that can be

Again, neither Hammond nor Ziegfeld

mistaken for sympathy or envy. The bug that

was credited—even though the cover of the

walketh the night, as the old Bibles called it,

program, with its 3D image, was a blatant

is an absorbingly personal experience, when

copy of a Ziegfeld Follies publication. This

it perches in your hair. And then the last

time The Argus review noted: ‘In one scene

marvel becomes manifest. The Shadowgraph

there was a shadow pantomime with novel

singles out all as it does each. Thanks to

additions, to be viewed through coloured

those green and red optics of the theatre,

celluloid spectacles provided by the management.’

every spectator to the last row of the gallery

(2 June 1924)

has been the butt and receptacle of ladder, of

After its initial success, Shadowgraph

monkey, of whereabouts and of spider. In a

seems to have been largely forgotten,

brief quarter of an hour he has run the full

although there is an announcement in The

gamut of dramatic sensation.’ (The New York

Washington Post of 9 March 1930 of ‘The

Times, 23 December 1923)

Shadowgraph (third dimensional illusory

Hammond recalled: ‘Shadowgraph

effect)’ being included in George E. Wintz’s

earned me $75 000—altogether a good deal

revue Vanity Fair of 1930 at the National

for a young man in those days. It stayed in

Theatre, Washington. Again, there’s no

the Follies for two years, and I saw a good

credit to Hammond.

deal of the Follies. They always had Fanny

While Shadowgraph faded from view, its

Brice, Will Rogers, and W.C.Fields. I

inventor certainly didn’t. In 1934 Laurens

became quite proficient in lighting, and did

New York Ziegfeld Follies program 1923.

Hammond hit the big time with his invention

stage effects for Ed Wynn.

Australian Mr Battling Butler program, 1924.

of the Hammond organ. The rest, as they

The mysterious 3D glasses found at Her

say, is history.

‘Shadowgraph was such a hit that
vaudeville producers tried to get a license to

Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne.

use it, but I had given Ziegfeld exclusive

refused to release the Shadowgraph.’

rights to it.’
Vaudeville magnate Edward Franklin

Hammond’s patent was not granted until

What isn’t history, however, is what
production the local 3D glasses were
produced for. We still don’t know.

15 January 1924, so André Charlot was able

Remember, it was for a show at His, not Her,

Albee wanted use it in his vaudeville shows,

to feature a Shadowgraph act in the Noël

Majesty’s, which means it was sometime

billed as ‘direct from the Ziegfeld Follies’. He

Coward revue London Calling, which opened

between March 1924 and mid-1953 (not

offered Ziegfeld $1000 a week, then $2000,

at the Duke of York’s Theatre on 4 September forgetting that fire put the theatre out of
1923. The Times called the effect ‘astonishing action from 1929 to 1934).

but Ziegfeld refused.
Hammond was also approached by the

and hilarious’, adding, ‘it must be seen to be

A check of programs for later productions

Shuberts. ‘I created some stage effects for

appreciated’, but it did Hammond little good.

of the Aladdin panto has found no further

them and, for a while I had a right to walk

Soon his Shadowgraph was pirated all over

Shadowgraph references.

into any Shubert theatre, but again Ziegfeld

the world—including Australia.

Winter 2009
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Letters to the Editor

heroine, ‘Dolores’, under the direction of
Oscar Asche.

More about Lorna and Jack

the remarkable cast. The Old Vic company

(alto), Robert Sanderson (baritone) and

Re Harry Starling’s letter ‘The Sound of

was in Melbourne at the Princess Theatre at

Robert Gillard (bass).

Lorna’ (On Stage Autumn 2009): Yes, I also
remember the sound of Lorna and also of
Harry. I studied ‘voice production’ with
Irene Mitchell and Louie Dunn. Rene used
to drive her car to our home in West Preston
during the Depression.
I had my first lesson on my eighth
birthday. Because Rene was a student with
Louie Dunn, after one year I was sent to
Louie and remained a student with her for

the time and were asked to see our production
while here.
We (the cast, who were on tenterhooks)
came through quite well. Happy memories.
Re Peter Pinne’s article ‘Flame of Desire’

They made their first broadcast on 3LO
in August 1927 and their final broadcast on
3AR on 29 March 1953. In between they
made more than 1000 broadcasts, and
appeared on stage in every concert hall in

on Jack O’Hagan, (On Stage Spring 2007):

Melbourne and practically every town in

I thought you might like to have these notes

Victoria, as well as on stage at the Comedy,

on The Sundowners Quartet.

Capitol and Palais theatres. Their last live

My father, Tom Semple, sang tenor in
the quartet and I noticed in the article that

appearance was at Coppin Hall, Melbourne,
on 1 November 1955. More happy memories!
- Marjorie Johnson (née Semple)

many years, acting in her ‘all girl’ productions ‘Carry On’ was not listed in Jack’s compositions.
at the Union Theatre. I’m sorry a great number I saw Jack just before he died at Hurlingham
of actors today don’t know how to project
their voices and use the inflections and deeper

Brighton, Vic.

Nursing Home in East Brighton.
The quartet toured frequently during the

Editor’s note: For a copy of Marjorie Johnson’s

1930s and 1940s and Irene Mitchell

more detailed notes on The Sundowners,

performed with them as did many other

send a request to THA’s e-mail site: victt@

presentation of Vanity Fair directed by Irene

well-known artists at that time. Other

bigpond.net.au.

Mitchell in 1948, where Harry and I were in

members of the quartet were Robert Allen

tones. This all comes with voice production.
I am enclosing some copies of the

The photograph depicts the dramatic
moment from Act II set in the Café del
Santiago (note the linen bedecked café table
that Gladys is leaning against), where plantation
owner Sir Willoughby Rawdon (Robert
Chisholm, with pistol drawn, to the right of
Gladys), is confronted by the head of the
vendetta against him, Francesco Del Feugo
(Claude Flemming, with dagger drawn, to
the left), and his band of cut-throats!
The contemporary program for A Southern
Flemming ‘in character’ as Francesco Del

in City Hall collects, documents and displays

Feugo, which confirms this identification.

notable Marys from throughout history and

and the Cremorne Orchestra. The shows were
has murals featuring Mary Poppins characters. produced by John Dobbie and the stage
‘Beppo’ in the original 1921 JCW production
Every year we have a Mary Poppins Festival director was Len Cundy. The stage manager
of The Maid of the Mountains with Gladys.
and I have been Bert the chimney sweep since was Bobbie Butt, and Paddy Norman was
Interestingly, Claude Flemming had

it started. Our celebration used to be held in

created the role of Sir Willoughby Rawdon

September, but is now in the July school holidays.

A Southern Maid, which starred Jose Collins

Finding a family?

Wenda Sicree, John Jess, Harry Starling, Bettine Wildman, Marjorie Semple.

I was interested in Peter Pinne’s article Musical

to play the ‘heavy’ in the subsequent

Bottom: The Sundowners, Robert Allen (alto), Robert Gillard (bass), Tom Semple (tenor) and

Comedy Rep. in On Stage, Autumn 2009,

Australian production.

Herbert Sanderson (baritone).

and the reference to actor Richard Barrett-

in the title role, but he evidently preferred

The London production of A Southern

Lennard. My first two given names are Barrett

Maid was the source for two of Claude

Lennard, after my grandfather Lewis Barrett

Flemming’s few commercial recordings: he

Lennard Badham, so called after a friend of

recorded the duet ‘I Want The Sun And The

his father.

Moon’ with Jose Collins and performed solo

I would be interested to know if my great-

on ‘The Call Of The Sea’ for Columbia in

grandfather’s friend was a member of the same

1920. Both sides were re-issued on CD in

family as the actor. Does anyone know anything

1994 along with the original London cast

about the actor’s family?

recordings of Lilac Time and Rio Rita (Pearl/
Pavilion Records GEMM CD 9115).
- Robert Morrison

Kincumber, NSW

Right Star—wrong Maid!
My compliments to Ralph Marsden on

coffee tea and sandwiches or savouries etc.,

Cremorne memories
It was great to read the article on the old
Cremorne Theatre in Brisbane (On Stage,
Summer 2009). It brought back many memories

I started my show-business career as a
juggler and hand-balancer at the Cremorne,

I hope this brings back many memories
to your readers.
- Mervyn Nairn
Elanora, Queensland

Smile, please!

and was able to continue for the next 50 years. Having just published my book of
photographs of Weber’s Circus [see ‘First
It was during the Second World War
years, 1939–1945, that the Cremorne was the Reading’, page 37] I’m interested in
photographing more performance artists in
home of vaudeville, not only for Brisbane

This meant the Cremorne was packed to
capacity every night.

I was interested to read of the Mary Poppins

history of Melbourne’s Theatre Royal (On

statue in Ashfield, Sydney (On Stage,

Chief of the American Forces, made

Stage, Autumn 2009)—however, it is

Autumn 2009).

Lennon’s Hotel in Brisbane his headquarters.

unfortunate that the article concluded with

He called it the ‘Stage Door Canteen’.

about the musical comedy seasons there.

another excellent article documenting the

P.L.Travers, who wrote Mary Poppins, was

after the show.

to me, even though the article was mostly

East Doncaster, Vic. patrons but for the many American and
Australian troops based in the Brisbane area.

A spoonful of Poppins

ballet master.

Archie Ritchie, one of the Ritchie Dancers,
- Denis Melksham, opened up a small cafe within walking distance
Maryborough, Qld of the Cremorne where the artists could have

in the original 1920 London production of

- Barry Badham

The music was supplied by Don Bennett

Robert Chisholm had also appeared as

Vanity Fair, May-June 1938, Melbourne Little Theatre. Left to Right: Eric Evans, Henry Allan,

General MacArthur, Commander In

the circus and on the stage. For more
information or to contact me, please visit my
website: www.fotorich.com.
- Richard Payne
Sydney NSW

Seeking info on Vernon

Each show at the Cremorne ran for two
For my PhD, through Sydney University next
weeks. They had a Ballet of eight girls. Some semester, I am seeking information on Howard
that I recall were Peggy Ryan, Joan Wilson,
Vernon (1848–1921), a Melburnian who created

the same erroneous, mis-attributed photograph

born here in Maryborough. There is a life-

that also appeared in Currency Press’s 1991

sized bronze statue of Mary on the corner of

book Entertaining Australia.

Kent and Richmond streets outside the heritage- Mavis Wilkie and Joan Willoughby. A top
many of the comic roles in the Gilbert and
listed bank building in which Miss Travers
comedian would head the bill-George Wallace, Sullivan operas from 1881 to 1906 as they were
(Helen Lyndon Goff) was born in 1899. The Buster Fiddess, Morry Barling, Jim Gerald
premièred by J.C.Williamson’s in Australasia.
Maryborough community worked together
and many more. Also there would be a
Please let me have any information you

The photo in question comes not from
the original 1921 Australian première of The
Maid of the Mountains, but from the 1923
J.C.Williamson production of another Harold

to raise over $60 000 needed for the statue,

Principal Singer and male and female Principal

Fraser-Simson musical, A Southern Maid, that

which was unveiled in 2005.

Dancers, and many variety acts—the likes of

also premièred at the Theatre Royal,
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Denis Melksham as Bert, with his friend Mary Poppins.

Maid conveniently includes a photo of Claude

Also, at the Town Hall Green, there are

Melbourne on 27 January of that year,

10 Mary Poppins characters etched on brick

starring Gladys Moncrieff as the titular

plinths, and the Visitor Information Centre
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can. I can be contacted on (02) 9411 2259,

mobile 0438 884 759 or e-mail kwhewitt@
Karinsky and Vadie, George Hurd ‘The Royal bigpond. net.au.
Command Juggler’, The Leotards, The Maxwells,
- Kevin Hewitt
and many more.

Artarmon, NSW n
Page 15

Show music thumbnails

arrangements, the 10-piece band, and the

and ‘Go Tell It On The Mountain’. These

18 back-up singers. Best track: ‘Through

songs are a walk in the park for these two

It’s called Inspirational.
Among the standards to which Lamond

The Barricades’.

guys whose voices blend well for

brings her legendary warmth are: ‘He’s

All in the family

Alone together

maximum thrill effect.

Got The Whole World In His Hands’,

Lorna Luft is show-business royalty. With

Also released to coincide with a tour is

Peter Pinne presses ‘Play’ on the latest Oz CDs and DVDs.

David Hobson and Teddy Tahu Rhodes—

Judy Garland as your mother, and Liza

You’ll Never Walk Alone (ABC 476

Minnelli as your half-sister, what else do you

There’s everything from the album

in Oz (Showtune 198685) a DVD of a
concert Luft (right) gave at The Factory
Theatre, Sydney, on 29 February 2008.

4 in her Ultimate Sing-A-Long series.

Congratulations to Katharine Brisbane

and ‘Rockabye Your Baby’) plus terrific
versions of ‘Guys And Dolls’. ‘Promises,
Promises’ and ‘Don’t Cry Out Loud’. among
others. Colin Freeman leads an impressive
on-stage big-band.

interview with Luft. Best track: ‘I Could

section of the Museums Australia 2009

Service to Australian Literature and Theatre

Multimedia and Publication Design Awards.

at the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards,

The catalogue was designed by Mary

announced in Sydney on 18 May.

Callahan of Mary Callahan Design, with text
by Janine Barrand and Margaret Marshall.
The judges described it as ‘a beautiful

as ‘the wise old woman of Australian

communication tool, whose design is

theatre…she saw theatre, not as something

reflective of the personality of the subject’.

Ready for this?
A new ‘live’ CD, Tim Minchin—Ready For

‘How Can I Win’ from The Goodbye Girl,

but as a necessary part of this country’s

Anne Ferran exhibition designed by Lynda

Kander and Ebb’s ‘Isn’t This Better’ from

story’. Currency Press is possibly the oldest

Warner for the Tasmanian Museum and

Funny Lady, plus several pop standards, ‘I

surviving independent publisher in Australia.

Art Gallery.

Mark St Leon has announced two more

Lee Christofis received the prestigious

This (Smart Artists) recorded at the Queen
has been released to accompany the Perth-

his 2009 Good Lovin’ tour.

bred piano-satirist’s latest Australian tour.

Too much belting eight times a week from

Lovin’‚ November 2008 CD release, plus
tracks from his popular Swing Sessions 1 and

kudos from Edinburgh (Fringe) to Enmore

given the album’s mostly piano accompaniment.

(Sydney). American culture, especially religion, ‘When You Believe’ (The Prince of Egypt) is
comes in for its share of send-up, a highlight given the full treatment with a junior choir

‘Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps’‚ plus other

being ‘The Good Book’ which advocates stoning lending a hand; audience applause tops-andtails ‘Diva’, the funny finale, and Stephen
your daughter to death if she doesn’t marry

classic ’60s and ’70s rock and soul standards.

her rapist.

Schwartz’ album title song is a nice ballad,

the extras include a video clip of Campbell

There’s also a very funny pop-ballad, ‘If I even if it does sound like a Wicked reject. Best
Didn’t Have You (Someone Else Would Do)’, track: ‘Since I Fell For You’.

and his father, Jimmy Barnes, doing a

and a couple of holdovers from his previous

sensational version of the Righteous

show So Live, ‘Dark Side’ and ‘Canvas Bags’.

Brothers’ ‘You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin’‚

He’s accompanied by a four-piece band and a

Best track: ‘How Can I Be Sure?’.

string quartet.

Comedy collection

Jiear’s back

28 February 2009. A collection of ’80s

While we’re on DVDs, I want to draw your

Alison Jiear, recently returned from London

material, it features Cyndi Lauper’s ‘Time

attention to a new release: Melbourne

to recreate her role in Jerry Springer—the Opera

After Time’, Phil Collins’ ‘In The Air

International Comedy Festival Gala,

for the Sydney Opera House, has a new

Tonight’, and marries Christopher Cross’

Volume 2 (Punchline BHE3183). The DVD

album, Forgiveness’ Embrace (Dress Circle

‘Sailing’ with Enya’s ‘Orinoco Flow’.

is of interest to show collectors because the

DAD 007/2), her first in 15 years.
There are lots of show tunes: a medley
from Cy Coleman’s The Life (‘He’s No

The other winner was a catalogue for an

Believe’ and ‘You’re My World’.

Minchin’s brand of offensive yet savagely West End stages has not been kind to Jiear’s
witty lyrics in a range of topics, have won him voice, which is noticeable on some tracks,
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happening in the dark behind closed doors,

Theatre, Sydney, on 13 March 2009, during

2008 the cast of Shane Warne—The Musical.

www.tonilamond.com

Good’/’I’m Leaving You’), Marvin Hamlisch’s

(Sony/BMG DVD) was recorded at the State Elizabeth Hall, London, on December 2008,

2007 Festival features the cast of Keating! and

The Toni Lamond CD is available from

was joint winner of the Small Catalogue

AM

was affectionately described by David Marr

Song’, sung by Garland, plus a backstage

Bob Downe joins him for ‘Yeh, Yeh’‚ and

Melbourne, www.middle8.com.

who received the $20 000 special Award for

Co-founder of Currency Press, Katharine

The extras include a video clip of ‘Lorna’s

‘Devil With The Blue Dress On’‚ and

148 Osborne Street, South Yarra,

Behind the scenes with Theatre Heritage Australia members.

Feel A Song Coming On’, ‘Hello, Bluebird’

‘You Make Me So Very Happy’, ‘1-2-3’,

Available at Middle Eight Music,

All their own work

The DVD features a Garland tribute (‘I

2 CDs. Songs include ‘Suspicious Minds’

Finally, still on a quasi-religious bent,

Republic’, ‘Ave Maria’, ‘Amazing Grace’

intensity, Luft delivers in spades.

The DVD features songs from his Good

Availablility

veteran Toni Lamond has released Volume

Whether belting a song to every corner

David Campbell’s Good Lovin‚ Live

track: ‘I’ll Walk With God’, with its great piano

title tune to ‘Battle Hymn Of The

of the room, or caressing a ballad with quiet

Livin’ and lovin’

World’ and ‘The Lord’s Prayer’.

Legendary Lamond

and spiritual anthems.

And sing she does on Lorna Luft—Live

‘Rock Of Ages’, ‘What A Wonderful

Australis conducted by Guy Noble. Best
arrangement by Sally Whitwell.

3284), a collection of show, religious, folk

do but sing?

Marry The Rain’.

Accompaniment is by Sinfonia

volumes in his monumental Circus in
Katharine Brisbane

Spoken, 1823–1900 and Volume 9: The Saga of

offices in 1995.

simultaneously in February 2010.

on 7 June. The citation recognised Lee’s

markstleon@bigpond.com.

dancer, writer, academic, broadcaster and
educator, and currently as the Curator of
Dance at the National Library of Australia.

Nation: The Saga of Circus in Australia, a

The booklet published by the Arts Centre

lavish, coffee table book to be published by

to complement the 2008–2009 Peter Allen

his extraordinary insight with a wide

MUP in October 2009 (expected rrp $60).

exhibition (see On Stage, Summer 2008)

audience over many decades.’

‘Lee has shared his love of dance and
n

Keep yourself nice
More from the BBC Variety Programmes Policy Guide, published in the late 1940s
as an aid for producers to avoid offending listeners.

in Trackdown Recording Studios, Sydney, on

ON STAGE

Dance Awards, presented at the Arts Centre
‘immense knowledge and contribution as a

and receive a free copy of Mark’s Circus &

album of his latest theatre show recorded live

be shared with Nigel Ubrihien for his

outside Currency’s

For further information, email

If ordering both, you can save on shipping

Hayden Tee—Generation Why? Live is an

theatrical, and totally original. Kudos should

AM

the St Leons, 1847–1963, to be published

Generation clap

It’s a brilliant album, wonderfully

Services to Dance Award at the Australian

Australia series: Volume 4: Words, Written and

Vulgarity
Programmes must at all cost be kept free of
crudities, coarseness and innuendo.

Producers, artists and writers must recognise
this fact and the strictest watch must be kept.
There can be no compromise with

offence to Scottish, Ulster and Welsh listeners.
It is a common error but one which is
easily avoided by proper care on the part

doubtful material. It must be cut.

of writers and producers.

suggestiveness. Music hall, stage, and to a

‘British’ and ‘English’

hesitate to use the word ‘English’ if it is the

lesser degree, screen standards, are not

The mis-use of the word English, where

proper description.

suitable to broadcasting.

British is correct, causes much needless

Humour must be clean and untainted

At the same time we should not

directly or by association with vulgarity and

Winter 2009

n
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Melbourne stage-by-stage
Ralph Marsden concludes his chronicle of Melbourne’s Theatre Royal, picking up the story in the early

T

he dramatic highlight of 1922 was
the arrival of the Abbey Theatre
company of 12 Irish players headed

by Maire O’Neil, the younger but equally
esteemed sister of Sara Allgood, in two brief
seasons in June and July.
Musicals and operettas held sway until

The
Theatre
Royal

another popular imported player of the
1920s, followed this. Other notables of 1926
included British stars Renee Kelly in the
comedy Brown Sugar from 30 October, and
Ada Reeve in a revue called Pins and Needles,
which opened on Boxing Day.
The veteran Nellie Stewart starred in a

the arrival on 24 March 1923 of

short revival of her famous Sweet Nell

Gertrude Elliott, the beautiful and

of Old Drury from 5 March 1927,

accomplished wife of distinguished

followed by Judith Anderson, returning

English actor Sir Johnston Forbes-

to Australia a Broadway star, in Tea for

Robertson, in Woman to Woman. This

Three opposite Leon Gordon.

was followed by other plays for an

Anderson soon swapped theatres

initial season that ran until 21 June.

with Maurice Moscovitch, who

After a long absence, Australian

transferred from the King’s in a

Bert Bailey in The Sentimental Bloke.

Hetty King

Ada Reeve

drama returned to the Royal in mid-

season of thrillers which included a

August with a brief revival of

music hall entertainer Sir Harry Lauder with

as was the threat of an increased amusement

nine-week run of Edgar Wallace’s The

the first Melbourne production of The New

Bert Bailey’s production of The

his company, and R.C.Sherriff’s great World

tax on theatres.

Ringer. Musicals, including the

Moon, with Marie Bremner. Josie Melville

Sentimental Bloke.

Gershwins’ Tip-Toes, were prominent

War I play Journey’s End, which ran 10 weeks

Journey’s End was to be the last serious

returned on 11 October in Mr Cinders and

from 10 August. This was a very good run for dramatic play produced at the Royal, for

in the second half of 1927, but from

from 20 December Roy Rene, with his wife

recarpeting, redecoration and the

a drama at this time, for sound films, although when His Majesty’s—which The Firm used as

mid-October to mid-December came

Sadie Gale, made his second and last Royal

installation of new lighting, heating

introduced in Australia less than a year before, its major Melbourne showcase for musicals—

three short seasons of drama.

appearance in the pantomime The House That

A fortnight’s closure for reseating,

and ventilation systems preceded the

The last of these, beginning on

were already affecting attendances, and the

was damaged by fire on 25 October 1929,

worldwide economic Depression was looming, the Royal took over this role and musicals

Jack Built.
A lengthy season of Gilbert and Sullivan

Melbourne première of the musical

26 November 1927, was a three-week

Sally on 15 September 1923.

and operettas held almost exclusive sway for

run of Our Wife, an Americanised

and a short one of grand opera were

the last years of its life.

interspersed between musical comedies in

One of the first big hit American
musicals of the 1920s, Sally starred
locally nurtured former dancer Josie Melville
in her first leading role. It enjoyed a run of

version of Sardou’s Divorçons, written

232 Bourke Street, Melbourne
(the site of Target store)

25 weeks to 7 March 1924, eclipsing even
that of The Maid of the Mountains.
In February 1924 it was announced that

by and starring noted Broadway
actress Margaret Lawrence, partnered by

Venice; he quickly became one of the most

1929. Bennison shot the twice-married

opposite side of Bourke Street. On 5 July the

popular local dramatic stars of the 1920s; he

Lawrence dead during a weekend drinking

first bill under this policy featured Dickens

was a Hollywood notable in the late 1930s.

binge at her New York apartment, then

More interesting Americans arrived in

*

1925: Thurston Hall, a formidable stage and

committed suicide with the same gun.
Maurice Moscovitch in another Edgar

(later) film character actor, from 21 February, Wallace opus, The Terror, with his son Nat

Arthur Lucan and Kitty McShane (Old

and Pauline Frederick, then famous as a star

Madison also in the cast, returned on

Mother Riley and her daughter, of later film

of silent films, from 11 April. Muriel Starr

28 January 1928. Alternating seasons by

fame), male impersonator Hetty King, and

played her final seasons at the Royal in 1925, Moscovitch and Leon Gordon held the

female impersonator Bert Errol, but by 25

her last appearance being in A Royal Divorce

Royal stage for much of 1928. Apart from

October vaudeville was dropped in favour of

on 22 October. Gladys Moncrieff also made

these there was a Rodgers and Hart musical,

drama when Muriel Starr and Frank Harvey

farewell appearances before venturing to

The Girl Friend (which moved to His Majesty’s)

returned in The Silent Witness.

London in 1926.

a comedy, The Patsy, which came from the

American actor Guy Bates Post made his

King’s, and Canadian-born Margaret Bannerman,

Cassius Williamson, made her last Royal

Royal début on 24 April 1926 as did Roy Rene, the first attraction at the Comedy, was accorded

appearances in a month-long season starring

Australia’s greatest vaudeville comedian, on

fellow American John D. O’Hara and ending 31 July, in Give and Take, his only ‘straight’ play,

a 12-week Royal ‘farewell’ from 22 December.
Highlights of 1929 included Noël

on 10 December 1924—more than 50 years

opposite American comedian Harry Green.

after her Royal début on 1 August 1874.

White Cargo, starring its author, Leon Gordon, Gay from the original London cast, Scottish
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Melbourne-born

from mid-March 1930, and on 19 July came

American character actor Maurice Moscovitch turbulent relationship continued after they

house, in competition with the Tivoli on the

Maggie Moore, the former wife of James

1931. Another popular musical star was

their well received Australian tour. Their
returned to the US, ending tragically in June

Later attractions included such stars as

Jean Duncan, Leslie Victor.

musical star, reprised The Maid of the Mountains

and Bennison began a fateful affair during
On 13 December 1924 Russian-born
made his Royal début in The Merchant of

Lloyd, sister of the famous Marie.

Campbell Copelin, Theo Shall, Coral Browne,

Gladys Moncrieff, still the foremost

fellow American Louis Bennison. Lawrence

the Royal would become an ‘all vaudeville’

impressionist Bransby Williams, and Alice

The Command to Love, 1933: from left,

Coward’s revue This Year of Grace, with Maisie

ON STAGE
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Dorothy Brunton who was featured in a

On 4 November 1933 Gladys Moncrieff

13-week season of revivals of comic operas

returned for the Royal’s final season—a

such as The Duchess of Dantzic, before Gladys

series of revivals of her greatest successes,

Moncrieff returned as The Maid on 5 December.

concluding with a two-week run of The

Highlights for 1932 were the first Australian

was frequently interrupted while individual

Cyril Ritchard as established overseas stars

cast members were applauded, but the real show

in the musical Blue Roses on 13 May, and a

began when the play finished: Melbourne’s

three-month season of grand opera from 2 July.

Lord Mayor spoke of the theatre’s triumphs

On Christmas Eve came another musical,

and there was a specially devised tableau

Waltzes from Vienna, which had notched up

with impersonations of the great stars of the

an impressive 104 performances by its close

past by Cecil Kellaway and other stars of

on 21 March 1933.

the present.

This last year also brought Theo Shall,

It was near to midnight when the final

‘Viennese star of stage and screen’, in The

curtain fell; even before the last of the

Command to Love opposite Coral Browne,

audience had gone, workmen had started to

soon to become one of Australia’s notables

carry out some of the furniture.

in revivals of Our Miss Gibbs and The Quaker
Girl, which also featured Coral Browne. The
Royal’s penultimate attraction, Jerome
Kern’s Music in the Air, starred Cecil Kellaway
and Carrie Moore.
The successes of these last years, however,
were not great enough to save the old theatre:
it was sited on valuable land in the heart of
The commemorative plaque unveiled in 1937.

On Stage reprints this ‘obituary’ from The Herald,

The last performance on 17 November

26 March, the return of Madge Elliott and

followed by Madge Elliott and Cyril Ritchard

To conclude this history of Melbourne’s Theatre Royal,

Maid of the Mountains.

production of Noël Coward’s Bitter Sweet on

on stage and screen in England. They were

The Death of a Theatre

The last of the Theatre Royal,—the final
program: The Maid of the Mountains, 1933.
the city and considered too large and outmoded
for showing sound films.
With the reconstruction of the burnt-out
His Majesty’s under way, The Firm decided
that it could only sustain the severe overall
losses of the Depression by halving its
operations and selling the Royal.

The old theatre was soon demolished.
A large department store was eventually
erected on the site and occupied by Manton
and Sons–the donors of the plaque unveiled
on 19 December 1937 with William Anderson
and Lucy Coppin were among the attendees
at the unveiling.
This plaque remains the only tangible
on-site record of the ineffably rich variety
of theatrical history once played out here.

The Theatre Royal photographed during its last weeks, 1933.

18 November 1933.
people the Theatre Royal and on Monday even

‘Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more, or

they will be disturbed in their fretful musings by the first crashes

close the wall up with our English dead.’ Who can forget the

of falling masonry as the wreckers begin the work of demolition.

stirring call of King Henry V, or the never-to-be-forgotten

The old theatre died last night in a blaze of triumphant glory.

triumph in that role of George Rignold, whom Mr Harvey

Ghosts

today

Never even in the heyday of the past can there have been such a

Adams will present before you?’

night. Once more were the splendours of yesteryear rehearsed in

So, in tableau, Rignold lived again, and the audience cheered

tableau and the audience cheered and cheered again until the last

once more. Player after player they appeared, most represented

sundering curtain fell between it and all the world of pageantry

by some performer of the present day, with a few old favourites

that has been the Royal.

in person.
Great names

It was fitting that so popular a production as The Maid of the
Mountains should be chosen for the last performance, and

Here they all were-George Rignold, affectionately known as

probably there was never a merrier one.

Handsome George, who first appeared in the theatre in 1878;

Favourites applauded

Marion Dunn, The Daughter of the Regiment of 1864, represented

For the invisible barriers between players and audience were

by her daughter; Marion Marcus Clarke, in the dress used in the

dissolved, and an intense personal sympathy between them made

original production; J.B.Atholwood, the character actor,

every sally of the favourites, heard by many present probably a

represented by his son Ronald Atholwood; Julius Knight, A Royal

dozen or 20 times, doubly amusing, and every romantic moment

Divorce celebrity; Pavlova; Jack Ralston; Harriet Bennet, of Rose

more glamorous than before.

Marie; Melba; Reuben Fax; Lewis Waller; Maggie Moore; Nellie

Often the action of the show was held up by the demonstrations

Stewart; Tittel Brune as L’Aiglon, recalled by Patricia Wenman;

of the audience. For all the cast, and especially for such favourites

and to the rapture of the audience, Carrie Moore herself, the

as Gladys Moncrieff, Arthur Stigant and Phil Smith, there was

original; Meta Pelham, at 84 Australia’s oldest actress; and

continuous applause.

smiling Cecil Kellaway himself.

But it was when The Maid was over that the real show began.

Never can any of the famous in the flesh have had a more

The Lord Mayor (Cr Gengoult Smith), who had been sitting

tumultuous reception than was given to their depicters, When Mr

in a box, went upon the stage and recalled the grandeurs of the

Frank Tait had explained that a new His Majesty’s was to arise,

far past and of more recent years.

the theatre was showered in streamers from circle and gallery

Nights of long ago
He spoke of nights when a younger Melbourne gazed up

and, amid a mass of multi-coloured ribbons, Gladys Moncrieff
sang ‘Farewell’.
The last curtain

adoringly at its favourites; of after-theatre revelry at the now
defunct Savoy, and of the passing, in turn, of the Royal itself.

So at midnight the last curtain fell.

‘But,’ he said, ‘the flesh and blood of the theatre can never

The audience streamed away, but not a few people lingered,

die!’ and the audience which, by now, filled every seat and

wandering across the huge stage or among the deserted dressing

crowded in the aisles and along the back of stalls and dress circle,

rooms.

cheered again and again.
Now Mr Stigant, in his costume as General Malona, introduced

What tales indeed could be told by these well-worn walls,
these rooms all empty now!
But now the lights were going out. Carrie Moore was saying

a series of tableaus.
‘Tonight,’ he said, ‘within this historic theatre the curtain falls

a last farewell. She stopped to speak to Frank Talbot, who was

for the last time and there will remain but a memory of the many

paying the last tribute of a brother showman to the dying theatre.

plays and players who have been seen on the old stage with its
historic associations of the past.
Upon the boards again
‘The shades of the old players must come trooping across the

The corridors were piled high with theatrical baskets. On the
walls hung the wardrobe for the last performance.
Mourners and merrymakers alike took their last look and
drifted away.

boards upon which they once strutted their brief hour of triumph.

Workmen began to carry out the furniture.

We shall present to you a glimpse of them in the characters in

The exit doors to Bourke Street were closed.

which they were notably associated, so that when you leave this

The Theatre Royal was dark forever.

theatre tonight you will feel that, although this occasion is
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invested with a good deal of sadness, there is still the pleasure of

In the next edition of On Stage, Ralph Marsden will document

remembrance.

the story of the Royal Colosseum in Bourke Street. 
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Queen’s Birthday Honours—2009

Ben Hur gallops back across the decades

Australians with connections to theatre, cinema or performance who received awards on 9 June 2009.
avid Fahey, the publican who
Medal of the Order of
brought opera to the NSW
Australia

London is about to get a return of one of the most visually stunning and ambitious live shows ever conceived.

D

I

Riverina town of Morundah

(population 20), has been awarded the

Isla Violet Baring

Medal of the Order of Australia.

service to the arts as a supporter of young

OAM,

London, UK, for

1997, was seeking an event to bring people

(Ms Baring established the Tait Trust in

and dollars to the town.

memory of her late parents, Sir Frank and
Viola, Lady Tait.)

In 2005 he invited Opera Australia to
look at a potential theatre, a bus shed on a

Margaret Anne Callingham

vacant block next to the pub.

community through the McDonald’s

turned to and built a 12m by 12m and 7.5m
shelter to house an audience of 450 (See

Libby Ellis

On Stage, Winter 2005).

to the arts, particularly opera.

Dave’s opera house duly became the

Fahey, and all the members of the

a vintage steam engine, a new war

Morundah, NSW,

participate in opera workshops presented

Prof. Janet Elizabeth Delpratt AM,

by Victorian Opera’s Richard Gill, and a

Moorooka, Queensland, for service to the

Gala Concert will be staged in October.

performing arts and to music education as a
teacher of voice.
Dr Jonathon Charles Welch

OAM,

century AD, it tells how a

formerly known as the

Jewish prince, Judah Ben Hur,

Millennium Dome. So far two

is betrayed by a Roman friend

further performances have

and sent into slavery. The

been announced.

première coincides with the 50th

arts through The Actors Studio, Malaysia,
and as an actor, writer, producer and director.
John Michael Howson

OAM,

critically acclaimed MGM

producer Franz Abraham, has

production starring Charlton

Cheltenham,

Yarraville, Victoria, for service to the arts as
an operatic performer and vocal coach, and
to the community as the founder and
musical director of the Choir of Hard Knocks.

sound, water, wind and pyrotechnic effects
and will be performed in the round in a
modern version of an ancient Roman arena.
A state-of-the-art water wall will carry

Francis Edward Ifield

created by Klaus Badelt, composer of the

A full symphonic soundtrack has been

for service to the arts as an entertainer.
Mr Graeme Leslie Paine

OAM,

scores for the films Pirates of the Caribbean

West Hobart,

Tasmania, for service to the performing arts
through a range of live theatre organisations,

AM,

multi-sensory spectacle. It will feature light,

industry as a writer and performer.
Galston, NSW,

and to the community of Hobart.
Jonathan Howard Summers

Edinburgh, UK, for service to the performing
arts as a baritone.

and Gladiator.
The script has been written by Shaun
McKenna, who adapted Lord of the Rings for
the stage. The dialogue will be in the dialect
of the country, plus Latin and Aramaic,

OAM,

n

supported by a live narration.
Other creative recruits are director Philip
William McKinley (The Boy from Oz, Hair),
lighting designer Patrick Woodroffe (lighting

Gus
goss
It seems that
the RMIT's grand
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including Best Picture, Director and
Leading Actor.
The performance is part of the O2’s

The show’s 100 animals include horses,
camels, donkeys, chickens, falcons and eagles.

Monumental series of classical spectaculars.

The horses have undergone 12 months’ training.

Ticket prices range from £75 ($A153.60) up
to £115 ($A235.50), which includes a

Naturally, most attention will focus on
the climactic chariot race. In a visually

premium seat, a program and a CD of the

stunning sequence, five quadrigas pulled by

show’s soundtrack.
After its O2 premiere, Ben Hur Live will

thoroughbred horses will circle the arena
floor. Spectators will be only a few yards

tour Europe; 70 shows are planned for 17

away from the chariots, as they swerve

key cities.
The best-selling novel of the nineteenth

around the track, raising clouds of dust.

century, Ben Hur first reached the stage in

‘I have aimed to create something
completely new, with a high level of artistry

New York in 1899. In Australia the play was

that would excite the audience,’ producer

premièred by J.C.Williamson at Her Majesty’s

Franz Abraham says. ‘The show will have

in Sydney on 8 February 1902, two months

the speed of a musical, the depth of great

before it was seen in London.
The Sydney production came to an

theatre, the power of a rock concert and
the visual opulence of a Hollywood

inglorious halt when the theatre was

blockbuster.’

destroyed by fire two weeks into the run,
although many subsequent performances

David Campbell, chief executive of
AEG Europe, owner and operator of the

were given.

O2, said: ‘When I heard about the concept

With thanks to Ian Williams.

have to sit there for much longer, it's

the Capitol cat, and my good friend, tells me.

torture. Walter has the impression that

The Cruise Specialists, a Brisbane-based

be available only to passengers booked through

He says the curtain lights don't work,

RMIT has no interest in hiring out the

travel agency, is combining with 4MBS

Cruise Specialists. A guided tour of the Theatre

Capitol any more.

and neither do the house lights nor that
glorious ceiling lighting display.
There have been technical issues with

Classic Productions to offer theatrical

Royal in Hobart is included in the package.The

The Melbourne International Film

performances, and play and poetry readings

performers are Kerith Atkinson, Clint

Festival has decided not to use it this year,

aboard Princess Cruises’ Sun Princess during

Bolster, Penny Everingham and Tama

the new video projector too. It's a top-of-the

and Walter suspects that this year's Comedy

its December 2009 seven-night cruise to

Matheson (right), who also acts as director.

of the Capitol

range Sony, but apparently RMIT doesn't

Festival events there may the last.

Melbourne and three Tasmanian ports.

Theatre have been

keep spare bulbs! The seating is apparently

forgotten, and that
these days

- Gus, the theatre cat n

The cruise leaves from Sydney on

Works by Shakespeare, Molière, Dickens

10 December and returns on 17 December.

just adequate for students to occupy for an

and others will be presented in Sun Princess’s

Further details from The Cruise Specialists,

hour, but for the general public, who often

palatial Palace Theatre. The performances will

phone 1800 427 847.
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Drama on the high seas

maintenance is virtually non-existent. Walter,

and refurbishment

plans for restoration

Heston, which won 11 Oscars

at Seebühne, Bregenz, and for the Rolling
The producers, Arts Concerts, have hired Stones), and projection artist Mietta Corli
Mark Fisher, chief stage designer for the
(La Scala).

huge projections.

OAM,

anniversary of the popular and

show, devised by German

ceremonies and Pink Floyd’s The Wall tour,

Kuala

Victoria, for service to the entertainment

Member of the
Order of Australia

young people from around the region will

On behalf of all our members, Theatre

20 000-capacity venue

Heritage Australia Inc. congratulates Dave

recognised in the 2009 Honours on 9 June.

‘It’s been a real morale booster.’

at the beginning of the first

Lumpur, Malaysia, for service to performing

performing arts community who were

instead of the doom and gloom of the drought.

the Christ by Lew Wallace. Set

Arena, North Greenwich, the

to provide the audience with a dazzling

park has had a face lift and we’ve installed

enjoy the opera and have a good time

on 17 September at the O2

Joseph Christopher Hasham

everyone was having a go,’ says Dave. ‘The

good for families to come to Morundah to

1880 novel Ben Hur—A Tale of

Photo: Eastern Riverina Chronicle

opera was presented for two performances.

OAM

The show is based on the

five chariots. It will première

Bush, and to the community of Morundah.

Bush opera impresario David Fahey

Dave adds: ‘A farmer said to me, it was

hosting the world première.’

Beijing Olympics opening and closing

staged Cosi fan Tutti there in 2007. Each

In September, between 60 and 70

OAM,

believe it. I’m thrilled that we are

Ben Hur, complete with 400

taken 15 years to create.

for service to the arts through Opera in the

Madama Butterfly in 2008. Victorian Opera

memorial, and put in kerbs and guttering.’

Adelaide, SA, for service

David Leslie Fahey

venue for Oz Opera’s Carmen in 2006 and

on, the demographics changed and

OAM,

105-minute adaptation of

The multi-million-pound

Performing Arts Challenge.

high shed for the stage and adapted a pig

‘These events spurred the whole town

OAM,

Umina Beach, NSW, for service to the

It was too low, so Dave and his friends

for Ben Hur Live I couldn’t quite

performers, 100 animals and

Australian musicians and performing artists.

Dave, who purchased the local hotel in

t’s a spectacular
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Ada Crossley: The forgotten
Australian contralto

townships, often using coach or bullock dray

reinstated but only after agreeing to waive

where the train service was not available.

the Steinway clause and reducing his fee to

After a tour of New Zealand, Crossley and

a more ‘acceptable’ £30 weekly.

Steve Rattle rediscovers one of Australia’s greatest voices.

attendance record at the Exhibition Building

in January 1909 with a Tasmanian visit

on 2 January 1904.

following in March. They returned to the

O

nce popular in recital and concert

English, Danish, French, German, Italian,

performances, the contralto voice

Norwegian and Russian. In association with

seems somewhat out of place in

her teacher Santley she sang Elijah and

the soprano-dominated vocal field today.

Messiah at Manchester for 12 consecutive

Early last century the names Dame Clara

years. Her voice was described by critics of

Butt, Ernestine Schumann-Heink, Kathleen

the day as: ‘…not only delightfully even, but

Ferrier and, later, the Australian Essie

uniquely beautiful.’
A successful US tour commenced in New

Ackland, were the darlings of the concert-

York in February 1903 and a visit to the

going public. All were contraltos.

Victor Talking Machine studios followed.

One further Australian contralto held the
record for drawing 20 000 people to the

These ‘Red Seal Celebrity Series’ records are

Melbourne Exhibition building on

today prized collectors’ items. Soon

2 January 1904. Her name was Ada Crossley.

afterwards, Crossley was lured back to
Australia by promoter J.C.Williamson for her

Born at Tarraville in Gippsland, Victoria,

first Australian tour.

on 3 March 1871, Ada Jemima Crossley was
the sixth surviving child of the 12 children

The time seemed right to return to her

born to ironmonger-farmer Edward Wallis

homeland, following soprano Dame Nellie

Crossley and his wife Harriette, née Morris.

Melba’s successful tour in 1902. Melbourne-

‘A regular bush youngster I was,’ said Ada,

born (but London-based) pianist Percy

‘with my auburn pigtail.’

Grainger was approached to be supporting
artist and in August 1903 the concert party

Ada commenced piano lessons at age
seven in nearby Port Albert. In her teenage

coin toss determined her musical fate: she

years she played piano and organ in local

took the plunge for further study in London.

churches and led the singing in church choirs.

Departure for England came in March

sailed on RMS Omrah.
In addition were Benno Scherek (accompanist
and tour manager); W.A.Peterkin (bass-baritone);
and Jacques Jacobs (violin).

Soon she was the star performer of every

1894 and lessons with baritone (Sir) Charles

local concert and mature beyond her years.

Santley were arranged. Santley later taught

Her parents realised that more formal

Adelaide-born baritone Peter Dawson.

training in Melbourne was inevitable.

Crossley also undertook seven months of somewhat of a playboy. Initially on friendly
terms, Grainger later reported a strong distaste
lessons with Melba’s teacher Mathilde

Vocal lessons with former Lyster prima

A return to New Zealand commenced

party returned to Melbourne and set an

Jacobs was orchestra leader and conductor
at London’s famous Trocadero restaurant and

mainland in April for a series of farewell

Some 20 000 people attended the concert,
much to the delight of the promoters and the

concerts, and arrived back in England on

dismay of ushers and building staff.

29 June.
Shortly before his death in 1961,

Perhaps Melbourne was more starved of

Grainger commented that Crossley had:

quality music than they realised?

‘…a glorious voice and rare interpretative

After farewell concerts in Adelaide, the
party sailed to Perth (the Indian-Pacific rail

gifts in every style of music that she essayed.

line was still many years away). They played

The enthusiasm aroused by Crossley

major Western Australian towns including

wherever she sang was positively frenetic

Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie. Grainger was by

and I must say she played up to it with

now well into his health and fitness obsession

unflagging liveliness and energy. The most

and newspapers often reported seeing him

remarkable side of her nature was her

trotting along behind the coach or dray.

ability to remain always a kindly, helpful,
appreciative and democratic Australian.’

Leaving Perth on SS Wakool, the final

From 1913 Crossley pared back her

stage of the journey took the party to Cape
Town and a tour of the major townships of

Sheet music for ‘I Was Dreaming’, an Australian

professional engagements, reducing her

South Africa.

composition by Augustus W. Juncker, 1894.

performances to charity concerts,

The tour had involved almost 300 concerts
before they finally returned to Plymouth on
SS Sophocles in May 1904.
Crossley’s marriage to Adelaide-born Dr

Poster for Ada Crossley’s visit to Hobart, 1908

ceremonial occasions, benefits (including
the RMS Titanic memorial concert in 1912)
and patriotic concerts during World War I.
A great promoter and nurturer of Australian

Francis Muecke (1879–1945) took place in

talent, her London home in Cavendish

April 1905. London-based Muecke later

Square was always offered as a haven for

gained fame as a leading throat specialist, a

newly arrived Australian musicians.

talent surely treasured by his vocalist wife.
Early in 1908 J.C.Williamson approached

Ada Crossley died at Woodlands Park,
Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, on

Crossley for a return Australian tour. Grainger

17 October 1929. She was 58. She is buried

and Scherek re-joined her, but there were

in St Marylebone Cemetery, East Finchley.

different supporting artists: John Harrison (tenor),

Fortunately, her voice is preserved on

donna Fanny Simonsen and piano and harmony

Marchesi in Paris, before her London début

for Jacobs and noted he ‘managed to seduce

lessons with Alberto Zelman resulted. Zelman

in May 1895 at Queen’s Hall.

at least two or three different women each day’.

later remarked that his idea of heaven was ‘a

Success for Crossley seemed inevitable; it Later, on board ship, the pianist and violinist
was confirmed when she was substituted at a came to blows, and much to Grainger’s surprise

Before sailing from Southampton on

least they suggest some her impressive

RMS Orontes in August 1908, Grainger ensured

interpretative skills and the rich velvet

his tour contract stipulated a set salary of

quality and steady purity of timbre of her

from Sir Frederic Cowen, then in Melbourne

moment’s notice for English contralto (Dame) he was thanked by all present for providing
the necessary ‘come-uppance’.
Clara Butt at a concert in Manchester. More

£40 per week and that a fully maintained

contralto, which one reviewer described as

to lead the orchestra at the 1888 Melbourne

so, the British public took Crossley to their

Steinway grand piano of his choice be

possessing the ‘luscious richness of a Carlsbad

International Exhibition. Most impressed with

hearts, and stories of last minute appearances

1903. After a brief rest, they travelled to Sydney

transported to wherever the concert party

plum combined with the translucent purity

the 17-year-old contralto, Cowen suggested

when summoned by Sir Arthur Sullivan for

for five concerts at the Sydney Town Hall. By

was travelling.

of rock crystal’.

she forget the piano and concentrate on her

Elijah in 1898 enhanced her professional

October they arrived by train at Spencer

voice, which she did.

reputation. Further adulation came when

Street Station to a crowd of 5000 Melburnians.

crate of Chianti and a dozen pupils like Ada
Crossley’. Welcome advice was also received

The party arrived in Adelaide on 7 September

Crossley was commanded to sing for Queen

Crossley and Grainger were simply

contralto with the choir at the Australian

Victoria, an honour made five times before

overwhelmed and by the time they managed

Church, and made her first professional

the monarch’s death in January 1901.

to arrive at Menzies Hotel, tears of gratitude

Crossley rose to the position of principal

appearance in 1892 with the Melbourne

Crossley studied hard and, as a quick

were seen on the contralto’s astonished
cheeks.

Philharmonic Society. Her choice quickly

learner, soon boasted a repertoire of some

became one of her most requested roles, the

500 songs and ballads. Her annual tours around

soloist part in Mendelssohn’s Elijah.

Britain were always popular as were her

performance of Elijah repeated Crossley’s

performances at oratorio festivals.

teenage success.

Crossley’s services upon the platform
continued to be in demand with concerts in
Melbourne and Sydney, until a reported
Page 24

Singing in seven different languages, the

In addition to five Melbourne concerts, a

The concert party travelled as far north

girl from Gippsland seemed quite at home in as Townsville, playing all major Australian

ON STAGE

Leon Sametini (violin), and Jay Ryan (baritone).

records. Although primitive technically, at

Tired of performing on antique and faulty
instruments, Grainger wanted to ensure ‘quality
deliver’ to Australian concertgoers in rural
and regional areas. By November, however,

References:
Margery Missen: ‘Ada Jemima Crossley’ in

a telegram notifying him that his ‘services

Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume

were no longer required’ brought the

8, Melbourne University Press, 1981.

Australian back home with a thud.
It was costing J.C.Williamson some £60
per week to transport, tune and regulate
the instrument.

John Bird: Percy Grainger, Elek Books/
Macmillan, 1976.
Barbara and Findlay MacKenzie: Singers of
Australia, Lansdowne Press, 1967.

n

Sensing bad publicity would result by
leaving the tour midway, Grainger was
Winter 2009
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y 1988 Ethel Turner’s classic

have an affinity with The Sound of Music, being

children’s book Seven Little

about a stern Captain and his children, but

Australians had sold more than

there the similarity ends.

three million copies since its first publication

According to composer David Reeves:

Seven Little Australians
In the eighth of his series on landmark Australian musicals,
Peter Pinne explores the musicalisation
of a much-loved children’s classic.

spaces in the theatres in Sydney and Melbourne. within the Trust, the project languished, and
Enter Sydney Festival director, Stephen

eventually Hardie agreed to Reeves himself

Hall: he displayed an interest in the show

producing the work during the Bicentennial

and wanted to get it up as a commercial

year. It was an unusual move for James

production. ‘Operation Young Composer’

Hardie which had previously sponsored the

was an initiative that had been established in

James Hardie 100 car race at Bathurst.

in 1894. It had been translated into more

‘The development of Seven Little Australians

than 10 languages, made into a stage play
(1915), a feature film (1939)1, a radio series,

as a professional stage musical from my point
of view started around 1984 when I

school, as well as producing their annual dose

one month later with the same cast, played for

1983 to assist up-and-coming young composers. According to Hardie executive Jim Kelso:

a BBC television series (1953), and a highly

approached Noel Ferrier of the Australian

of Gilbert and Sullivan.

one night (27 May 1978) at the Everest

In the early days performances were given as ‘The Company always wanted to do

successful 10-episode ABC television series
(1973)2—therefore it was no surprise that

Elizabethan Theatre Trust (AETT). All

Theatre, Seymour Centre, Sydney—a

part of the Sydney Festival, whose sponsors

previous attempts by others to attract a

schooled at Sydney Church of England

performance which was billed as the world

at that time were Air Canada, and James

someone would come up with a musical

producer had come to nothing and director

Grammar (Shore) and started his professional

première.

Hardie Industries. It was Hall who brought

version of the well-loved property.

Rodney Fisher (brought in to help by Noel)

career as an organist at the Garrison Church

stated to all involved at that time that “all

at The Rocks. He studied at the NSW

Following the Seymour Centre performance, James Hardie to the table. Eventually the firm opening, Reeves enlisted the aid of noted
producers Malcolm Cooke and Mike Walsh agreed to invest $1 million in the musical,3
author and scriptwriter Peter Yeldham (1915,

that existed was an idea”.

Conservatorium of Music under Alexander

showed interest in the project, but wanted a

but the project stalled for some time, the

The Alien Years, Captain James Cook) to revise

Sverjensky, and won several scholarships.

rewrite of the book and lyrics.

relationship between Reeves and Graham

further the book and lyrics. Yeldham had

soured, and Graham reluctantly bowed out.

been Reeves’ original choice (before Palmer),

Opening on 22 June 1988 at the Comedy
Theatre, Melbourne, the show immediately
captivated critics and audiences, and settled
down for a four-month run. This was followed
by seasons in Hobart, Launceston, Adelaide,
and later Sydney and Brisbane, making it one

‘Noel encouraged me as a composer to

Born in Sydney in 1943, Reeves was

something as a gesture to the Bicentennial
that would be distinctly Australian.’4
Three months before the Melbourne

take on the project in association with the

Later, in tandem with his career as a concert

AETT with a view to a major production.’

organist, he worked as a jazz pianist and

Rodney Fisher were brought in to work on

wrote jingles and documentary film scores.

the book at one time or another, but Cooke

man, was determined to see his dream of a

committed to the ABC-TV series Captain
James Cook.

But the journey of the musical version of

David Mitchell, Richard Wherrett and

Nevertheless, Reeves, an intensely driven to do this work, but Yeldham had been

of the most successful Australian musicals of

Seven Little Australians started long before the

He also wrote the all-organ score for the

and Walsh thought there were still problems.

musical version of Seven Little Australians

recent times.

involvement of the AETT.

Hanna-Barbera animated film Silent Night

Eleanor Witcombe, writer of the Seven Little

reach the commercial stage. He seconded

In 1976 Jim Graham, history master at

(1971) and a stage/ballet score for the ABC in

Australians TV series, was then hired as a

John Palmer, a lyricist and scriptwriter for

Reeves set about finding a production team.

The Armidale School (TAS), an exclusive

1972. Seven Little Australians was his first score

script doctor.

animated children’s movies (Dot and the

Disagreements saw the early departure of

romantic story of a hard-hearted military man,

boys’ school in Armidale, NSW, secured the

for the musical theatre.

Captain Woolcot (Woolcott in the musical), a

rights to turn Ethel Turner’s novel into a

widower with seven children, who marries a

musical from her son, Sir Adrian Curlewis.

much younger woman, Esther. The story

Turner’s book, set in the period in which
it was written, was a funny, touching and

They signed John Truscott to create the

With James Hardie’s money in his pocket,

Kangaroo) to rewrite the book and lyrics, and

feminist director Chris Johnson and set

sets and costumes (according to David

then took it to Noel Ferrier at the AETT.

designers Ken Wilby and Mark Thompson.5

co-produced by The Armidale School and

Mitchell, Truscott’s model for the house was

Ferrier loved it and work-shopped it at the

The following year, David Reeves took up

the Drama Department of the University of

‘fabulous’), and booked Her Majesty’s Theatres

Trust’s warehouse, Dowling Street, Potts

who at that time had been working

hinges on the acceptance of Esther by the

the position of Director of Music at TAS,

New England at the university’s Arts Theatre

in Sydney and Melbourne for the show.

Point, Sydney, in 1985. Melissa Bickerton

professionally in Australia for 16 years. His

children, especially the eldest, Meg, who is

and Graham asked him to collaborate on the on 21 April 1978. Graham was the director,

played the role of Judy.

performance credits had included Godspell,

almost the same age.
The consequences of teenage rebelliousness
and a softening of the father’s attitude are
what give the story its heart. The tale does

show, with Graham writing book and lyrics,
and Reeves composing the score
Graham had previously written and
directed melodramas and plays for the

This first version of the show was

with Reeves as musical director.
The local Armidale Express called it

Unsatisfied with the rewrites, Cooke and
Walsh later bowed out, but not before they

Enter, John O’May, an American actor,

The plan was for James Hardie Industries Company, The 20s and All That Jazz and Che in

had a new score (unused) written by ex-In

to fund a production by the AETT and

‘charming’, and said it was ‘bubbling with

Melbourne Tonight arranger Geoff Hales. The

Reeves. Over a period of 18 months, because Reeves hired him as the director, and also

melody’. It played for five nights and then,

Best Little Whorehouse in Texas later filled the

of management and internal difficulties

Evita, but he also had directing experience.
cast him in the leading role of the father,
Captain Woolcott.

*

A scene from the Sydney season of Seven Little Australians,
at the Footbridge Theatre, 1989.
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major cast changes. John O’May was back to

and Yeldham. Graham’s ‘based on a concept

Ringland, with choreography by Graeme

had been acclaimed in opera and ballet, then Annie, The Sound of Music, Oklahoma!—but
said: ‘Thanks to Ethel Turner, it will warm
came on board to do sets and costumes, and most agreed the big love ballad, ‘Look For A many hearts in this country.’ He thought
former TV dancer Pamela French was employed Rainbow’, was a fine number that hit all the there were ‘two-and-a-half passably good

direct and play Captain Woolcott, as was

by’ credit had disappeared.

Watson.

by newcomers Edwina Cox (Esther), Robert

(18 September 1989) said it was ‘a show that

The Courier Mail (23 February 1991), saying

to handle choreography. Rowell’s set

right emotional buttons. Other songs singled

songs and several enjoyable dance routines’.

Berry (Monsieur Marceau), Judy Glen (Miss

is brimming with sentiment and spiced with

the show ‘had not been reworked enough to

drawings were reminiscent of paintings by
Tom Roberts and the Heidelberg School.6

out included ‘Walking The Block’, ‘The Academy He liked Platt, O’May and Bickerton, and
called French’s choreography ‘the best thing
of Monsieur Marceau’, ‘Can You Love Me’

Burton), Shirley Cameron (Martha), Wayne

smiles. It is guaranteed to have you blinking

make its remounting worthwhile … Reeves’

Scott Kermond (Andrew Courtney), Marcia

back the tears’. Frank Gauntlett in the Daily

music and the script were not memorable,’

Alyce Platt, former hostess of TV’s Sale of and ‘The Boys From Yarrahappini’. Only two about the production’. The News printed a
the Century was cast as Esther. Platt was no
review by a nine-year-old child. This was
songs survived from the 1978 Armidale
Julie Andrews vocally, but her soprano was
production: ‘Discipline’ and ‘The Train Song’, strongly condemned by Reeves in a Letter to

Gaye Snowden (Meg), Chris Dickson (Alan

Mirror headlined ‘Family show hits home’,

she said, ‘and the plot is tenuous and

Courtney) and Dean McRae (Pip).

and Bronwen Gora in the Sunday Telegraph

laboured.’ Her praise was reserved for

Kenneth Rowell, whose work in design

sweet and sure. Judith McGrath doubled as
Martha and Miss Jolly, Judith Roberts was

to possible echoes of songs from other musicals—

Lloyd in The Advertiser (21 November 1988)

Melissa Bickerton ( Judy). They were joined

Script and score rewrites included moving

Bob Evans in The Sydney Morning Herald

Peta Koch was scathing in her review in

called it an ‘Aussie musical made for the family’.

Burvill-Holmes as Woolcott, French as Esther,
All the critics Neave as Judy, and McKenzie-Mee as Martha
loved Bickerton and Miss Jolly.

retitled ‘Rattle The Track’.
Jim Graham’s involvement in the show

Miss Burton, and Noel Mitchell played

was reduced to a ‘based on a concept by’

with the SMH

Monsieur Marceau. Others in the adult cast

credit in the program.

saying she ‘gives

Brisbane Sun (22 February 1991): ‘[It’s] too

one of the most

long, too slow, and it lacks truly memorable

vindicated. He had a hit on his hands, which

dynamic and

tunes.’ Sue Gough in The Bulletin questioned

McCarthy), Dale Burridge (Alan Courtney)

was endorsed by the public when the show

appealing

why QTC couldn’t have found ‘something

and Grant Dale (Andrew Courtney).

played for 15 weeks, ending in October 1988.

performances

better than this pinchbeck G&S, this antipodean

In the children’s roles, Melissa Bickerton

At that point it had become the most successful

seen on any

version of The Sound of Music’ to start its season.

was Judy (as she had been in the workshop),

Australian musical to play the Comedy Theatre

Sydney stage this

with Beven Addinsall (Pip), Michelle Pettigrew

since The Sentimental Bloke’s five-month

year’. They

Suncorp Theatre, the scheduled three-week

(Meg), Sean Delahunty and Murray Golding

record in 1961–62.

thought O’May

season had been sold out, so it was decided

played Woolcott

to extend it by one week, to March 16. The

to ‘perfection’,

bad notices killed the box office and for some

Charmaine Gorman and Sheridan Compagnino theatre, Hobart’s historic Theatre Royal, from
(sharing the part of Baby), and Janelle Fisher 8 October 1988.

and that Cox’s

nights of the extra week the show played to

performance

an audience of only 75.

and Rebecca Mitchell (taking turns as the

was ‘exemplary’,

included John Murphy (Mr Hassal/Colonel
Bryant), Lisa O’Dea (Mrs Bryant/Aldith

(alternating the role of Bunty), Tamsin West
and Caroline Graig (doing likewise with Nell),

Reeves’ belief in his material had been

Next up was a tour. The first stop was a
short season at Australia’s oldest surviving

For the Hobart performances the roles of

Just as dismissive was Brett Debritz in the

Before the production opened at the

To date, this was the last professional

Little General). The family aspect of the

Baby and the Little General were recast with

along with

production of the work, although there have

show carried over to the casting with Judith

local children. According to John Unicomb,

Kermond, Berry,

been several productions on the amateur circuit.

Roberts and her two daughters Charmaine

then the general manager of the Theatre

Glen and

In 1996 Reeves and British producer Dan

Royal, it was ‘the biggest musical to come to
the state in the past decade’.7

Cameron.

Crawford went searching for finance for a

and Kate Gorman all scoring parts in the show.
The orchestra, which was conducted by

Eighteen

projected London season. The show was to

months later a

have had a name change to Judy, but to date

was ‘three hours of dinkum Aussie entertainment

new production

Helen Thompson in The Australian (24 June sure to please everyone from the littlies to
1988) called it ‘fresh, funny, pleasantly
grandma’. She liked the ‘energetic dancing of

of the show was

British audiences have not been exposed to
the tears and joys of the Woolcott family.8

unassuming in style and perfect family

the chorus’, and thought O’May’s direction

the Royal

and Tasmania, lost in Adelaide and Sydney

entertainment’. She thought Platt was

‘masterful’. The show played eight performances,

Queensland

and despite the poor final week, did very well

‘sympathetic and winning’, McGrath’s comic

closing on 15 October and moving to

Theatre

skills were ‘superb’, but found O’May’s Captain

Launceston’s Princess Theatre, where it

‘too engaging to be a convincing disciplinarian’.

opened on 21 October and closed 26 October

However Leonard Radic in The Age (24 June

after 11 performances.

William (Bill) Motzing, numbered 22.
Orchestrations were by Reeves.

1988) thought O’May caught the ‘right mix of
sternness and humanity’, but found Platt’s

Rosina Beaumont in The Mercury said it

mounted by

Pictures clockwise from left: Alyce Platt as Esther, Comedy Theatre,
Melbourne, 1988.
Composer and arranger of the score, musical director and producer

John Lorey in The Examiner (Launceston)
labelled it ‘Our own Sound of Music !’, and

role ‘colourless’.

the Editor (1 December); he claimed his was

praised Platt for her ‘warmth and charm’,
On two points they both agreed: Bickerton O’May for his ‘commanding stage presence
was ‘excellent’ as Judy, and five-year-old
and fine baritone voice’, Roberts and

‘not a children’s musical’, but a show

Rebecca Mitchell as the Little General ‘stole

Mitchell in their various roles, and McGrath
for her ‘droll’ playing of Martha.

the show’.
Clark Forbes in The Sun (23 June 1988)

A little over three weeks later, on

‘designed to appeal to a mass audience and

David Reeves.
Bruce Dellit (with fiddle) in the Brisbane season, Suncorp Theatre, 1991.
Scene from the Melbourne production, 1988.

in Brisbane. Reeves recorded the original
Company under cast and released it on cassette under his own
the direction of label Bodemo (BOD 003). Later the album
Alan Edwards,

was picked up by EMI who reissued it on LP

using the

(EMC-791157) and CD (CDP 791157). It

revised Sydney

received an ARIA nomination for Best Original
script and score. Soundtrack or Cast Album in 1989.9

to provide a good night’s entertainment’.

‘Parramatta River’ to the head of the show,

It opened at the Suncorp Theatre on 21

Despite a lack of promotion, the show

cutting ‘Spring’, and ‘Children’, adding the

February 1991. The 22-strong cast included

played a solid three-week season, closing on

new song ‘Back, Back To Sydney’, plus

Simon Burvill-Holmes (Captain Woolcott),

10 December 1988.

reinstating ‘Soldiers Of The Lord’ and

Susie French (Esther), Veronica Neave

‘Have A Hearty Meal’, which had

( Judy), Kevin Hides (Monsieur Marceau),

called it a ‘good, old-fashioned show’, which

20 November 1988, the show berthed at the

was echoed by almost every other reviewer.

Adelaide Festival Centre just in time for the

the reached Sydney. It opened at the

originally been dropped in Melbourne.

Margery Forde (Miss Burton/Mrs Hassal),

Christmas holidays. The cast remained the

Footbridge Theatre on 16 September 1989.

The orchestra had been reduced to nine

Sally McKenzie-Mee (Martha/Miss Jolly),

same except for the younger children’s roles

The producers and the production were

members. The program included the lyrics

Bill French (Mr Hassal/Colonel Bryant),

which were again played by locals. Tim

identical, but the show had undergone some

of all of the show’s songs, with O’May now

Alinta Coady (Meg) and Matt Leighton

credited for lyrics along with Reeves, Palmer

(Pip). Musical direction was by Dale

The adaptation was faithful to the source
material and Reeves and Palmer’s score was
toe-tapping and bright. Some made references
Page 28

It was to be almost nine months before
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The show made money in Melbourne

Recorded two months after the show
premièred in Melbourne, the album is missing
‘Have A Hearty Meal’, which was dropped
after the opening. Two songs also have
different titles: ‘Dear Miss Woolcott’ is listed
as ‘Fall In Like With You’ and ‘Rattle The
Track’ is titled ‘Catching The Central
Express’. The album also includes ‘Soldiers
Of The Lord’. 
EMI also released a 45rpm single of the
ballad ‘Look For A Rainbow’ sung by Julie*
Page 29

5. The Sydney Morning Herald, 17 June 1988:

Anthony, with ‘Monsieur Marceau’ sung by

‘Seven up after ten years’.

The Seven Chorus on the flip side (EMI

6. The Age, 3 June 1988: ‘Musical hopes to

2065). The Tommy Tycho Orchestra

make history’.

accompanied both tracks.

7. The Examiner, 17 October 1988: ‘Turning

During the 1988 Melbourne season, the

point for State’s theatre’.

entire cast made a TV appearance on The

8. Matt Mollett,: ‘Against The Odds’

Mike Walsh Show, singing ‘The Boys From

some of the roles. Lawler, June Jago,

The Pratt Foundation, established in 1978

Ethel Gabriel, Madge Ryan, Fenella

by Richard and his wife Jeanne, is now

Maguire and Kenneth Warren were

one of the largest private sources of

selected but, as Sumner recounted: ‘The

philanthropy in Australia. In the words of

remaining role, Johnnie Dowd, still had to

its mission statement, it aims ‘to enrich the

be finalised. We need someone who could

lives of our community’ and works to

create an immediate impact, someone

fulfil this aim in a spirit of ‘kindness,
justice and equity’.

Yarrahappini’.

(unknown publication, 23 January

who had charisma and could physically

An archival tape survives. Castle Music

1996).

dominate Roo (Ken Warren).

From 1993 to 2000 Pratt was the

‘A young actor who had made his

published the sheet music of ‘Look For A

9. ibid.

Rainbow’ with Julie Anthony on the cover,

Other sources:

mark in [Melbourne] University drama

introduced new business systems, gave

but there was no credit for the show.

The Advertiser (Adelaide)

and had previously worked with Ray at

generously to its programs and raised its

The Age (Melbourne)

the Union had the right qualities, so he

profile among other benefactors.

the 1978 Armidale School production

The Armidale Express

temporarily gave up making boxes at his

contains an Overture and Entr’acte, a title

The Australian

father’s firm, and The Doll company for

Centre’s activities,’ said his successor,

The Courier-Mail (Brisbane)

overseas was completed with Richard
Pratt.’1

Carrillo Gantner. ‘and the Pratt Foundation

A private original cast LP recording of

tune, plus 12 other songs, including the two

Daily Mirror (Sydney)

songs, ‘Discipline’ and ‘The Train Song’, that
ended up in the commercial production.
To be continued in the next On Stage.
Special thanks to: Malcolm Cooke, Paul Dellit,
Reg Gorman, Jim Graham, Robyn Holmes
(Music Department, National Library of
Australia), Peter Wyllie Johnston, Margaret
Leask (NIDA Oral History), David Mitchell,
Dr Peter Orlovich (SBW/NIDA Archives),
David Reeves, Judith Roberts, Frank Van
Straten, Anne White (The Armidale School),
Peter Yeldham.

M

After a tour of the British provinces, The

The Financial Times
Mercury (Hobart)

Doll opened at the New Theatre in London

Program for the Melbourne première,

The Examiner (Launceston)

on 30 April 1957. It played to packed

Comedy Theatre, 22 June 1988.

London Theatre Guide—Online

houses for eight months. A somewhat less

The News

successful New York run followed.

‘He was very supportive of the Arts

frequently contributed to the costs incurred
Richard Pratt in 1959

by smaller cultural groups who wanted to
use the centre, but found they couldn’t
afford the rental.’ 2
Pratt’s legendary largess has
supported such organisations as the

References:

On Stage

1. Andrew Pike & Ross Cooper: Australian

The Sun (Sydney)

immersing himself in the theatre and

Australia Business Arts Foundation,

Sunday Mail (Brisbane)

seriously contemplating the possibility of an

Opera Australia and the old Victoria

Sunday Telegraph (Sydney)

acting career. He is reputed to have

State Opera, the National Galleries of

The Sydney Morning Herald

turned down a Hollywood offer from

Australia and Victoria, the National

The Times (London)

Burt Lancaster.

Institute of Dramatic Art, the Sydney

Film 1900–1977 (OUP, 1981).
2. Albert Moran: Moran’s Guide to Australian
TV Series (Allen & Unwin, 1993).
3. The Age, 3 June 1988: ‘Musical hopes to
make history’.
4. ibid.

Pratt spent nearly a year overseas,

Australian Boys Choral Institute, the

On his return to Melbourne, Pratt

LP and CD notes
Theatre programs

n

On the boards with Richard Pratt

Symphony Orchestra, the Australian

concentrated his energies on the family

Pops Orchestra, the National Institute of

business, but still found time to appear in

Circus Arts and the Australian Ballet—

a few more plays.

plus the Melbourne International Arts

In 1958 he was in Gordon Kirby’s

Festival and the Sydney Festival. Other

a promising stage career. One of his first

Jago, Barry Humphries, Fenella Maguire,

Theresa, presented by the National Union

recipients were Arts Project Australia,

Australian businessman and

appearances was in Bawdeville, an MUDC/

Malcolm Billings, Noel Ferrier, Patsy King,

of Australian University Students for the

Back to Back Theatre, Musica Viva and

philanthropist Richard Pratt, who

Marlowe Society ‘cabaret and dance’ at the

Peter Batey and Frederick Parslow).

1958 Inter-Varsity Drama Festival (with

Jeanne Pratt’s personal project, the

Monica Maughan and John Ellis), and

Production Company.

any of the tributes to prominent

died on 28 April (see On Stage, Autumn

Union Buffet from 7 February 1954. Patti

2009), mentioned his early stage appearance

Hanna, Robin Cuming, Brian Westmore and

in Summer of the Seventeenth Doll. It was part of Barry Humphries were also in the cast.
Later that year he was in the MUDC/
his short, significant theatrical career, which

UTRC director, playwright and actor Ray
Lawler was so impressed with Pratt’s acting

UTRC’s production of Georges Feydeau’s

potential that he gave him the leading role in

Hotel Paradiso (with George Ogilvie, John

faced closure, the Pratt Foundation swiftly

William Inge’s play Picnic, with Sheila Florance,

Frawley, Maree Tomasetti, Robin Ramsay,

contributed $350 000 to the fund to

Patricia Conolly and Monica Maughan).

purchase the building.

later informed his support for the Australian

Marlowe production of Douglas Stewart’s

Jane Casson, Malcolm Billings, Noel Ferrier,

arts community.

Ned Kelly at the Union Theatre, with Wyn

June Brunell, June Jago, Pamela Greenall,

Roberts (as Ned), Monica Maughan and

Peter Batey and Joy Grisold.

Born Richard Przecicki in Gdánsk, Poland,
he was aged four when he came to Australia
with his parents in 1938. Settling in Shepparton,
they changed their surname to Pratt.

Carmel Dunn. Pratt followed this in 1955
with Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan.
In 1956 he was in the University Revue’s

time when we weren’t sure who else

Australian musical Reedy River, and the

would give,’ said artistic director Liz

Troublemakers with Alan Hopgood, Frederick

première of the Bruce George–Jeff

Jones. ‘And it had absolutely the right

Parslow and Frank Gatliff; Inge’s Bus Stop

Underhill musical The Ballad of Angel’s

effect because shortly afterwards other

Alley, with a cast including Frank Gatliff,

philanthropists, the government and
individuals felt they could give, too.’3

After this came George Bellak’s The

Up and Atom (with Germaine Greer, Paul
Clarkson, Monica Maughan and Jon

Frederick Parslow, June Brunell and Frank

Melissa Jaffer, Bettine Kauffmann, Wyn

High schools. He played Australian Rules

Finlayson) and Tin Alley Players’ Julius

Gatliff); and Arthur Miller’s Death of a

Roberts and Nevil Thurgood.

Football in the Carlton Under-19s and won a

Caesar (with Peter O’Shaughnessy, David

Salesman (with Frank Gatliff, June Brunell,

‘Best and Fairest’ award in 1953, the year he

Niven and Noel Ferrier).

Frederick Parslow, Joan Harris, Wynn

course at the University of Melbourne.
Pratt combined his studies with sales

Pratt made his first appearance with the
Union Theatre Repertory Company in
February 1956 in Tennessee Williams’ Summer

‘It came to us out of the blue, at a

productions in 1958—a revival of the

Primary, Shepparton High and University

began a Bachelor of Commerce degree

Last year, when La Mama Theatre

He was also in two New Theatre

(with Jane Casson, Pamela Greenall,

Richard was educated at Grahamvale

Roberts, Jane Casson and Pamela Greenall).
In 1957, when the decision was made to
take Summer of the Seventeenth Doll to London,

work (in the family business, Visy Board) and and Smoke (directed by Wal Cherry, with June John Sumner and Ray Lawler decided to recast
Page 30

dynamic president of the Arts Centre. He
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In 1959 he played Moe Axelrod in

The cast of Summer of the Seventeenth Doll

Clifford Odets’ Awake and Sing for the Habimah leaves for London, 1957. Clockwise from top
left: Ray Lawler (Barney), Richard Pratt
Players, directed by Neuman Jubal.
Following the death of his father in 1969,

(Johnnie Dowd), Kenneth Warren (Roo),

Pratt took over the family business; nevertheless, Fenella Maguire (Bubba), Madge Ryan (Pearl),
his enthusiasm for the performing arts continued. Ethel Gabriel (Emma), June Jago (Olive).
Winter 2009
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Winging it
In Part 8 of her account of Arthur Wing Pinero’s plays in Australia, Elisabeth Kumm concludes her chronicle
of The Magistrate, one of his greatest successes.
Magistrate was first

W

had arrived in Australia three years

performed in 1885 it was

earlier under contract to Williamson,

considered a significant advancement

Garner and Musgrove. One of his

on anything he had previously

first performances had been in

written. With this play he almost

October 1883 when he played Elijah

single-handedly re-invented the

Coombe in the highly successful

genre, his three-act farce being the

drama The Silver King.

hen Pinero’s The

The lead actor, Arthur Redwood,

first time that the term ‘farcical

He was a popular member of

comedy’ had been used in relation to

WGM’s comedy and dramatic

a full-length play.

companies. Sadly he died on 6 April

On its first Australian production—

1887 after suffering a stroke in late
1886. He was only 32 years of age.2

at the Theatre Royal, Sydney, on
1 May 1886—G.W.Anson replaced

A return Melbourne season at the

Robert Brough in the role of Mr

Princess’s Theatre on 30 April 1887

Posket, the Magistrate.

brought together artists from the

Anson was a popular comedian

Sydney and Adelaide productions of

and character actor in England,

the play, including G.W.Anson, who

having performed for many years with

reprised his role of the Magistrate:

prominent companies in London and
throughout the provinces.
He had arrived in Australia in
September 1885 under engagement to
appeared in Noah’s Ark, Courtship and
Blow for Blow.
In early 1886, Anson joined Williamson,

Robert Brough as Posket in The Magistrate.

Garner and Musgrove’s comedy company in
Melbourne, where he was seen in Forbidden
Fruit and Hazel Kirke.

One critic remarked of Anson’s
performance: ‘Mr Anson, as Posket, does not

Charlotte Verrinder: Agnes Thomson
Beattie Tomlinson: Emma Fischer

G.W.Anson played the role for two further

From late 1888, the Brough and
my mind, only accentuated the ridiculousness Boucicault Comedy Company acquired the
of the positions forced upon the worthy
colonial rights to perform Pinero’s plays in
magistrate by his unfortunate escapade.’1
Australia. On 2 February 1889, during their
season at the Criterion Theatre in Sydney,
they mounted The Magistrate.

opening a short season on 7 June 1886, with

It played for 12 consecutive performances.

a significantly new cast.

This was the third Pinero play to be

Mr Posket: G.W.Anson

Mr Posket: Arthur Redwood

Mr Bullamy: Herbert Flemming

Mr Bullamy: E.C.Corlesse

Colonel Lukyn: G.S.Titheradge

Colonel Lukyn: Philip Beck

Captain Horace Vale: Philip Beck

Captain Horace Vale: Frank Cates

Cis Farringdon: Hans Phillips

Cis Farringdon: D’Arcy Stanfield

Agatha Posket: Jenny Watt-Tanner

Agatha Posket: Annie Taylor

Charlotte Verrinder: Maggie Knight

Charlotte Verrinder: Nellie Mortyne

This was the first of many performances
of the play staged by the B&Bs; throughout
the 1890s it remained one of their most
frequently revived plays. On the occasion of
the dissolution of the B&B company in 1896,
when Dion Boucicault returned to England,
The Magistrate was performed for Boucicault’s
Testimonial Benefit.
Brough and Boucicault had first acted
together when the play was produced
at the Bijou Theatre in Melbourne 10
years earlier, and chose it for their
final stage appearance together. At the
conclusion of the performance, the
company was showered with floral

produced by the B&B Company, the first
two being In Chancery and The Squire. It is
interesting to note that G.W.Anson was a
member of the B&B company and was
given the role of Mr Bullamy to play, in
lieu of Brough playing the title role:
Mr Posket: Robert Brough

Dion Boucicault, decorated with the French

After Boucicault’s departure, Robert

December 1901.
Major revivals in England included
Theatre in 1892, with Terry as the
Magistrate and Fanny Brough as Agatha.
Unlike Pinero’s earlier plays, The Magistrate
continued to be performed well into the 20th
century. In 1943 it was seen at the Arts in
London with Denys Blakelock, who also
played the role the following year at St
Martin’s. In 1949 it was produced at the Old
Vic with Michael Hordern in the title role.3
In 1969 the inimitable Alistair Sim played
Posket at the Chichester Festival Theatre and

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

As a review of the play in The Age (13 March
1968) noted: ‘It needs a gimmick, and George
Ogilvie has provided it in this production.
He has updated the play about a decade,
and introduced musical numbers of the
period, deliberately over-embroidering the
play’s fabric without weakening it.’
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It was produced in New York in 1919
noteworthy Melbourne productions: at the

as Good Morning, Judge, and in Australia in
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Street Theatre in 1968.5

1920 under its London title, with Arthur

The first-mentioned production was

Beattie Tomlinson: Marie Brooke

Beattie Tomlinson: Emma Fischer

Mr Bullamy: G.W.Anson

Popham: Emma Chambers

Popham: Ada Lee

Colonel Lukyn: G.S.Titheradge

Lawler as Posket, with Betty Pearlman as
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was changed and musical numbers added.

offerings, including a laurel wreath for

directed by Joy Youlden and starred Ray
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direction of George Ogilvie, the time setting

In 1917 The Magistrate formed as dying at Newtown in
the basis for a musical comedy, NSW    (3603/1887).
3. Refer Wearing for details of
The Boy, … it played for an
1940s’ productions.
extraordinary 803 performances. 4. Huberman, p. 137 and

Edward Terry’s production at Terry’s

Popham: Beatrice Lyster

Royal, Adelaide, from 26 December 1887.

performance comprised:

Melbourne Theatre Company under the

playing The Magistrate for the last time in

more subdued and gentlemanly, and that, to

The cast for the first Sydney

début), supported by Iris Hoey, John Mills
and Angela Baddeley.7

Popham: Pattie Browne

Agatha Posket: Annie Taylor

more farcical. Mr Brough’s rendering was

performed at the Theatre Royal in Adelaide,

When the play was produced by the

Beattie Tomlinson: Emma Temple

Brough kept the piece in his repertoire,

company and was making plans to form his

role of Posket at the Court Theatre in London.

Will Hay as the Magistrate (his feature film

Cis Farringdon: D’Arcy Stanfield

replacing Robert Brough who had the left the

The following month, The Magistrate was

Studios in 1934 as Those Were the Days, with

faithful rendition of Pinero’s original farce.

Pinero play, The Amazons.

from 6 August 1887, and at the Theatre

opportunity of seeing Arthur Cecil in the

program notes, this seems to have been a

Charlotte Verrinder: Florence Brough

Colonel Lukyn: G.S.Titheradge

seasons, at the New Opera House, Sydney,

July 1885, he may well have had the

Agatha Posket: Myra Kemble

André, Count de Grival, in another popular

the part. He makes it much broader and

As Anson did not start for Australia until

second was a sound film produced by Elstree

Mr Bullamy: Alfred Maltby

come up to Mr Brough, his predecessor in

own company with Dion Boucicault junior.

with Tom Reynolds and Ethel Warwick. The

Kilmartin as Captain Vale. According to the

colours, in recognition of his performance as

in Sydney for WGM in the role of Mr Posket,

In May 1886 he made his first appearance

Agatha, Albert McPherson as Cis and John

Cis Farringdon: Dion Boucicault

Mr Posket: G.W.Anson

Captain Horace Vale: Hans Phillips

Rignold and Allison, for whom he

Captain Horace Vale: Hans Phillips

Winter 2009

Stigant, Ethel Morrison, Lance Lister and
Gladys Moncrieff.6
The Magistrate also formed the basis for two
films. The first, a silent, was produced in 1921

New York, 2001.
Jeffrey Huberman: Late Victorian Farce, UMI
Research Press, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1986.
JP Wearing: The London Stage, 1940-1949: A
Calendar of Plays, Scarecrow Press,
New Jersey, 1991.

n
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Melbourne
Applause for new venues

The Rivoli is leased to Village Roadshow
until 2020.

winner at the Australian Institute of
Architects’ Victorian Architecture Awards.
The complex won the Victorian
Architecture Medal, the William Wardell
Award for Public Architecture and the
Joseph Reed Award for Urban Design. The
awards were presented in a ceremony at the
new Convention Centre on 10 July.
‘The Melbourne Recital Centre and the
Melbourne Theatre Company are landmark
additions to the tapestry of the Southbank
arts precinct,’ said the judges.
‘This project offers a significant
architectural experience that successfully
crosses design boundaries, having achieved
accolades in the diverse categories of urban,
interior and architectural excellence.’
Professor Goad added: ‘People really
ought to make a visit to the Recital Hall.
They will be absolutely amazed at the
interior, which is like a beautiful violin, and
the façade, with its light effects at night, is
like a piece of public art.’
The complex also took top honours for
an Australian public building at the prestigious
Property Council of Australia/Rider Levett
Bucknall Innovation and Excellence Gala
Awards. The project won the Moore Stephens
Award for Public Buildings from a short list
of 22 public buildings.

In 1957 Merlini was featured in ABC–TV’s

Regent in Melbourne, it opened on 9 March

Café Continental—and so became the first

1928. From the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s it

magician to appear on television in Australia.

was a popular live theatre and concert venue.

The Melbourne Recital Centre and MTC
Theatre complex in Southbank was a triple

who was Merlini’s mentor.

Australia: Melbourne
National fires a blank
Fire! The alarm was sounded around 9.30am
on 14 July at the National Theatre in St Kilda.
There were flames and a lot of acrid smoke,
but fortunately the blaze was not in the same

In 1990 many of the fittings were sold by
auction. The building was demolished in
controversial circumstances and in 2004 work
commenced on a high rise building complex.

Australia: Sydney

league as the fires that destroyed three earlier Ensemble Studios gone
The famous Ensemble Acting Studios in
National Theatres.
This one was started by sparks from a
welder working on, ironically, a new fire
escape and goods lift at the rear of the
building (See On Stage, Summer 2009).
The building was speedily evacuated,
much to the excitement of 20 very young
ladies who were in the middle of a ballet
class.
The blaze was quickly quelled by theatre
staff and the fire brigade. There was minor

Sydney closed in July, ending a 50-year chapter
in Australian theatre.
The school was founded by American actor,
director and

National’s costume store. Though it escaped
fire and water damage, smoke penetrated
the area and stained many of the 10 000
costume pieces stored there. These included
a number of historic items and the complete
collection of Cinderella ballet costumes. The
cleaning bill will be at least $60 000.

Australia: Sydney

teacher, Hayes
Gordon ao obe.
After his death
in 1999 it was
continued by
registrar Zika

include Jack

about $16m on an extensive restoration in 1999.
Peter Inge, head of the new owner, the
Zig Inge Group, said, ‘The Rivoli will always
be a cinema. It’s one of the greatest art deco
cinemas in the world. I’ve been going to the
Rivoli all my life.’
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controversial plans for the $800m

in 1770 for the wedding of then-to-be King

redevelopment of the Regent Theatre in

Louis XVI and Marie-Antoinette with a

Queen Street (see On Stage, Spring 2008).

performance of Lully’s Persée. Its 700 seats

Honer: ‘What a great story it would be,
turning the theatre back to its theatre use.’
The Royal was built in 1845 for drama
and opera. In 1921 it became a cinema and
in 1972 it was converted

The project calls for a new 40-storey

into a bingo hall.

office tower, refurbishment of the

Theatres Trust

Wintergarden Shopping Centre and the

director Mhora Samuel

Hilton Hotel, demolition of the pedestrian

added: ‘It would be

viaduct over Queen Street, and loss of the

adjacent bar/vestibule area, as they contain

Thompson,

many important architectural elements

Henry Szeps,
Reg Livermore, Lorraine Bayly, Dee Smart,
Michael Ross, Don Reid, Sandra Bates, Angela
Bennie, Doug Anderson and Justin Fleming.

wonderful to see the
Theatre Royal become
the home of the Library
Theatre. The Trust
totally supports Chris
and his colleagues in their
plans.
The building has huge
potential.’

year and to close the school.
Many acting schools around the country
continue Ensemble Studios’ legacy, with
former pupils now running their own schools

Link: www.debritz.com/str/

and electricity systems have been upgraded

1991. Now, after several false starts, there

at an overall cost of €13m ($A22.6m).

are hopes that the decaying building will be

ON STAGE

The gala reopening concert will be open

revitalised as a performing arts centre.

Australia: Brisbane

to the public and will be followed by dinner

Largess for Logan

in Versailles’ opulent Hall of Mirrors. Takings grand Classical Revival-Art Deco building,

The federal government is offering Logan

will go towards the restoration work.

Completed in 1934, the opera house is a
with a 3500-seat main hall and four 700-seat
side theatres.

City Council up to $2.8m to complete

Coming up are concerts by soprano

extensions to the Logan Entertainment

Barbara Hendricks and chanteuses Juliette

Centre, near Brisbane. This represents 70

Greco and Camille, as well as a production

a deal with David W. Checketts that would

per cent of the $4m required.

of Molière’s Le Malade Imaginaire.

fund the $US74m ($A92m) renovation with

Link: www.chateauversaillesspectacles.fr/

a mix of private equity, tax credits and

The funding will come from the
Infrastructure Program.

Magic memories
The State Library of NSW has purchased a
significant collection of magic memorabilia.
The collection of more than 900 items
was amassed by Sydney magician Merlini
May 27 for $7200, including buyer’s premium. (Robert Robbins).
The lights feature 45cm wide semiIt includes books, posters, photographs
elliptical alabaster shades held in gilt-bronze and postcards dating from 1799 to 1964, the
brackets supported by trios of Egyptian male year Robbins died of heart disease at the age
figures standing on stylised foliage.
of 37. There are several pieces autographed
The magnificent Regent was located at
by Houdini.
487-503 George Street. Designed by Cedric
Many of the items were given to Merlini
Ballantyne, who was also responsible for the by the Great Levante (Leslie George Cole),

United States: St Louis

auditorium and foyer.

government’s $800 million Community

Australia: Sydney

The Opéra Royal, Versailles.

made it the largest theatre in France at the time. An end for St Louis’ blues?
Now the theatre’s security, safety, heating
The Kiel Opera House in St Louis closed in

retained or recycled from the original

Now aged 81, Zika decided to retire this

lamented Regent Theatre—sold at Sotheby’s on Theatre department at WAAPA.

Hybrid Property Fund. Challenger spent

Built essentially of wood, it was inaugurated

as Manchester’s cultural corridor. Says

the Regent Showcase (Cinema 1) and the

and Crispin Taylor who heads the Music

portfolio owned by James Packer’s Challenger

after an extensive two-year upgrade.

The Theatre Royal is on what is known

lodged an application for heritage listing of

alabaster light fittings from Sydney’s late

The building was part of a property

Versailles is set to reopen on 21 September

education workshops.’

The Save the Regent Group has recently

Award for Enduring Architecture.

for $20.2m.

the Théâtre Gabriel) in the Château de

nowhere on site for our community and

will be the heritage-listed foyer and staircase.

Clarence White who runs The Actors Studio,

at Camberwell Junction was sold in late May

The superb 18th century Opéra Royal (originally

if we had another 100 or so. Also, we have

All that will remain of the old cinema

Lot 238—a pair of art deco gilt-bronze and

The heritage-listed art deco Rivoli Cinema

Royal renewal

public screenings only at weekends.

Sidney Myer Music Bowl, won the 25-year

New owners for Rivoli

said. ‘Our economics would be transformed

cinemas, but these will be available for

such as Denise Roberts who runs Screenwise,

Australia: Melbourne

Brisbane City Council has approved

France: Versailles

The new tower will include three small

A lot of interest

And the complex’s near neighbour, the

Regent saga continues

of seats-only 312,’ artistic director Chris Honer

elegant street façade.

damage to the exterior of the main structure, Nester (right).
Its alumni
where the heat cracked some masonry.
The fire was perilously close to the

Australia: Brisbane

stage more and larger events.

The opening of the Centre in 2002 gave

revenue bonds, backed by proceeds from the

England: Manchester

five per cent tax on tickets for events at the

New hope for history?

adjacent Scottrade Center.

the community a venue for theatre, concerts,

Manchester’s oldest surviving performance

conferences and functions.

venue, the 164-year-old Theatre Royal, may

The focal point of the Centre is a fully
adaptable auditorium that seats 578 on two
levels.
It can also be configured for banquets,
trade shows and exhibitions. A flexible stage
offers various sizes up to 21m by 7.32m.
There are no flying facilities.
The expansion, which has been under
way since 2007, will enable the Centre to
Winter 2009

The city of St Louis is trying to negotiate

come back to life as a home for the city’s
Library Theatre Company.
Owned by Manchester City Council, the
Grade II-listed theatre has spent the past 88
years as a cinema, bingo hall and nightclub.
At present Library Theatre is based in a
former lecture hall, which is part of the city’s
Central Library.

St Louis’ existing performing arts venues
range from the 22 000-seat concert
configuration of the Scottrade Center to the
elegant 1650-seat Touhill Performing Arts
Center. Touring Broadway shows use the 4278seat Fox Theater, which stands to lose most
from a revival of the Kiel.
David Checketts helped revitalise
Madison Square Garden and Radio City
Music Hall in New York. Locals agree that

‘Although the Central Library is a wonderful if anyone can revive the Kiel, he can.

*

venue, we are constricted by the small number
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United States: Las Vegas
Theatre shows a gamble
For nearly half a century the topless showgirls
of Tropicana’s Folies Bergère were a titillating
part of Vegas entertainment.
On 28 March, after 29 000 performances,
Folies closed; a month before, the Riviera’s
female-impersonator revue An Evening at La
Cage finished its 24-year run.
Since the 1990s, when Vegas began
selling itself as a family-friendly destination,
it has hosted a string of slimmed-down
Broadway musicals, with twice nightly
performances to turn a maximum profit.
However, the economic downturn, has
seen the Strip turn increasingly to familiar,
reliable profit-makers like Disney’s Lion
King, and Cirque du Soleil productions,
And insiders are wondering just how
many Cirque shows Vegas can sustain—there
are now six, with another on the way—and
will the new provocative strip-tease
production Peepshow at Planet Hollywood
draw the crowds?
Meanwhile the Wicked juggernaut has
bypassed Vegas in favour extended engagements
in Los Angeles and San Francisco.

United States: New Orleans
Saenger saga continues
The city of New Orleans has set up an
agency to take ownership of the majestic
Saenger Theater, which was badly damaged
in Hurricane Katrina (see On Stage, Spring
2005 and Winter 2006).
The deal depends on $US38m ($A47m)
in federal and state money and tax credits.
Management would stay with the Saenger’s
longtime owners, who intend to reopen it
by 2011.
‘We’re hoping it will serve as a foundation

The fees will be fixed for 10 years, and then
increase with inflation.
Built in 1927 at the corner of Canal and
North Rampart Streets, the Saenger was

Kurt Schindler, ‘and try to bring back the

renovation when Katrina struck, damaging

original intent for the space.’

and electrical systems.
Renovation will restore the original décor,

date there, their first kiss, maybe saw their

even after years of squatter occupation and

corporate ties with Arts Centre Enterprises
Inc., which operates the Mahalia Jackson
Theater for the Performing Arts, recently

The restorers were able to discern the

Gae Anderson:

Richard Payne:

Currency Press has small quantities of a

Tivoli King: Life of Harry

Circus

number of significant older titles for a mere

    Vaudeville Showman

times of the chirpy cockney comic who

audiences and behind the scenes activities;

currencypress. com.au/$5DollarBasket.

founded an Australian institution—the great

includes colour portraits of the artistes.

aspx.

Tivoli vaudeville circuit.

46pp. RRP $US79.95. http://69.25.104.81/

Biography by James Moffat; The Golden Age of

Available from specialist booksellers

bookstore/detail/236092.

Australian Opera: W.S.Lyster and his Companies,

RRP $25.

Oakland. Photo by Nathanael Bennett.

Circus times

theatres. We already have a world class

Mervyn Nairn:

facility in the Mahalia Jackson. It’s in a better and match it shade for shade. The ornate

Pages from my Scrapbook

location, on the edge of the French Quarter and nine-colour plaster ceiling was a particular

150 pages of text and rare photos of

Rampart Street is ready for a real renaissance.

Australian circus history.

challenge, as it had to be reanchored and
repainted with faux wood grain and metallic

it themselves, fine. Let the tax dollars go to

highlights. New lights and foyer chairs were

more important things like streets and schools.’

fabricated to match the originals.

Mervyn Nairn, 2009. 150pp. RRP $40
(inc. postage)
Contact: 1 Boya Court, Elanora, Qld
4221; Phone (07) 5598 1646.

The only major change was the use of

$US50m ($A62m) in financing from tax credits,

Rhythm: Australia’s
Girl Bands to the
End of the Second
World War, by

State Library Foundation, 2009. 120pp.

one. ‘New Orleans cannot support two

theatre and to selling 100 000 tickets annually.

Sweethearts of

edition of The La Trobe Journal.

Restoration under way at the Fox Theater,

the local California Capital Group with

by Ross Laird;

pathologist! Included in the May 2009

Saenger?’ asked

hosting at least 80 shows a year at the 2700- seat

Industry in Australia,

Melbourne theatre critic—and forensic

money on the

by the city. Restoration was spearheaded by

The Early Record

James Edward Neild (1824–1906),

state and city waste

Despite being listed on the National

Sound Beginnings:

‘lost’ scrapbooks from the collection of

‘Why should the

Declining patronage forced its closure in 1966.

by David Symons;

State Library’s recent acquisition of some

weren’t so sure.

architectural styles, the Fox opened in 1928.

Margaret Sutherland,

THA stalwart Mimi Colligan salutes the

of The Times-Picayune

Weeks & Day in an exotic mix of Eastern

by Harold Love;

Theatre in the Neild Scrapbooks

But some readers

Designed by California theatre specialists

Titles include: Florence Austral: A

Allambie Press, 2009. 380pp. RRP $30

Mimi Colligan:

to Mississippi.

Foxy Rehab

Richard Payne Photography, 2009.

To check availability go to: www.

Pathological critic

from eastern Texas

United States: Oakland

$5 a copy.

documenting the performances, the

The Music of

well as theatre-goers

‘If the owners of the Saenger want to fix

A superb photo-essay on Weber’s Circus,

An invaluable chronicle of the life and

theatre’s original brilliant interior palette

local audience, as

languished until 1996, when it was purchased
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A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
Circus through the lens
Too good to refuse

and www.allambiepress.com.au.

will attract a large

important for the city to have it back.’

ticket in rent, plus 50 cents toward renovations.

‘the largest urinal in the world’.

that both properties

Register of Historic Places in 1979, the structure

The group will pay $1 ($A1.25) per

vandalism—at one stage locals dubbed it

reopened. Hopes are

first Broadway show there,’ she said. ‘It’s
The management group will commit to

luckily the original decorative plasterwork

and the lavish chandeliers.

Theater in Oakland is back in business.

favourite. So many people had their first

black-and-white photos to work from, but
and paint were in fairly good condition,

Saenger Theater Partnership has close

King Harry R

Rickards,

The architects had only a dozen old

including gold-leaf accents, life-size statues

along Canal Street, including the Joy, State

‘The Saenger is the city’s sentimental

‘You have to put yourself in the mind of

touring house. It was poised for a major

for the resurgence of the other theatres

executive director of the agency.

historian to the project.
the original designer,’ said ELS principal

After four decades in limbo, the mighty Fox

Palace and Orpheum,’ said Cindy Connick,

Urban Design acted as consultant architectural

transformed in 1979 into the city’s showcase

the roof as well as the mechanical, operational

First reading

Berkeley-based ELS Architecture and

versatile venue. The Fox reopened with an
eclectic variety gala on 5 February 2009.
The Fox is now not only a 1500 to 2800
seat theatre, but also is home to the
which will move into the three-storey wings
which surround the theatre. Now the focal
point of Oakland’s re-emerging Uptown
Arts and Entertainment District, the Fox
seems set for a bright future.
Update: Kylie Minogue is booked for
concerts the Fox in September and October.
Link: www.thefoxoakland.com.

non-profit Friends of the Oakland Fox.

Adrian Turley and Ian Williams.

John McCallum:
Belonging: Australian Playwriting
in the 20th Century

Oakland School of the Performing Arts,

Compiled with thanks to Peter Holloway,

From one who knows

An authoritative study of Australian drama
exploring the relationship between our

Richard Payne’s new book Circus. Reproduced

Pocket: The Story of the Harmonica in Australia,

courtesy of Richard Payne.

by Ray Grieve; Anna Bishop: the Adventures of

The House and home
Katarina Stuebe with Jan Utzon:
Jørn Utzon’s Sydney Opera House
This visual journey by photographer
Katarina Stuebe focuses on the building’s
future rather than its past. Narrated by Jørn
Utzon with contributions from his son, Jan,
on his family’s life, it includes sketches,
drawings and formerly unpublished
photographs from the Utzon archives.
Reveal Books, 2009. 176pp. RRP $95.

Steps in the right direction

theatre and our sense of self, while taking

Margaret Trudgeon (ed):

into account a broad range of influences

Creative Australia and the Ballets Russes

that helped to shape both. The book

A handsome full-colour booklet

focuses on the creative tension sparked by

complementing the eponymous exhibition,

duelling impulses between nationalism and

with articles by curators Margot Anderson

cosmopolitanism; and between artistic

and Catherine O’Donoghue, David

seriousness and larrikin populism.

McAllister, Nicolette Fraillon and others.

Currency Press, 2009. 484pp
n

RRP $49.95.
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Band in Waistcoat

Weber’s Circus Clown—an image from

on the influence of the Sydney Opera House

new adaptable seating to create a more

grants and private donations, assisted by the

Kay Dreyfus;

an Intrepid Prima Donna, by Richard Davis.n

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
Committee
Chairman: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA
Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie
Committee Members:
Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,
     Bruce McBrien OAM, Delia Taylor
Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

The Arts Centre, 2009. 32pp. RRP $10.
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Jackman’s dancing dazzlers
News from the Performing Arts Collection: curator Margaret Marshall reports on an iconic acquisition—
Hugh Jackman’s dazzling threads from The Boy From Oz.

T

he Arts Centre’s exhibition

singer and dancer.

over the past summer

In a statement written for the

Circus landmark passed-in

O
‘

‘Ocean View’ has six huge bedrooms,

cean View’, the Wirth family’s

There was even a private zoo on the

grand Sydney mansion, failed to

each with a large en suite (most still with their

original 3693m2 block. When the circus

sell at auction on 4 June.

original claw-foot baths), a kitchen with its

was in town, local residents could witness a

original stove, two walk-in pantries, a family

parade of animals moving between the

celebrated the career of

Arts Centre’s exhibition, Jackman

Filigree-style building, the house was built at

room, an enormous formal lounge, a

eastern suburbs and the city. Local lore has

singer Peter Allen, exploring his

expressed his admiration for Peter

370 Alison Road, Coogee, in 1916, for circus

separate formal dining room, spacious

it that one of Wirth’s most beloved

achievements as a charismatic

Allen and the inspiration behind his

entrepreneur Philip Wirth.

entrance hall, garaging, separate servants’

elephants, Alice, is buried in the grounds.

entertainer and gifted songwriter.

role in The Boy from Oz:

An adjunct to this major

‘One thing that always struck

A sprawling two-storey Federation

It occupies

1693m2—one

quarters, observation tower, attic, cellar and a

of the area’s

largest remaining land parcels. The house is

vegetable garden.

After Philip Wirth’s death, the property
passed to his daughters, Marizles and Doris

exhibition was a display showcasing

me was his total dedication to his

surrounded by well-kept gardens and has

various productions of The Boy from

audience,’ Jackman said.

panoramic views of the Pacific Ocean and

George, directed the great Wirth Brothers’

three-storey, 12-unit apartment building on

adjacent coastline.

Circus. Because of the cramped conditions

subdivided land located at the northern end

associated with circus life, he was determined

of the estate.

Oz, the musical based on the life

‘No matter the size of audience,

and songs of Peter Allen.

or the location, Peter was an

Philip Wirth (1864–1937) and his brother,

Auctioneers Raine and Horne described

Wirth. In 1966 they built ‘Wirth Court’, a

As a result of the project, a

entertainer, dedicated to giving the

the property as: ‘a fine example of the

that his home would provide his family with

costume worn by Hugh Jackman in

audience a performance they would

elegant grandeur of a bygone era. Flowing

all the comforts and conveniences missing

property would be well suited to buyers

the musical has become one of the

never forget; always dangerous,

over two vast levels, interiors are encased by

from life on the road—hence the house’s

seeking a landmark to call home. ‘The ideal

latest acquisitions by the

riotous and emotionally giving his all.

wide verandas and northerly sun, with

spaciousness, its vast rooms, and the fact that

buyer would be someone who is interested

Performing Arts Collection.

I would say he is one of the greatest

soaring ornate ceilings, fireplaces in virtually

all the bedrooms had en suites. ‘Ocean View’

in heritage property and wants to say to

performers I have ever seen.’

every room and secluded gardens all adding

was one of the earliest Sydney homes to be

everyone “this is my house”,’ he said.

to this home’s immense appeal.’

so well equipped.

The Boy from Oz, the most
successful Australian stage musical

The Performing Arts Collection’s

Selling agent Terry Brandtman said the

Miss Marizles (‘Rill’) Wirth, the last

to date, premièred at Her Majesty’s

newly acquired costume was worn

Theatre in Sydney in 1998,

by Hugh Jackman for the large-scale

Stage, Autumn 2007), had hoped that her

produced in association with the

arena production in 2006. The

home would be adopted by someone who

Victorian Arts Centre Trust and

sequinned shirt with pineapple motif,

was willing to give it a new lease of life,

presented by Ben Gannon and

silver trousers and silver shoes were

Mr Brandtman said.

Robert Fox. The musical was

featured in a spectacular version of

written by Nick Enright and the

‘I Go To Rio’.

original production was directed by
The role of Peter Allen was

expected to realise more than $10m, but at

identifiable stage image of Peter Allen.

the auction ‘Ocean View’ was passed-in on

Thanks to the assistance of

Jill Perryman as his mother, Marion

Cynthia Kelly and Lesley Shaw, the

Woolnough, Chrissy Amphlett as

costume was initially loaned by BFO

Judy Garland, and Angela Toohey

Arena Pty Ltd for the Arts Centre’s

as Liza Minnelli.

The Boy from Oz display. Prior to

This production toured
Costume worn by Hugh Jackman as Peter Allen

Collection.

Imperial Theatre for a year and starred

be donated in memory of his co-producer,

Photograph by Damian Vincenzi.

Hugh Jackman, who received a Tony Award

Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

Far left: Gae Anderson and
Toni Lamond—Toni launched

Ben Gannon, who died in January 2007.
the musical toured Australia, headlined by

items documenting The Boy from Oz in the

changes were made by Martin Sherman to

Hugh Jackman. This was directed by Kenny

Performing Arts Collection.

adapt the musical for US audiences. Much

Ortega and returned to a script closer to

of the Australian vernacular was reduced,

Enright’s original. Chrissy Amphlett and

Roger Kirk for the original production,

songs were added and ‘Tenterfield Saddler’,

Angela Toohey reprised their roles and the

photographs and promotional material from

a key number in the original production,

part of Marion was played by Colleen Hewett.

both Australian productions and the 2003

As he did with New Yorkers, Hugh

Tivoli King, Gae’s biography of
Harry Rickards, at the Eastern
Suburbs Legion Club, Waverley,
NSW, on 20 May 2009.

These include costumes and designs by

Left: Dame Nellie Melba’s
grand-daughter Lady Vestey
with Frank Van Straten at the

Broadway version, along with Brian

launch of the City Museum’s

Jackman impressed Australian audiences with Thomson’s set model and design material
n
his abilities as a live performer, demonstrating for the 2006 arena show.
his skill not only as an actor but also as a
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In the limelight

Robert Fox’s consent and his request that it

The dazzling costume now joins other

ON STAGE

n

‘Ocean View’, the Wirth family’s Coogee mansion.

We were delighted to receive news of

The following year an arena-style production of

played in Tokyo in 2005 with a local cast.

With thanks to Graeme Haigh.

acquiring the costume for the

in The Boy from Oz, 2006; gift of BFO Arena Pty
Oz became the first Australian musical to open on Ltd, 2009. Donated in memory of Ben Gannon.
Broadway. This production played at the
The Arts Centre, Performing Arts Collection.

A Japanese version of The Boy from Oz

At the time of going to press it is still
listed for private sale.

was made about the possibility of

In 2003 a revised version of The Boy from

was removed.

a vendor’s bid of $9m.

returning it to Sydney, an approach

nationally for two years and was

While the general story was retained,

Brandtman said that the property was

costume represents a clearly

created by Todd McKenney, with

for his portrayal of Peter Allen.

‘She wanted someone to buy it, restore
it, and enjoy it for another 100 years.’

Designed by Roger Kirk, the

Gale Edwards.

seen by a million people.

resident, who died two years ago (see On

Break a Leg exhibition,
20 June 2009.
Winter 2009

n
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Introducing the
Truscott Design Circle

THE JOHN TRUSCOTT
DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

Vicki Fairfax reports on a the latest initiative of the
John Truscott Design Foundation, and provides an update on the
Foundation’s Travel Award recipients.

The John Truscott Design Foundation
Travel Award
For Carole, the strength of the Truscott

Berlin and working on the ‘collateral’ material

in association with the National Design

Design Circle is its mixture of ‘like-minded

for a major retrospective of the work of artist,

Centre at Federation Square, established the

people with different design backgrounds

designer and architect, Max Bell.

material produced for a three-year branding

biennial John Truscott Travel Award for an

ready to flinch; he taught me to challenge

who are just passionate about good design’.

campaign, someone even brought a book on

emerging designer aged under 29 years.

and question when I was prepared to

architecture, discovered when they were 12,

compromise; he taught me what it is to be a

which had set the course for their career.

‘He taught me to have courage when I was

friend.’—Graham Bennett and George

admits, but, in the end, the experience

John Truscott, September 1993.

revealed a shared commitment to creating

three generations removed from John
Truscott himself, it would seem the quality

work of integrity and was both stimulating
and provocative.
With a group such as the Truscott

most apparent amongst members of the

Design Circle, it goes without saying that it

newly formed Truscott Design Circle is one

now has its own ‘blog’ where members can

he held most dear: the capacity for true

continue conversations about their work and

friendship. United by shared values, a spirit

interests and, through a ‘blog swap’, keep up

of generosity and a grand passion for good

with what’s happening in Melbourne,

design in all its diversity, it might have been

Australian and international art design.

Like John Truscott, she also has a special

This important initiative was created in

‘You felt very vulnerable’, Jason Bassett

Fairfax, speaking at the memorial service for
Sixteen years on from this occasion and

In 2005 the John Truscott Design Foundation,

An

enduring tribute to the

aspirations and achievements of

John Truscott,

the foundation is

dedicated to uphold, encourage
and promote creative design at
the highest level.

John Truscott Design Foundation Inc,

old buildings and whole precincts, which

Istanbul, to the door of the remarkable

gained by Australian two-time Oscar-winner

she sees as immensely rich both visually and

textile artist, Gonul Paksoy who, like Carole,

John Truscott who, as a young
designer, benefited from his theatrical
and design experiences in Europe, and
to build on the confidence, skills and
prospects discovered on journeys in
and out of Australia.

In 2005 the John Truscott Design
Foundation, established the biennial
John Truscott Travel Award for an
emerging designer aged under 29
years.

It is happily appropriate that one of the
founding members of the Truscott Design
Circle is 28-year-old Carole Francis, the

email: martin.carlson@bigpond.com

latest winner of the John Truscott Design
Foundation Travel Award. The award, worth
$10 000, is to enable her to ‘develop, learn

of Asian and European cultural
influences, is likely to be a fabulous

accessories: bags, scarves and textile jewellery.

she has heard it is chock full of treasures

This may be a while away if the

from the Ottoman Empire which, as a keen

experience of the first John Truscott Travel

archaeologist, Ms Paksoy has unearthed over

Award recipient is anything to go by. An

the years on archaeological digs all over Turkey.

honours graduate in graphic design from

We await with pleasure to see what Carole

Truscott Foundation by long-time friend,

members are to have an out-of-hours walk

Dali exhibition at NGV International with

Martin Carlson, in collaboration with two

with the curator through Setting the Scene at

the ingenious designer of that extraordinary

Arts (ceramics) at RMIT University but gave

young designers,

exhibition and, further afield, the Circle

it up ‘because I wasn’t really ready to do it’.

plans to collaborate on a group exhibition.

Precinct and Studio Pip & Co before

Jason Bassett

Later, while working as a social worker, she

and (right)

Watch this space!

arriving, on his John Truscott Design

visited an exhibition by graduate students of

Foundation Travel Award, in Berlin in 2006.

textile design at RMIT which crystallised her

in Istanbul, with its complex mixture

is Gonul Paksoy’s house: Carole says that

secondary to the Circle’s own activities. Its

One of the chief aims, says the group,

recycled materials. Living and working

own small business here creating textile

fact, set up under the auspices of the John

Carole began her career studying Fine

own weaving with vintage and

culturally. She hopes, one day, to have her

But conversations through the ether are

and refine her skills in textiles’…

likes to create work combining her

source of inspiration in itself, but then there

set up by the great man himself. It was, in

Carole Francis.

Carole’s travels will take her, firstly, to

attachment to Melbourne, its laneways and

recognition of the confidence and prospects

PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003

Future plans include a viewing of the

On his return he will become a director
of the John Truscott Design Foundation.

Swinburne University’s Faculty of Design,

Francis will bring back from all this to enrich

Marco Gjergja worked for design companies

this city that was once so loved by John Truscott.

He still lives and works there. After

Visit the Truscott Design Circle blog at:
tdcircle.blogspot.com.
For further information on the John Truscott

is to acknowledge the unique

yearning ‘to do something creative’. And so

Design Foundation Inc, contact

accomplishment of local design and, in

three years immersed in the German

now comprising

began her now burgeoning career as a

PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003.

this so-called global community to which

language and culture he has amassed an

around 10 or so

designer/maker specialising in weave.

Email: martin.carlson@bigpond.com.

we all belong, to celebrate design that is an

impressive ‘biog’ creating graphic designs

invited members,
is a far cry from the workplace experience of

expression of its specific locality and time.

The Circle,

Jason Bassett offers an example of why,

most of its members. Jason, for instance,
works successfully in the hot-house

A neckpiece/choker, one of six pieces in

in this global-centric world, the Circle

environment of advertising and ‘branding’

Carole Francis’ Choker Collection. It was

finds it important to draw attention to the

while others are involved in landscape

made using Carole’s own hand-woven cloth

integrity of domestic design and to finding

architecture, multi-media communication

(taking inspiration from Gustav Klimt’s work)

ways to export it.

and textiles. They have been drawn together

and incorporates recycled Japanese silk fabric

by a passionate interest in innovative design

and leather. Klimt’s paintings, particularly

rough design of, say, a logo, to someone he

and a desire, not to compete or gain some

those where his female subjects are adorned

knows skilled in this sort of design work in,

kind of professional advantage, but to inspire

with chokers/neckpieces, set the tone for the

for instance, the Netherlands. By the time he

and encourage one another and, in so doing,

Choker Collection.

gets to the office the next morning the

At the end of his day Jason might send a

finished design will be there in his email

broaden their understanding of what
constitutes good design.

ACMI, an insider’s view of the trail-blazing

inbox. A successful way to achieve objectives

Australian Galleries from its director, Stuart

and make deadlines in a commercial life no

to challenges. At its first meeting it held a

Purves, and have visited the exhibition of

doubt, but a development that could, all too

‘show and tell’ where each member brought

Arnhem Land paintings and objects from

soon, obliterate the unique cultural influences

an example of their work, something they

the Donald Thomson collection at the Ian

and sense of place that informs an artist’s

held dear: weavings, graphic designs,

Potter Museum.

work and gives it life.

However, the group is clearly not averse
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for many museums and art institutes in
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Jason Bassett

Truscott Design Circle
talks about design

"I approach all design and
communication in the same manner. After
all, design’s worthless until it’s experienced,
and that experience is not limited to sight
alone. True to our concerns about the
newer generation of designers, you’ll notice
how Denisia talks about using what’s
available and without waste."

Denisia Menglet
" What inspires me is attention to detail
and when thought is put into how

Winter 2009

something will be experienced at a human/

Penny Gale

personal level (this probably relates more to

"Architecture and travelling inspires me,

urban design than other disciplines), and
when thought is put into the little and more
intangible things like the senses, moods,

and the small details in the built and natural
environment that surrounds me."

Carole Francis

light…into how something could be
experienced by an individual at a particular

" What doesn’t inspire me is more the

moment, and the poetry that could be

answer! If I had to pinpoint influences,

layered over that experience. I’m also

however, it would most definitely be music

inspired when a designer has thought about

and art."

efficiency, re-use of materials and
environmental sustainability, even though
that has become a bit of a catchphrase."

Tristan Main
"At the moment I can’t get enough of
Dutch typography and design."

n
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Her Majesty’s treasure

Life at the Tivoli—in pastel
Insipired by make-up sticks, Adelaide artist Alex Dixon revived many memories of the days of vaudeville.

T

A 60-year-old Broadway tradition has now become a feature of Melbourne theatre.

coloured makeup sticks in

the drawings of magic

T

opens—began on Broadway, New York,

Elliot, made a number of patches to adorn
In reality, it’s not the superstition, rules or the robe and created a wooden travelling
ceremony that are important, but rather what crate for it to be kept in.

their gold foil wrappers in a

equipment. I am inviting the

when a chorus member (or ‘gypsy’ as

comes from them: the goodwill created

makeup case included in a

viewer to wonder what was in

singers and dancers call themselves because

between cast and chorus, between different

Rocky Horror Show, which held the Gypsy

Performing Arts Collection

the boxes and how the items

they are always on the move from show to

companies and shows, and the way it puts

Robe last year, says that although it has

display at The Adelaide

worked. I also wanted to bring

show) working on Gentlemen Prefer Blondes in

the spotlight, just for a moment, on hard-

gone missing from time to time, it’s now

Festival Centre. Alex was

the vivid colour of the Tivoli

1950 sent a tattered dressing gown to a friend

working chorus members.

here to stay. When Rocky Horror passed it on

inspired to create her ‘Life in

era into the exhibition.

working on Call Me Madam with Ethel

he project developed

says Alex. ‘I developed the

after artist Alex

link between objects and the

Dixon saw vividly

absent performer further in

the Tivoli’ project.

Broadway, but its importance to our theatre

presented to a chorus member for

community continues to grow.

good luck each time a musical

‘With the puppets and

‘I thought theatre items

he Gypsy Robe—a ceremonial cloak

Merman, claiming the robe was good luck.

ventriloquist dolls I have

That gypsy then sent it to a friend

would be an interesting

explored the continuum of

working on Guys and Dolls, this time with a

extension of the still life work

human likeness. They were

rose from Merman’s costume attached.

I’d been doing,’ she says.

very much still life objects—

The result was an intriguing

All shows were hits, and so a good luck

quite inanimate—yet they hold

charm was born. Now no Broadway show

exhibition of evocative oil

a bizarre fascination. My

opens without it, and a special ceremony

pastels at the Hill Smith

interest in them as characters

accompanies its handing-on.

Gallery in Adelaide in June.

developed through reading an

Says Jo Peoples, the
Exhibition Co-ordinator of the Adelaide
Festival Centre’s Performing Arts
Collection: ‘Alex’s rich oil pastel works

‘Grease Paint 1’, oil pastel on paper, 38x38cm.
‘A Comical Tragedy—Punch’, pastel on paper,
59cm by 43cm.

revive many emotive elements of the

1832 Punch and Judy script.

was adopted in the 1990s, probably with

‘I aimed to capture the fun, the whimsy
and the sense of the bizarre of Tivoli-style

and rules are less formal than they are on

Alex says that the experience of
handling and drawing the two dolls, Pal

almost forgotten world.

Joe and Girl, was very different.

‘Alex used four of our collections,

having been brought to life in the past

and Mervyn Maynard, as inspirations for

and of them having a life history. They

her work. It’s wonderful to see these

were much more human and I felt the

objects given a new life in a new medium.’

need to lift them carefully.

The works are rendered in oil pastels,

because it gives new performers a sense of
the history of our theatre activity.

If you have information about the history
of the Australian Gypsy Robe, please contact

‘It’s such a nice way to chronicle our

Mary Murphy at Her Majesty’s (marym@

history. You look back in 30 years and there

hmt.com) or Maureen Andrew (maurs2000

are all these logos from the different shows

@unwired.com.au).

we’ve had.
‘But beyond that, it’s a nice way to

With thanks to Maureen Andrew,

honour a show and what we do,’ she says.

Mary Murphy and Actors’ Equity.

n

‘Reading the joke cues pinned to the

not particularly common for professional

insight into their characters, although, in

artists. It is a medium that is rich in

drawing Girl, I was guided very much by

colour, texture and fragrance—much like

the sense of melancholy I felt she

the greasepaint of the era depicted.

portrayed as a “vent” doll who had seen

The works are developed through an

better days!’

extensive layering process, with time

Jo Peoples points out that creating the

allowed for drying in between layers. The

collection meant that, like the performers

smaller works take from 40 to 60 hours to

whose props she painted, Alex had to live

produce and the larger ones may need up

two lives.

to 150 hours. Alex uses hand-made

‘By day she’s at Marryatville High

600gsm acid free cotton rag paper made

School in Adelaide, teaching Art and

in Mt Gambier by Blue Lake Paper. The

the form of the objects, encouraging the

project took four years to complete.

viewer to consider them as abstract shapes

said, ‘ and at night she’s in her studio,

that relate to each other.

escaping into the magical world of the
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‘I think it makes people feel like they are
compile a history of the Australian Gypsy Robe. part of a whole industry, not just one show,’
Maureen says the robe is important
says Luke. ‘It’s all about community.’

robe was displayed in The Maj foyer. Photo: Maureen Andrew.

back of Pal Joe’s jacket gave me greater

In depicting makeup sticks and cases

Theatre’s honorary archivist Mary Murphy to

The handover of the Gypsy Robe from The Rocky Horror Show to the Billy Elliot company,

a medium that is very tactile, interesting and

and magic equipment, she has focussed on

‘binding experience for the whole company’.

on the stage of the Comedy Theatre on 9 January 2009. During the Billy Elliot season the

‘I immediately had a sense of them

Wally Speed, Alt Withers, Ray de Cean

ventriloquist dolls.

to Billy Elliot last year, Hunter says it was a

theatrical past,’ she adds.

them, and introduce the uninitiated to the

subject areas: makeup and magic, and

the musical Nunsense 2. Here the ceremony

Luke Hunter, the musical director of The

performance and the melancholy of a

vaudevillian days for those who remember

She has concentrated on two main

In Australia, the Gypsy Robe tradition

Melbourne-based performer Maureen
Andrew is working with Her Majesty’s

Kim Bishop, wardrobe director on Billy

‘I have attempted to introduce an
element of curiosity about the performer

English as s Second Language,’ Jo Peoples

Tivoli, complete with her cast of characters
and their dreams.’

and to evoke images of the transformation
into performer prior to a performance,’

Link: www.hillsmithgallery.com.au.

n
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A peep at the past

Taking credit where credit’s not due

Searching through copies of the old Melbourne theatrical journal The Lorgnette, Peter Burgis found this

Don’t necessarily believe what you hear or read about those show credits, says Peter Pinne.

O

Lola Montez, erstwhile ‘chère amie’

Melbourne Theatre Royal some years ago,

of the King of Bavaria. During her

depicting this period of her life. An effective fire

sojourn in Australia [1855] she played a few

scene was included, taken from the reality of

nights at a theatre in Sandhurst [Bendigo].

her escape from the palace of Munich.

nly old theatre goers remember

She acted in a drama, played at the

She was playing Asmodeus in The Little Devil

‘A thoroughly

And an advertisement from same issue:

during a violent thunderstorm, when a flash

Christian woman’:

The stories about Sarah Bernhardt are

of forked lightning came through the roof of

Lola Montez

mostly calumnies.

the stage and struck the floor near her feet.

It is the fate of true genius to be

One of the boards was shivered. Lola turned

the errors of her

followed by slanderers. Jealousy often starts

to the audience and coolly remarked, ‘Your

life. She, to all

the pack, and then the whole bevy of

managers stage this piece with better effects

intents and

hounds join in the chase, those who know

than I ever saw before anywhere.’
Lola Montez died in America [in 1861]

purposes, ruled the Kingdom of Bavaria for

her are high in their laudations of her

some years and ruled it well, during the time

character, just as those who are familiar

and was reported to have become a thoroughly the King was under her influence as Countess with the virtues of Wolfe’s Schnapps. Be sure
Christian woman, expressing much sorrow for of Lansfeldt.
you obtain Wolfe’s Schnapps.
n

T

Fruit Flies prepare for take-off

he headquarters building of the

Michalowski says: ‘It will be done in three

Albury-based Flying Fruit Fly

stages, so training can continue in the

1979, is one of Australia’s most successful

Circus is about to be transformed

building except for a period of three months

international cultural exports. It has toured

when we’ll have to use a temporary site.’

nationally and internationally, including a

Construction will take about a year.

season on Broadway.

into a world-class training facility.
It’s the biggest boost for the circus in 30
years. Their well-worn home, the shabby

The centre design was revealed in

The Flying Fruit Fly Circus, founded in

Recognised as one of the world’s

80-year-old former Adelyn clothing factory

January 2007 in the hope of attracting a

premier youth performing arts companies,

in Hovell Street, will be completely

federal government grant, but because the

the Fruit Flies aim to promote education

reconstructed, allowing the training areas to

Regional Partnerships Program was axed,

and cultural development of young people

double in size.

nothing materialised.

by providing high quality training and by

Architect Bernie Jovaras, of Jovaras

Now, however, the federal government

producing showcase performances.

Westland Partnership, has designed a large

is channelling $3.754m through Albury

training hall, a separate rehearsal room and

council, which owns the building and has

scores more take part in pre-circus training

a two-level administration block as part of a

previously budgeted $640 000 towards the

at weekends.

dynamic signature front to Wodonga Place.

$4.86m cost. Arts NSW will contribute

The Fruit Flies’ artistic director Markus

$350 000 and Arts Victoria $56 000.

There are 80 children in the circus but

With thanks to Loretta and Paul Sutherland. n

E

very now and then stories surface

Even so, Herman didn’t write everything

in Hello Dolly!’s score. He had uncredited help Sheldon Harnick, writers of Fiddler on the Roof

someone takes credit for something

from Bob Merrill who penned ‘Elegance’

(1964), were called in by Hal Prince to help

they didn’t do. The latest revelation came

and ‘Motherhood March’. When Merrill

on the Sherlock Holmes musical Baker Street

just after the West End opening of the latest

died, producer David Merrick ran a paid

(1965), the score for which had been written

production of Lionel Bart’s Oliver!. Although

obituary in The New York Times thanking

by Canadians Marian Grudeff and Raymond

Bart is credited with writing book, music

Merrill for his contribution to Hello Dolly!.

Jessel.

and lyrics of the show, apparently

Bock and Harnick’s uncredited

it’s a lie, a lie which has been well

contributions included ‘Cold Clear

hidden for almost 50 years.

World’, ‘I Shall Miss You’ and the

According to friends of Bart, the

lovely ‘I’m In London Again’.

book of Oliver! (1960) was written by

Bock and Harnick also wrote three

Bart’s longtime secretary Joan

songs (‘Caesar Is Wrong’, ‘Old

Maitland who was paid off by Bart

Gentleman’ and ‘Ptolemy’) for the

because he did not want to share the

17-performance flop Her First

limelight. Harry Landis, an actor

Roman (1968), a musicalisation of

who started his career with Bart at

Shaw’s Caesar and Cleopatra, which

the Unity Theatre in the East End of

were credited to the show’s pop

London and whose credits include a

composer, Ervin Drake.

two-year stint in EastEnders,

Although no one has ghost

confirms that Maitland had to

written anything for a Stephen

threaten legal action before Bart

Sondheim show, Sondheim himself

finally relented and gave her a

has lent his talents to others. When

royalty of one per cent for her

his friend Mary Rodgers was in

silence—a tidy sum, considering the

trouble with the Judy Holliday

success of the musical through the

vehicle Hot Spot (1963), he came

years.

up with ‘Don’t Laugh’. Earlier in

But that’s not all. Jack Grossman,
another Unity actor, now claims
authorship of the tunes of ‘Be Back Soon’ and

his career, while working as lyricist
Lionel Bart hard at work on Oliver!—or is he?

‘Boy For Sale’, which he claims he originally
wrote for a Unity revue.
David Roper, author of the biography

headquarters will look when completed.

Bernstein and turned it into the chorus of
‘Something’s Coming’. He did a similar thing

Charles Strouse and Lee Adams to help

with Gypsy (1959) when composer Jule Styne

Bart! (Pavilion, 1994), acknowledges that

when the show was in trouble out-of-town.

was indisposed. Sondheim sat down one

during the ’60s the composer was plagued

They came up with a new first act closer

evening with director Jerome Robbins and in

with plagiarism lawsuits from other writers.

called ‘Before The Parade Passes By’, but it

four hours they mapped out ‘Rose’s Turn’.

was never used. Herman wrote a different
‘A lot of the melodies in Oliver! can easily number under the same title, but ASCAP
be traced back to traditional Jewish songs,
royalties on the song are paid to Strouse,

Loesser, composer of Guys and Dolls (1950),

such as wedding dances,’ said Roper. ‘and

Pajama Game (1954), without credit, and

Bart grew up in the East End of London

While Jerry Herman had help on Hello

wrote ‘A New Town Is A Blue Town’ for The
likewise ‘My White Knight’ for The Music Man

Dolly!, he has also been called in to doctor a

(1957). Of course, Loesser had a vested

immigrants.’

troubled show himself, and in the process

interest in these properties, being the publisher

received no credit.

of the scores through his Frank Music

famous copyright infringement lawsuits centred

Ben Franklin in Paris (1964) has two

publishing company.

on Jerry Herman’s title tune for Hello Dolly!

Herman songs, ‘To Be Alone With You’ and

Andrew Lloyd Webber, who has frequently

(1964). Mack David, older brother of lyricist

‘Too Charming’, both credited to the show’s

been accused of ripping off classical composers’

Hal David, claimed the melody was a direct

composer and lyricist, Mark Sandrich Jnr

themes, blatantly did it when he took a melody

copy of his 1948 pop hit ‘Sunflower’.

and Sidney Michaels.

from Richard Strauss’ Four Last Songs and

Without admitting guilt, Herman paid a
six-figure settlement.

ON STAGE

Adams and Herman.

It has long been rumored that Frank

which at the time was populated by Jewish
But Bart is not alone. One of the most

Page 44

on West Side Story (1957), he took
the melody of a verse written by Leonard

Director Gower Champion brought in

These were usually settled out of court.
How the Fruit Flies’ revamped Albury

time with a Herman credit. Jerry Bock and

about musical theatre where

The situation was redressed when The
Jerry Herman Songbook was published in 1994:

made it his main melody for the title tune of
Jesus Christ Superstar (1972).

*

it contained ‘To Be Alone With You’, this
Winter 2009
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Girl Guide ditty. According to Larrikin

the 1930s. How this will eventually play out

Sound: Max Lyandvert, War of

Symphony Concert: A Flowering

composer to rip off a classical composer’s

Music, which is suing Sony BMG, EMI,

in court is anyone’s guess. Copyright

the Roses

Tree, Perth Festival etc.

work. Just compare Louis F. Gottschalk’s

and the composers, band members Colin

infringement is notoriously difficult to

‘Night In The Tropics’, written around

Hay and Ron Strykert, the flute solo in the

prove. With only eight notes on the tonic

Miscellaneous

1850, with George Gershwin’s Cuban

song was copied from the children’s classic

scale, it’s logical to assume that somebody

Original Score: David Page,

Children’s Presentation: The

Overture, penned some 80 years later.

‘Kookaburra Sits In The Old Gum Tree’,

is going to create something that’s been

Mathinna

Promise, The Flying Fruit Fly Circus

composed by Melbourne music teacher

written before.

Music Direction: Richard Hickox,

New Australian Work: Eddie

Billy Budd

Perfect, Shane Warne The Musical

Webber is not the only popular

Plagiarism in the pop field is even more
rampant. Recently Coldplay’s ‘Viva La
Vida’ has been accused of being a copy of
Creaky Boards’ ‘The Songs I Didn’t Write.’

Marion Sinclair in 1934.
Men At Work dispute the claim, saying

The legal question is whether it was
done accidently or on purpose. The old

Choreography (Dance):

Frank Sinatra ’60s hit says it all: ‘It seems to

Stephen Page, Mathinna

Major Awards

Choreography (Musical):

Best Ballet or Dance Work:

Wayne Cilento, Wicked

Mathinna, Bangarra Dance Theatre

Brian Stacey Award for

Best Opera: Billy Budd, Opera

Emerging Australian

Australia

Conductors: Daniel Smith

Best Play: War of the Roses, Sydney

Australian rock band Men at Work

copyright which, according to their lawyers,

me I’ve heard that song before...’ —and

was given to the Girl Guides Association of

most likely you have.

1980s hit ‘Down Under’ from a popular

Victoria as part of a song competition in

n

Wicked and War big winners at
Helpmann Awards

Wicked and the
Sydney Theatre

Male: Ben Winspear,

Company’s 8-hour

Baghdad Wedding

Shakespeare compilation

Female: Robyn Nevin,

production War of the Roses

Women of Troy

dominated Live Performance

Supporting Male: Ewen

Australia’s 2009 Helpmann

Leslie, War of the Roses

Awards, with each of them

the Roses

presented on 28 July in the
Sydney Opera House

Performers,
Musicals

Opera Theatre and was
broadcast live on Foxtel’s

Male: Bille Brown, Monty

Bio channel.
John Coburn’s spectacular ‘Curtain of the Sun’

Python’s Spamalot
Female: Sharon Millerchip, Chicago

ninth, is also the centenary of the birth of

ready to welcome the 2009 Helpmann Awards.

Sir Robert Helpmann, so it was entirely

and recently restored by the Victorian

appropriate that, thanks to actor Tyler

Tapestry Workshop (see On Stage, Summer

Coppin, ‘Bobby’ made several appearances

2007).

during the evening.

And the winners are:

Performers, Dance

significant step up for the Helpmanns,

Direction

Male: Antony Hamilton, Two Faced Bastard

which have previously been presented in

Opera: Neil Armfield, Billy Budd

Firebird

The move to the Opera House was a

the Lyric Theatre at Star City. The shift was
made possible by substantial financial
support from Events New South Wales.
Produced for Live Performance
Australia by Jon Nicholls, the ceremony
was directed by Stuart Maunder and
designed by Mark Thompson. Vanessa
Scammell was musical director.
A feature of the presentation was the
incorporation of the rarely seen ‘Curtain of
the Sun’, the original Opera Theatre house
curtain designed by the late John Coburn
Page 46

David Stone, Universal Pictures,

Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps

The Araca Group, Jon B. Platt and

Special Event: Sound Relief
Visual or Physical Theatre: Compagnie
Philippe Genty, Lands End

Musical: Lisa Leguillou, Wicked
Play: Benedict Andrews, War of the Roses

Performers, Opera
Male: John Wegner, Billy Budd
Female: Tiffany Speight, The Coronation

Supporting Male: Rob Guest, Wicked
Supporting Female: Nancye Hayes, My
Fair Lady

Female: Lana Jones, Graeme Murphy’s

2009
Australian Contemporary Concert:
Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu

O

J.C. Williamson Award for
Lifetime Achievement

International Contemporary Concert:

John Bell AO AM CBE

Leonard Cohen World Tour 2009

Michael Gudinski AM

n

n 21 December 1956 the urbane

Fair Lady don’t

Australian actor, comedian,

miss Périchole.’

singer, dancer and director

Fortunately

Cyril Ritchard opened a new chapter

the production

in the long, illustrious history of New

was recorded,

York’s Metropolitan Opera House.

complete with
a narration

The occasion was the Met première
of the rollicking Offenbach operetta

by Ritchard.

La Périchole, directed by Ritchard and

Unavailable

starring himself and the ravishing soprano

for nearly half-

Patrice Munsel.

a-century, the
disc has now

In the Saturday Review of 5 January 1957,

been released

critic Irving Kolodin wrote:

for the first

‘If the Metropolitan Opera had a marquee
and Patrice Munsel
to play its young lovers?

time on CD by
THA members Frank Bristow, producer, and

Individual Performers

Ritchard in lights, big and bold, for making

Comedy: Tim Minchin, Tim Minchin—

the new production of La Périchole one of the

Ritchard has applied to it a composite of the

happiest examples of musical theatre New

musical understanding he showed in his

York has had in our time. And if, as viceroy

Barber of Seville in 1954 and the broader

illustrated booklet and three bonus vintage

of an entirely imaginary Peru, Ritchard takes

music-hall approach justified by the light

operetta tracks, is available to THA members

rank above any marquis, that is justice too,

texture of the music. Something of Gilbert

for just $22 plus $1.10 postage.

for what country would not be glad to have

and Sullivan (and not a little of Moss Hart)

Ready For This?
Classical: Pianist Herbert Schuch, The
Beethoven Festival

Supporting Male: John Wegner, Lady

Design

Macbeth of Mtsensk

Costumes: Susan Hilferty, Wicked

Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk

for the 2009 Helpmann Awards.

John Frost

Rare Ritchard rediscovered

it should be spelling out the name of Cyril

of Poppea

Supporting Female: Dominica Matthews,

Tyler Coppin 'channels' Sir Robert Helpmann

Contemporary Music Festival: Big Day Out

Marta Dusseldorp, War of

The ceremony was

Best Musical: Wicked, Marc Platt,

Regional Touring: Alfred

Supporting Female:

garnering six awards.

Theatre Company

Production Awards

Performers,
Drama

he mega-musical

This year, the Helpmanns’

Concert: Ecstatic Dances

that Larrikin never owned the original

have been accused of plagiarising their

T

Chamber & Instrumental

Scenery: Eugene Lee, Wicked
Lighting: Nick Schlieper, War of the Roses

ON STAGE

Jacques Offenbach write its tunes, Rolf Gérard have gone into a jaunty but tasteful, inventive
but free-flowing treatment which makes the
to design its décor (including some of the
most blissfully colourful costumes these eyes

Metropolitan the world’s largest funhouse

have ever seen), with Theodore Uppman

while he is on stage. If you can’t get in to My

Winter 2009

Ray Kolle, who handled the audio restoration.
Thanks to Frank, the CD, complete with

Contact Frank Bristow at 2 Cross Street,
Brighton, Victoria 3186; phone (03) 9528
3167; email franbris@optusnet.com.au.
If paying by cheque, it should be made
payable to Frank P. Bristow.

n
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Exeunt

where he choreographed and directed at
the Friedrichstaadpalast and the Metropole

DNZM,OBE

Geoff Crowhurst

Ross Coleman

Sir Edward Downs CBE

Tony Gilbert

conducted only 25 of Verdi’s 28 operas—

Geoff had a strong passion for music and

Theatre. He choreographed the Russian opera

music theatre, as well as political and

The Demon for the 1998 Bregenz Festival,

community theatre.

the High Society UK tour, Pomp, Duck and

Dame Heather Begg

Arts SA and the Australia Council.

Former Opera Australia director Moffatt

Geoff’s work with Junction Theatre
introduced many people to live performance.

superb team player. He spoke with confident

A champion of Australian writers, he

authority on matters musical and operatic,

In Kuala Lumpur he choreographed the

commissioned and directed countless new

and had an encyclopaedic knowledge. His

opening of the E! Village Studios, Malaysia’s

works. His productions have been seen at

manner was that of a benevolent, precise

first film studio, and he taught jazz and tap

WoMAD, the Adelaide Festival Centre,

schoolmaster—but he was refreshingly

in China.

Melbourne International Arts Festival,

respectful of expertise in other areas.’

But it was his vast Australian choreographic

Adelaide Cabaret Festival, Adelaide Fringe
Festival, Feast Festival to name just a few.
As an author himself, Geoff was a

Jonah Jones, Company, The Threepenny Opera,

worked with. Tributes described him as

Miracle City, Side by Side by Sondheim, The

visionary, kind, patient, supportive,

John Anthony Gilbert, who has died at the age

Rocky Horror Show, Jerry’s Girls, How to

generous, brave, optimistic and wise.

of 85, was one half of one of the most

Concert, Love Burns, Trouble in Tahiti, Call Me
Madam, The Seagull, Great Expectations,

and a devoted fan.

Sir Edward Downes
17.6.1924–10.7.2009

Spelling Bee, Naked Boys Singing, The Merry
Widow (Australian Opera, 2005), Dusty—The

his wife have ended their lives in a clinic

Original Pop Diva (2006 Helpmann Award

in Zürich.

Most recently Coleman choreographed
the blockbuster hit Priscilla, Queen of the
Desert. which, at the time of his death, was
OAM

Nina Stanton

Charles ‘Bud’ Tingwell

still playing in London’s West End.

AM

Producer David Hawkins described

Dame Heather Begg DNZM,

role in a film version.

OBE

The following year she became a

1.12.1932–12.5.2009

resident artist with the Australian Opera,

respected choreographer that he will be

tackling everything from Wagner to

best remembered.

New Zealand-born mezzo-soprano Heather Begg
made an indelible impression in a wide variety
of roles during a long and distinguished career.
After studies at the Sydney Conservatorium
Heather sang principal mezzo roles with the
National Opera of Australia from 1954 to
1956, when a New Zealand Government
bursary enabled her to study at the National
School of Opera in London.
Between 1959 and 1964 she appeared
with Carl Rosa, New Opera, the Royal
Opera, the English Opera Group and
Sadlers Wells. She sang with the New Zealand

operetta and Gilbert and Sullivan. In 2006

which she returned the Royal Opera.
In 1975 Heather appeared as Marcellina
in The Marriage of Figaro for the Chicago
Lyric Opera, which led to a reprise of the

Coleman as ‘one of our greatest ever creatives’.

The 85-year-old maestro was virtually
blind and had lost some of his hearing, 
while his wife, a former dancer, was suffering
from cancer.
A champion of English music and a
devotee of Prokofiev and Verdi, Sir Edward
was associated with the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden, for many years.
In 1972 he became musical director of

dance teacher, but it was as a prolific and

W

Geoff Crowhurst

Born in Sydney, Coleman made his début

23.3.1951–4.7.2009

the Australian Opera, though he returned to
London each year as a guest conductor. He
made his Australian début conducting a
highly-acclaimed production of Der Rosenkavalier

she proved she could still ‘deliver the

as a professional choreographer in the first

goods’ when she played the cameo role of

Australian production of Grease in 1972, and

Adelaide-based Geoff Crowhurst, one of

played Paul in the original Australian

Australia’s best and busiest independent

production of A Chorus Line in 1977. He went

theatre writers, directors and producers, has

performance in the Sydney Opera House,

On 17 April 2009 she was made a Dame

on to work extensively for the Sydney and

died after a year-long battle with cancer. He

Prokofiev’s War and Peace, in 1973. His

Companion of The New Zealand Order of

Melbourne Theatre Companies and a long

was 58.

invaluable contribution to opera in this

the Grandmother in Jenufa.
Heather was awarded an OBE in 1978.

As artistic director of Mainstreet Theatre,

in Melbourne.
Downes conducted the first operatic

country concluded in 1976 with the

Merit. A lady of keen intelligence, great

list of commercial managements. He also

charm and generosity, she passed away in

worked overseas and, for some years, ran

Junction Theatre, and co-founder of the

Australian première of Berg’s Wozzeck at the

his own performing arts school.

Lampshade Shop Theatre and Not So Straight

1976 Adelaide Festival of Arts.

Canterbury Hospital, Campsie, less than a
month later, a victim of leukemia.
W

Opera Company from 1964 until 1966, after
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the age of 60, was an actor, director and

CBE

British conductor Sir Edward Downes and

Angry Inch, Sweet Charity and Shout!.

Paul Sharratt

between our foremost Shakespearean actor

W

Urinetown, The 25th Annual Putnam County

for Best Choreography), Hedwig and the

Ross Coleman
12.2.1949–27.7.2009
Ross Coleman, who has died in his sleep at

Coleman’s directorial credits include:

Theatre, as well as working freelance, Geoff

Downes returned to Covent Garden,

Turandot and Norma (Canterbury Opera, NZ),

worked with many of Australia’s leading

becoming associate musical director in 1991.

The Music Man and Bye, Bye, Birdie (The

performers, designers and theatre practitioners.

Over the years he conducted 950 performances

Production Company), Shout (2003 regional

He helped transform Adelaide’s Feast Festival

of 49 different operas there.

tour), Merrily We Roll Along (WAAPA, 2004)

from a fringe event to one of SA’s main arts

and Shout! (Adelaide, 2005).

festivals. He was co-ordinator for the

In the 1990s Coleman lived in Berlin

ON STAGE

Hi-Beam festival and was on committees for

29.5.1923–24.4.209

remarkable partnerships in Australian theatre—

Grease—The Arena Spectacular, Follies in
Rita Schneider

Tony Gilbert

generous collaborator, inspiring those he

Society, Funny Girl, Call Me Madam, Cabaret,

Ray Rubino

W

Conquest of Carmen Miranda, Summer Rain,

Succeed in Business Without Really Trying, High

Adeline Mims

Oxenbould paid this tribute: ‘He was a

and The St Petersburg Music Hall in Russia.

here included Chicago, The Stripper, The

Bobby McLeod

Siciliani eluded him.

Circumstance in New York, Revue in Paris

canon that set Coleman apart. His work

Russell Johnson

Alzira, Un Giorno di Regno and I Vespri

He was appointed CBE in 1986 and
knighted in 1991.
One of his few regrets was that he

Perth-born Gilbert was an enigma. Shy,
intensely private, his fortune came from cars,
but he never learnt to drive.
He gave away more than $500 000 a
year to charities and the arts—about half to
the Bell Shakespeare Company.
Gilbert and John Bell met in 1959 when
18-year-old Bell was appearing with the
Sydney University Players. In 1970 Gilbert
joined the board of Bell’s newly-established
Nimrod Theatre; he served for 12 years.
In 1990 it was Gilbert who financed the
start of the Bell Shakespeare Company. He
was a board member for the next 13 years.
‘Time and again we had to call on Tony
to bail us out,’ recalls John Bell. ‘A lot of his
personal fortune was ploughed into the
company, but not recklessly: he continually
challenged us, and others, to pull our weight.
‘Australia cannot boast of many
philanthropists as generous, caring or
dedicated as Tony Gilbert; certainly none as
modest and self-effacing. He was a notable
benefactor of the University of Sydney and
many charities, but he wanted no recognition.
All he gave was for the joy and benefit of
others and to preserve values he believed in.’
W


Russell Johnson
16.6.1927–6.7.2009

Co-founder of Victoria’s Lilydale
Athenaeum Theatre Company, Russell
Johnson, has died.

Winter 2009

*
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Back in the 1970s Russell and his partner,

W

Geoffrey Page, were owners of The Gift Box,
at 235 Main Street, Lilydale.
Both had interests in music and the arts;
in 1975 they sponsored an amateur production
in the local Athenaeum Hall, the genesis of
the Athenaeum Theatre Company.
The hall was in a sad state of disrepair.
Russell and Geoff approached the Lilydale
Council with a proposal to transform the
historic building into the Lilydale Athenaeum
Theatre, resolving to ‘restore its former glory
and make it a place of which the Shire would
be proud’.
Overcoming innumerable obstacles, they
created an attractive intimate venue, which
the company they founded continues to use.
Geoffrey Page suffered a fatal heart attack
in 2002, but Russell continued his involvement,
encouraging the publication, in 2005, of the
magnificent three-volume history, Lilydale

Adeline Mims
3.4.1903–5.6.2009
Adeline Mims has died in a Kingston nursing
home in her 107th year.
Born in Adeline Druce Cobham 1903,
Mrs Mims grew up in Wodonga, where she
taught music and played piano during silent
movies at the local theatre. She also played
at the Regent in Albury.
Mrs Mims recalled how one night a fire
broke out under the stage, so she ‘played on
from memory in the dark till the lights came
on again and the flames vanished’.
Mrs Mims accompanied Dame Nellie
Melba at one of her final concerts. With a
tinkle in her eye, she described the legendary
diva as ‘an old woman with a nutcracker face
and a squawk for a voice’.

Icon. The last volume is dedicated to him.

W

In 2003 Russell and Geoff were honoured
with the inaugural Lilydale Mayor’s Lifetime
Achievement Award. Russell was inducted
into the Lyrebird Hall of Fame in 2004.
Russell Johnson was laid to rest only metres

Ray Rubino
7.10.1924–23.6.2009
Born in Geelong, Ray trained at the

from the grave of his idol, Dame Nellie Melba.

Borovansky Ballet Academy where, in 1946,

He donated his extensive memorabilia

he met his life partner, Les Webb.

collection to the Museum of Lillydale.
W

Bobby McLeod

For all his life, Ray was immersed in

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. In 1965

the film Smithy. This led to other local films

they made their professional debut in Smokes

Sharratt formed Starcast Productions to

and a number of productions at Sydney’s

for Sick Soldiers on 4BH. They cut their first

produce TV, theatre and special events. Sharratt

Independent Theatre.

records in Sydney in 1950, and toured

starred at the Lido in Melbourne and in 1973

Queensland with Mack’s Revue Company.

compered the touring International Ice Follies.

After appearing on radio’s Amateur Hour

In 1956 they were in the pioneering

Simon Gardiner (1937–17.5.2009) who died

home to continue working in Australian

of motor neurone disease on 17 May at the

Stars on ABC–TV. They were among the

Surfers Paradise. It welcomed thousands of

films, radio productions and theatre. In 1954

age of 72, commenced his acting career at

first artists to introduce rock’n’roll to

patrons, was televised nationally, and became

he starred in the Phillip Street Theatre

Melbourne University. He trained with

Australia. In 1957 they entertained

Australia’s longest running live show. In 1982

revues Top of the Bill and Hit and Run, then

Hayes Gordon at the Ensemble and worked

Commonwealth troops in Korea and Japan;

it moved to the Iluka Quality Inn celebrating

toured with Googie Withers and John

in radio drama. After he became a teacher,

later they played 170 shows across South-

3000 performances on the Gold Coast in June,

McCallum in Simon and Laura and The Deep

he continued acting in amateur theatre in

East Asia for the American military.

1982; two years later it toured Queensland

Blue Sea.

Geelong and Melbourne.

From 1960 the sisters were mainstays of
television variety in Brisbane, where they

Emergency Ward 10 and in four Miss Marple

the thriving club scene in Sydney.

range of TV shows. He was working on the

films with Margaret Rutherford. He toured

Daytime Emmy Awards show when he died.

in several plays, formed his own theatre

After an amicable split in 1971, Rita
acted in several TV series including Dad and
Dave in Snake Gully with Gordon Chater. In

songwriting, and produced music books with
accompanying cassettes, such as Songs of
Australia and I Love Country Music.
After co-writing and producing her sister
Mary’s top selling Yodelling the Classics
albums, Rita concentrated on her first love,

Her original songs earned her 29 awards.

Activist, poet, healer, musician and Yuin

years with J.C.Williamson’s. He was a dresser

elder Bobby McLeod has died after a lengthy

recognising their 60 years in Australian showbiz.

at Her Majesty’s and the Comedy, and an

battle with cancer.

extra in several JCW productions, including

1970s. He travelled the world speaking about

Melbourne Symphony Orchestra and long-

cultural lore, health and healing.

time members of Theatre Heritage Australia.

His last CD, Dumaradje, was nominated
for Best World Music Album at the 2005 ARIA

W

Awards. His earlier releases include Culture
Up Front (1992), Spirit Mother (1993) and
Paradox (2001). He published several books
of poetry and prose.
Long regarded as a leader within the
Aboriginal community, he continued writing
throughout his illness, dancing and singing to
tell his story and the story of his culture.
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Rita Schneider
24.1.1928–28.3.2009
Originally from Rockhampton, Queensland,
the Schneider Sisters, Rita and Mary,
entertained troops around Brisbane in a
volunteer concert party during the final
stages of World War II.

Nina Stanton
13.3.1948–2.5.2009

OAM
2.8.1933–27.5.2009

Tingwell returned to Australia in 1973 to
play the lead role of Inspector Reg Lawson

travelling showfolk. Starting as a contortionist in
her family’s circus, she went on to become an
outstanding showground spruiker, and
perfected a sensational cockatoo act. Her
husband, Doyle Lachlan Gill (28.2.1927–
6.6.2009) died five weeks after his wife. He
was the brother of rodeo and circus
showmen Jack and Stan Gill. One of
Australia’s greatest rodeo riders, Doyle also
operated a wide variety of colourful
sideshow attractions.

heritage, Janeen ‘Nina’ Cynthia Stanton has

stage tour of Doctor in the House in 1974. In

The grande dame of female impersonation,

died of cancer in Melbourne.

the 1980s he appeared for the MTC in The

Danny La Rue OBE (Daniel Patrick

Matchmaker, A Doll’s House, A Pack of Lies and

Carroll), died on 31 May aged 81 after a

the spectacular inaugural exhibition at the

Cat on A Hot Tin Roof. In 2000 he appeared

40-year career in theatres, clubs, cabarets,

Victorian Arts Centre’s Performing Arts

for the Ensemble in David Williamson’s

summer shows, film and TV. After several

Museum. She later curated a series of popular

Travelling North, and in 2002 he toured in the

unsuccessful business ventures, a 1979 tour

Christmas exhibitions for youngsters.

arena spectacular The Man from Snowy River.

of Australia resurrected his fortune. Many

From 1999 to 2004 he toured widely in Alan

other visits followed; he bought three homes

Hopgood’s one-person play The Carer.

here, in Elizabeth Bay, Clovelly and on the

In 1980 Nina curated They Call Me Melba,

During a stint as director of the Norfolk
Island Museum she commissioned and
produced the play The Trial of the Fifteen, which

Tingwell acted in and directed
innumerable film and TV productions, most
notably, perhaps, The Castle in 1997.
The publication of his memoirs, Bud: A

the Copland Foundation, which supports

Life, was followed by a national tour of An

culturally-oriented scholarships and grants.

Audience with Charles ‘Bud’ Tingwell. In 2007
he narrated the concert performance of the

W

died in Los Angeles of a suspected heart
British-born Paul William Sharratt began

lead in There’s a Girl in My Soup at London’s

was a member of the famous Foster family of

in the TV series Homicide. He directed a

Entertainer and producer Paul Sharratt has
attack. He was in remission from cancer.

toured the play 54321, directed a Blackpool

Frances Eileen Gill (22.1.1924–26.4.2009)

An outstanding figure in the field of cultural

with the Johnston Collection and in establishing

Paul Sharratt

company, Altinger Productions, wrote and

Comedy Theatre for two years

Nina will be best remembered for her work

Hadrian VII in 1967.

He and Les were strong supporters of the

W

is still being presented regularly for visitors.
W

playing leading roles in the TV series

season of Doctor in the House, and played the

‘retired’ 17 years later she returned to

scripted many of her own series for radio.

the Comedy Theatre.

Order of Australia in 1996.

talent and copyright supervisor. When she

Music Lifetime Achievement Award,

Aboriginal tent embassy in Canberra in the

Sharratt was awarded the Medal of the

1974 she joined the Seven Network as a

flagship theatre, the Empire, Leicester Square.

rights activist and one of the pioneers of the

to London in 1956. He stayed for 17 years,

Television, Sharratt became a producer of a

‘Australia’s Loony Lady’. She acted in and

Ray also spent many years in charge of

2001 when Sharratt relocated to Los Angeles.

and Billy Thorpe. In 1965 they conquered

worked front-of-house at MGM’s European

the reception desk at Williamson’s offices in

A role in the film The Shiralee took him

A co-owner of US-based Associated

writing and recording comedy albums as

tin hut, Bobby rose to become an Aboriginal

for the Arts Council. The final curtain fell in

encouraged newcomers like the Bee Gees

Cinema, but he particularly treasured his many

NSW, where he lived as a fringe dweller in a

Mollie Sugden and Ian Tinney.

contract with 20th Century-Fox he returned

Rita and Mary recently received a Country

From humble beginnings in Worrigee,

Doyle and Frances Gill, Danny La Rue,

Olde Tyme Music Hall at Ian Orton’s Restaurant in

record shop in Bourke Street and at the Bryson

1947–30.5.2009

in The Desert Rats. Declining a seven-year

On Stage also pays tribute to Simon Gardiner,

Melbourne-produced variety show Seeing

show business. During a trip to Britain he

Back home he worked at Thomas’ famous

He is possibly best remembered for his

In 1952 he went to Hollywood to appear

W

vintage Australian musical Collits’ Inn. Last
year he was cast as Dimitri Weismann in the

Charles ‘Bud’ Tingwell AM

as a serious repertory actor. His career was

3.1.1923–15.5.2009

Production Company’s Follies at the State

Gold Coast, and often called himself a
‘Pommy ocker’.
While Mollie Sugden, who died on 1 July at
the age of 86, will be best remembered as the
pussy-obsessed Mrs Slocombe in the TV series
Are You Being Served?, she was also an
accomplished stage actress. In 1980 she
toured Australia in the Michael Pertwee
comedy Find the Lady.

Theatre, Melbourne, but illness forced him to Former theatre technician Ian Tinney died of
withdraw after the opening night performance. lung cancer on 9 May. He was 60. After a stint

interrupted by two years’ service in the RAF,

Much loved and highly respected actor and

following which he toured Europe with the

director Charles ‘Bud’ Tingwell has died of

In 1999 Charles Tingwell was made a

with Twelfth Night Youth Players in Brisbane,

prostate cancer in Melbourne. He was 86.

Member of the Order of Australia in recognition

he concentrated on backstage work, installing

Combined Service Entertainments unit. He
went on to work in British variety and TV.

Born in Coogee, Tingwell started his

In 1961 he came to Australia for the

show business career as a cadet announcer/

Tibor Rudas Crazy Gang revue, in which he
and his first wife, Joan, presented a puppet
act, after which they toured widely in Rudas’

ON STAGE

panel operator with Sydney station 2CH.
After outstanding war service with the
Air Force, Tingwell scored a small role in
Winter 2009

of his services to the performing arts as an actor, lighting systems for the Twelfth Night and SGIO
director and producer, and to the community. Theatres. In Sydney he was a mechanist with
He was accorded a State Funeral in
Melbourne on 20 May.

Strand Electrics and the Elizabethan Theatre
at Newtown, and a flyman for the JCW New

Actor-writer Drew Tingwell is his nephew. Zealand tour of No, No, Nanette. Tinney spent
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his latter years with ABC radio in Queensland.

Kennedy, Denis Melksham, Mervyn Nairn,

Compiled with thanks to Penelope Austin,

Eugene Ogilvie, Maurice Scott, Brian

Mary Rhyllis Clark, Circus Fans of

Sutton, Robert Taylor, Kevin Trask, Adrian

Australasia, Paul Dellit, Sarah Gordon, Gerry

Turley, Jill Watson, Les Webb.

Gus
goss

n

I understand that Monash University’s
Department of Music is the happy recipient
of the many hundreds of CDs, LPs and 78

On 23 May The
Age reported: ‘A
prominent innercity factory—

rpm discs amassed over the years by music
guru John Cargher, who passed away last
year (see On Stage, 2008).
Cargher donated his collection, which

ON STAGE
ISSN 1444-0156

includes many rare and unusual discs, under

designed by
architect William
Pitt, who also

the Commonwealth’s Cultural Gifts

Winter 2009
Vol.10 No.3

Program, part of the Taxation Incentives for
the Arts Scheme.

designed the

Contents

Regent Theatre—
has been boarded up and will reopen later

There were red faces all round at Umbrella

this year as a boutique mixed-use

Entertainment when somebody pointed out

warehouse conversion.’

that the blurb on the cover of their recent

Which is odd, because William Pitt died

DVD re-release of the admirable 1987 TV

in 1918 and the Regent didn’t open until 1929.

mini series Melba described it as ‘The Life

theatres, including, of course, the Princess.
The Regent was the crowning achievement

It was hastily reprinted.
- Gus, the theatre cat
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